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Abstract

The journey of power systems started with the development of the dc technology pioneered by Thomas Edison in the late 19th century. Meanwhile, Nicola Tesla led the investigation of ac technology, which soon surmounted the dc paradigm in the "War of Currents", driven by the urge to favor higher-efficiency systems. For about a century, ac was the preferred choice in all sections of power systems, including generation, transmission, and distribution. However, with recent advances in power electronic technology, such as Voltage Source Converters (VSC), the conversion between ac and dc has become more practical, leading to the development of dc and hybrid ac/dc grids. These grids have been formed in both transmission and distribution systems. Specifically, on the transmission side, the advancement of the Multi-Terminal High Voltage Direct Current (MT-HVDC) grids enabled the formation of dc grids covering large geographical areas and integrating bulk renewable energy sources such as offshore wind. On the distribution side, on the other hand, the development of Multi-Terminal Direct Current MicroGrids (MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid) became an attractive solution for interconnecting increasingly popular dc generation sources with dc loads.

The control of the converters interfacing with those dc grids is one of the challenges for the future expansion of such systems and is the subject matter of the current Ph.D. thesis. The conventional droop control of VSCs has been the widely accepted solution for both MT-HVDC and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid applications as it allows several converters to simultaneously regulate the dc grid voltage and share power imbalance in the system. However, droop-controllers have several application-specific challenges. This thesis investigates those challenges and proposes new control structures to overcome them. Specifically, the effect of the converters' control on the regulation of dc network-related parameters, that is, on dc voltage regulation and ratio-based power-sharing between converters, is investigated for both MT-HVDC systems and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids and new control approaches are proposed. Furthermore, the effect of the converters' control on the interaction of MT-HVDC systems with neighboring ac grids is investigated, and advanced solutions are developed for enabling enhanced mutual frequency support of the ac systems interconnected through MT-HVDC systems. The developed strategies are applicable to general structure grids, do not require additional hardware and can be seamlessly integrated into the existing control solutions. The developed control strategies aim to assist systems operators in enhancing the performance of hybrid ac/dc systems. Comprehensive time-domain and modal analysis are conducted to compare the proposed strategies with relevant studies available in the recent literature, validating the advantage of the developed methods.
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<td>MT-HVDC</td>
<td>Multi-Terminal HVDC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCVC</td>
<td>Outer DC Voltage Controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSG</td>
<td>Orthogonal Signal Generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-V</td>
<td>Power-Voltage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Point of Common Coupling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Proportional Integral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>Phase Locked Loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSG</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>Active and Reactive Power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Proportional Resonant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>Power Sharing Index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSIC</td>
<td>Power Sharing Index Based Controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD</td>
<td>Pilot Voltage Droop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Pulse Wide Modulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSS</td>
<td>Quasi Steady State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP</td>
<td>Rapid Control Prototyping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCOF</td>
<td>Rate of Change of Frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS</td>
<td>Real-Time Simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBDC</td>
<td>Synchroconverter Based Droop Control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Short Circuit Ratio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOGI</td>
<td>Second Order Generalized Integrator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>Synchronous Reference Frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDS</td>
<td>Time Domain Simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Unit Commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSC</td>
<td>Voltage Source Converter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPP</td>
<td>Wind Power Plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>Wind Turbine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.1 History of ac and dc electricity: "The War of Currents"

It is difficult to imagine modern life without electricity, as it is used in practically every aspect of life: we use it in our homes for lighting and heating and for operating domestic appliances; we use it in our factories for producing essential goods such as clothes, paper, food; we also use it for transportation, telecommunication, computing. This list, in fact, includes almost every aspect of modern human life. According to recent reports, 87% of the world’s population has access to electric energy [1]. Such wide use of electric energy is motivated by the fact it is the most versatile and easily controlled form of energy [2]. Specifically, electricity is weightless, has relatively little losses in conversion and distribution, and is easy to use.

Human interest to understand and use the electricity phenomena can perhaps be dated back to the 17th century; by that time, scientists were able to generate very short, nearly instantaneous, current flows. It was only after the invention of the voltaic cell by Italian science-pioneer Alessandro Volta in about 1800 that relatively long-lasting electric power sources become available. The power produced by Volta’s source relied on chemical reactions and was for short use only. The practical usage of electricity dates back to 1808, when Cornish chemist Humphry Davy developed the electric carbon-arc lamp [3]. Around two decades later after Davy’s discoveries, the British scientist Michael Faraday made another major breakthrough by unfolding the principles of electricity generation without relying on chemical reactions [4]. Faraday observed that electricity can be induced by moving magnets inside coils of copper wire. However, it was only in the 1870s that the introduction of reliable and long-lasting incandescent light bulbs by Tomas Edison made electrical power available for the larger public. Edison founded the Edison Illuminating Company aiming at the development of a low-voltage direct current (dc) system and supplying power for domestic and industrial lighting. The use of dc technology, which features unidirectional current flow, was a natural and uncomplicated solution for electricity usage at that time, as the contemporary electric sources such as batteries were also based on that technology.
A young Serbian inventor named Nicola Tesla was by then working for Edison’s company and had a task of developing dc generators. After successfully accomplishing the task, Tesla left the company over financial arguments, after which he joined other inventors in an attempt to lead the world’s adoption of large-scale electrification. Tesla started to work on his own projects, developing an inductor motor and transformer (the Tesla Coil) that operates on alternating current (ac), the latter being a technology where the current reverses direction a certain number of times per second (e.g., 60 times in North American 60 Hz system). After the successful introduction of Tesla’s inductor motor to the engineering community in 1888, an entrepreneur and engineer, George Westinghouse, became interested in financing Tesla’s endeavors to promote ac based technologies. Tesla was hired by Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company’s Pittsburgh labs and started his intensive effort to develop ac based power technology.

Not wanting to lose his dominance in the electrification market, Edison started denigrating Tesla’s ac technology, stating that it is more dangerous than its dc counterpart. This rivalry gave rise to the so called "War of Currents", which was a competition over whether the emerging electric power grids should be based on dc or ac technology [5]. In 1893, at the height of the "battle", Edison’s company, named Edison General Electric, and Westinghouse’s company competed in a bid on electrifying the Chicago World’s Fair – also known as the World’s Columbian Exposition. Edison bid to electrify the fair with direct current for $554,000, but lost to George Westinghouse, who claimed he could electrify the fair for only $399,000 using Tesla’s ac technology [6]. After this defeat, Edison’s dc technology yielded its place to the ac phenomena in the years ahead. Specifically, Westinghouse ensured a contract for Tesla to use the latter’s polyphase ac induction motor patent to build a generating station by Niagara Falls. The energy generated was enough to power Buffalo, New York and other parts of the Eastern United States. At this stage, Edison was dismissed from the board of directors of his own company, whose name was changed to simply General Electric, and the company shifted to the use of ac technology as well.

After its win in the "War of Currents", ac technology dominated power generation, transmission, distribution and usage for over a century. Several factors facilitated the acceptance of ac technology and its dominance over the dc alternative: with ac technology voltages are easily converted from one level to another, and conversion from mechanical to electrical power and vise versa is relatively straightforward. For that reason, ac power was more economical for transfer over long distances because stepping-up voltages to higher levels with the help of power transformers resulted in less system losses. This conversion with the dc technology did not become equally uncomplicated for over a century.

Over the past few decades, the development of advanced semiconductor switches have facilitated the conversion between ac and dc power as well as between different dc voltage
levels. Such power transformation is done with devices called converters, which contain semiconductor switches. Apart from the increasing availability of power electronics semiconductor switches with higher power handling capability and faster switching rates, the advancement of dc/ac or dc/dc converters became possible due to the development of real-time computer controllers that make the implementation of advanced control algorithms possible. Meanwhile, increasing concerns about global warming have been one of the forces driving the call for change in the conventional power industry. In an effort to reduce CO2 and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and to meet the ever-increasing load demand, several countries have adopted policies promoting the integration of power from renewable energy sources (RESs) such as wind and solar. The adaptation of energy from RESs has changed the nature of how power is generated (e.g., dc generation in the case of solar), where the power should be transmitted from (e.g., transfer from sea in case of offshore wind). The above-described technological developments and the necessity to modify conventional power industries have brought dc technology back as a potential alternative for several applications, reviving the century long "War of Currents”.

In fact, in several applications, dc technology has already proved to be the preferred option. Specifically, dc provides more-economical transmission of bulk power over long
distances using high voltage dc (HVDC) technology, which is especially applicable for the integration of certain RESs such as remote hydro resources or offshore wind. This developments has brought the notion of multi-terminal HVDC (MT-HVDC) transmission grids, with several parallel-connected converters forming a dc grid on the transmission level. On the other hand, in low voltage power systems, certain types of generation and new loads use dc technology. Therefore, their direct integration through dc multi-bus microgrids, namely multi-terminal dc microgrids (MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid) have proved to be more practical. The general topology of dc grids, including MT-HVDC and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid systems, is shown in Fig. 1.1, where a dc grid is connected with neighboring systems through power converters. It is worth noting that the most-accepted converter topology for the formation of dc systems are Voltage Source Converters (VSC). A more-detailed description of the these converters, plus their comparative advantages and operation principles, is given next. Also, the development history of VSC based dc grids will be talked through in the next sections. The design of advanced controllers of those VSCs, which is crucial for proper functioning of dc grids, will be the main theme of this thesis.

1.2 The development history of multi-terminal high voltage dc systems

Dc systems have already been in use during recent decades for the transmission of large amounts of electric power between networks. In such transmission, at the sending grid, the first converter modifies the ac power to dc, transfers the power through dc lines to the second converter, and then the dc power is transformed back to ac and supplied to the receiving grid. This approach, in which only two converters form the dc system, is called point-to-point dc transmission. The first commercial point-to-point dc transmission project, the Gotland 1 HVDC link commissioned back in 1954, utilized mercury-arc valve based converters for realizing the ac to dc conversion [7]. Starting from the late 1960s, after the development of semi-controlled solid-state switches, thyristor based HVDC technology became dominant over its counterpart that used mercury-arc valves. The first point-to-point HVDC system using thyristor valves was the Eel River project in Canada, which was built by General Electric and put into operation in 1972 [8]. However, thyristor based switches can only be turned on in a controlled manner, whereas their turn-off is determined by the circuit that the switches are connected to. This limitation causes several operational challenges, such as the high harmonic distortion injected into the grids the converters are connected to, and a high short-circuit-ratio (SCR) requirement that those grids must meet. Typically, thyristor based converters could be connected to grids with an SCR of more than
Another breakthrough in the conversion and transmission of dc power happened in the late 1990s with the introduction of high-power VSCs. The first point-to-point VSC based HVDC system, the Hellsjon-Grangesberg project in Sweden, was commissioned in 1997 [10]. Compared to LCC based HVDC grids, VSC based HVDC systems have several advantages, including their capability of regulating reactive power, the option of connecting them to weak ac systems, and their need of a smaller converter area. Among the limitations of LCC based HVDC systems is their restricted capability of forming dc grids by the parallel connection of more than two converts on their dc sides. The reason behind this limitation is that LCCs have unidirectional current flow on their dc sides, and the dc power reversal is achieved by changing the dc voltage polarity of the other converters, which in turn modifies the dc system voltage. Therefore, power reversal between two converters would directly affect the power flow in the other converters connected to the same dc system. Although there are a few existing LCC-HVDC systems that have more than two converter stations, such as the Quebec-New England three-terminal system in Canada, the feasibility of expanding such systems to include more converter stations is limited. With VSC based HVDC systems, on the other hand, the dc voltage is unipolar and is controlled in a tight range. This feature allows a large number of converters to be paralleled on the dc side, which achieves the desired power regulation with relatively simpler controls and protection schemes. As a result, the usage of VSC in HVDC applications facilitate the formation of MT-HVDC systems.

What is more, the constant polarity of the voltage allows usage of advanced cable technology, e.g., XLPE cables [11]. The latter cables are considered technology of the future, as their lightweight characteristics make them easy to transport, their homogeneous extruded insulation system provides the possibility of dynamic moving installations and rapid manufacturing of the cables, and the absence of oil leaks makes these cables environmentally friendly. The above-mentioned characteristics make them suitable for undersea applications, and they are specifically useful for the integration of large offshore wind sources. The smaller converter area of VSCs further facilitates the VSC-HVDC connection of offshore resources, and supports the formation of offshore MT-HVDC systems.

MT-HVDC grids, that is, transmission systems with more than two VSC stations, are now available for the connection of several ac areas and wind farms. A number of MT-HVDC projects around the world are already in operation or to be constructed in the near future. China has commissioned three-terminal (the Nan’ao project), four-terminal (the Zhangbei project) and five-terminal (the Zhoushan project) MT-HVDC systems [12–14]. The Zhangbei project was put into operation in 2019 to provide around 4.5 GW of wind power to Beijing. MT-HVDC grids are expected to further empower efficient
socio-economic operation of the power networks of different countries and facilitate large integration of RES, cross-border power market trading, exchanges of power reserves, etc. The Atlantic Wind Connection, a prospective MT-HVDC system to be built on the East Coast of the United States, will integrate local offshore wind resources [15]. The connection of the Nordic pool with continental Europe is yet another major upcoming MT-HVDC project [16]. What is more, Europe plans to construct a Supergird to interconnect several countries and grid operators and to integrate massive renewable energy sources such as the solar power available in the north of Africa and wind energy from the North Sea, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [17, 18].

1.3 The development history of multi-terminal dc microgrids

Apart from increasingly receiving acceptance for use in transmission networks, dc technology is also regaining its role in low voltage systems. Many RES (photovoltaic systems, fuel cells, etc.) output power in dc form. Small-scale wind generation, on the other hand, produces power in the ac form, but uses a dc conversion stage to avoid synchronization requirements when connecting to the main ac grid. Battery storage systems and electric
vehicles, technologies that are also dc in nature, have seen a rapid increase in popularity in recent years. What is more, certain types of recently emerged loads, such as light-emitting diode (LED) lightbulbs, notebook computers, elevators, are inherently dc in nature. Therefore, an ac/dc conversion is required to connect those units to conventional ac microgrids or distribution networks. Thus, the dc grid architecture became a potential alternative to ac systems because it reduces the number of power conversion stages, leading to a simpler system structure with lower cost and higher efficiency [19]. Furthermore, the use of such microgrids avoids problems such as the need for frequency synchronization, and reactive power flow during steady-state operation. It also alleviates problems such as those related to power quality. In certain instances, the installation of such MT-DCμGrids is also cheaper compared to that of their ac equivalents [20]. Such developments are bringing Edison's century-old vision of distributing power in the dc form closer to reality.

In fact, several MT-DCμGrids have already been implemented in the world. One of the first commercial implementations of such systems is the MT-DCμGrids in Xiamen University in China [21]. The reported projects vary from relatively small-scale for dc ceiling-grids to larger-scale behind the meter dc connections between residential houses [22]. Among the notable applications of such systems is the Sendai Microgrid, implemented in Japan between 2005 and 2008. This microgrid was able to continue its proper operation during the tsunami and earthquake that shocked Japan in 2011, achieving a milestone in microgrid implementation [23]. It is worth noting that the dc power supplied to data racks and control rooms prevented disturbance propagation in the Sendai Microgrid system. Several other MT-DCμGrids projects have been suggested for residential buildings, including the EPARC dc building project in Taiwan, Fukuoka Smart House project in Japan, and the Green Homes venture in Korea, shown in Fig. 1.3 [24]. With companies like Walmart and Amazon installing more PV panels on their buildings, the development of such small-scale dc systems is becoming even more popular [25].

1.4 Challenges for dc grid development

Despite the obvious prospects for developing VSC based multi-terminal dc systems, these grids can still be considered to be in their infancy. Technical challenges associated with their formation and operation are one of the key factors restricting the wider popularity of dc grids. Among the challenges are the requirement for the design of new converter typologies, protection of dc grids, control of converters, etc. For example, new configurations of multi-level VSCs are becoming attractive solutions for MT-HVDC applications as they result in less harmonic distortion and thus need less filtering. One of the main challenges in
the protection of such grids is in breaking of the dc circuit, which is complicated by the fact that the dc current has no natural zero-crossing point. Finally, the development of advanced control strategies for converters interfacing with dc grids is of prime importance for the proper operation of dc systems and for bringing them into widespread use. The latter point is the subject of this thesis.

1.5 Objectives of the thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to facilitate the formation of multi-terminal dc grids by developing enhanced control strategies for VSCs interfacing with those grids. The research described in this thesis considers the control of dc side variables and the management of interactions with the systems neighboring those dc grids. The detailed objectives of the thesis are as follows:

- To develop a control algorithm for droop-controlled VSCs in MT-HVDC systems that will ensure proper regulation of dc system parameters. Specifically, strategies should be developed to ensure enhanced dc voltage regulation and power-sharing between droop-controlled converters. The developed strategy should be general, i.e. it should
not rely on the information of the system topology and parameters. Furthermore, the designed method should ensure continuous system operation even in the presence of large delays in the communication network it uses.

- To further enhance the control strategies of MT-HVDC systems and so ensure the desired interaction with neighboring ac systems. In particular, by redirecting active power within the MT-HVDC grid, precise and selective mutual frequency support should be achieved between MT-HVDC interconnected ac systems.

- To design a decentralized control approach for MT-DC$\mu$Grids for ensuring proper load distribution between droop-controlled dc energy resources. The approach should not rely on the prior information of system parameters or topology, and should enhance steady state operation without sacrificing the dynamic performance of dc grids.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the structure and models of the main components of MT-HVDC and MT-DC$\mu$Grids considered in this study. The basic control strategies of those converters are also demonstrated. Consideration is given to the components that have major affect on the controller operation of the converters interfacing with dc grids. Relevant literature on advanced controllers for those converters is then reviewed in Chapter 3, and the drawbacks of recently reported strategies are revealed. Chapter 4 presents the converter controllers proposed for voltage regulation and power sharing in MT-HVDC systems. Chapter 5 continues the previous chapter by proposing a controller that ensures enhanced interaction of MT-HVDC systems with neighboring ac grids. A decentralized controller that ensures proper load distribution in MT-DC$\mu$Grids is proposed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and presents possible directions for the future research.
Chapter 2

System Modelling and Base Control

This chapter introduces the main components considered in MT-HVDC systems and MT-DCμGrids, and approaches used for modelling those components. The presentation of those models helps understanding the general system operation, and the base-level controllers of the converters. Additionally, the models shown in this chapter are later used for conducting the time-domain and stability analysis of the systems combining the proposed controllers and the existing networks.

The components of MT-HVDC grids are presented in Section 2.1. The model of three-phase ac/dc VSC connected to the grid though a filter is introduced first, followed by the model of dc network. The grid synchronization technique for three-phase ac/dc converters is then presented followed by the description of lower-level control of those converters. The model of the systems interfacing to MT-HVDC grids is then discussed, including the model of conventional ac grids and that of WPPs. Furthermore, the modeling of MT-DCμGrids is shown in Section 2.2, which includes the modeling of dc/dc converters. As it will be discussed later, the controller proposed for MT-DCμGrids relies on single-phase frequency detection. Therefore, the structure of grid synchronization technique for single-phase application is also presented in Section 2.2.

As will be shown in the later chapters (Chapter 4-Chapter 6), the control approaches proposed in this thesis modify the outer-level loops of the existing control methods. Therefore, the converter models presented in this chapter are based on average-value based modeling technique, which is an accepted technique in the literature for investigating new outer-layer control approaches of VSCs [26–31]. These models allow maintaining dynamics presenting the interaction of the controllers and power system with reduced computational burden, which is of more use when investigating control of VSCs in relatively large systems consisting of several converters. Such average models, on the other hand, do not consider the high-frequency harmonics, do not reveal possible resonances associated with the switching and other high-frequency phenomena, which are out of the scope of this thesis.
2.1 Modelling and base control of the three phase VSC based MT-HVDC system

The general structure of the VSC integrated in the MT-HVDC system, the converter’s control loops and its grid synchronization part are shown in Fig. 2.1. The control system generates the modulating index (control signal) which is provided to the VSC as a reference for shaping the latter’s output voltage. Elaboration on each of the components is provided below, whereas the strategies developed in this thesis constitute the highlighted outer control loops of VSCs as will be shown in the latter chapters.

2.1.1 Modeling of the MT-HVDC VSCs

Three-phase ac/dc VSCs are one of the main components of MT-HVDC systems. A simple structure of a two-level three-phase VSC connected to the grid through a transformer/phase reactor is shown in Fig. 2.2a. Six IGBT switches are shown in the figure to represent the converter valves. In practice each valve consists of several series and parallel connected
IGBTs to allow the converter to have higher voltage and current withstand capabilities compared to the rating of an individual switch. Anti-parallel diodes are added to each IGBT to allow the four-quadrant operation of the converter. The average value model of the three-phase ac/dc VSC shown in Fig. 2.2b is constructed based on the following assumptions [32]:

- As depicted in Fig. 2.2b, the dc side of the VSC is considered to be an ideal current source connected to the dc bus in parallel with a dc capacitor.
- The ac side of the VSC is assumed to be an ideal and fully controllable ac voltage source, and the value of the ac source voltages are determined by the modulation indexes provided by the control loop. The ac side voltage sources are connected to the PCC via a filter reactor \( L_f \) and \( R_f \). In practice, the inductive element is used for filtering high frequency harmonics and providing means of control. The resistive element is used to represent the losses occurring in the converter such as caused by the switching and resistive parts of the filters.
- The dc and ac sides are interlinked by the active power balance between the two sides of the converter.

Applying Kirchhoff’s law to the ac side of the VSC, the following \( s \)-domain three-phase equation is derived for the \( i_{th} \) converter:

\[
V_{g,abc,i} = R_{f,i}I_{abc,i} + L_{f,i}sI_{abc,i} + V_{abc,i} \tag{2.1}
\]
where $V_{g,abc,i}$ and $V_{inv,abc,i} = V_{abc,i}$ are the three phase voltages at the PCC and inverter terminals, respectively, and the $I_{abc,i}$ is the three phase current passing though the filter reactor. The voltage $V_{inv,abc,i}$ is proportional to the three phase modulation voltage provided by the controller.

The ac quantities of equation 2.1 are then transferred to the synchronous $dq0$ reference frame by using Park transformation, which results in equation (2.2). Such transformation reduces each three-phase ac quantity (e.g., voltages, currents) into its two dc components, with the zero-sequence component being zero for balanced systems. This transformation facilitates the control of the currents and voltages as simple Proportional Integral (PI) controllers achieve zero steady-state error for dc quantities. Also, this transformation allows development of controllers that are able to regulate the converters active and reactive power injections independently. Detailed description of $abc − dq0$ transformation is provided in the Appendix.

$$\begin{align*}
V_{g,d,i} &= R_{f,i}I_{d,i} + L_{f,i}sI_{d,i} + V_{d,i} - \omega L_{f,i}I_{q,i} \\
V_{g,q,i} &= R_{f,i}I_{q,i} + L_{f,i}sI_{q,i} + V_{q,i} + \omega L_{f,i}I_{d,i}
\end{align*}$$

(2.2)

In equation (2.2), $I_{d,i}, I_{q,i}, V_{g,d,i}, V_{g,q,i}, V_{d,i}$ and $V_{q,i}$ are the $d$ and $q$ axis components of the inverter current, the filter voltage and the inverter voltage of the $i_{th}$ converter, respectively. $\omega$ is the angular frequency of the ac grid, which is present in the speed term $L_{f,i}\omega I_{d,i}$.

As the VSC is assumed to be an ideal voltage source, the voltage generated at the converter terminals is determined as

$$\begin{align*}
V_{d,i} &= \frac{m_d * V_{dc}}{2} \\
V_{q,i} &= \frac{m_q * V_{dc}}{2}
\end{align*}$$

(2.3)

where $m_d$ and $m_q$ are the modulation indexes of the converter provided by the controller as will be later discussed. The power on the ac side of the VSC can be calculated as per

$$P_{ac,i} = V_{d,i}I_{d,i} + V_{q,i}I_{q,i}$$

(2.4)

Considering the power balance on the ac and dc sides of the VSC, the current injected to the dc grid before the capacitor is
Figure 2.3. Equivalent circuit of three-phase ac/dc VSC in \(dq\) reference frame.

\[
I_{dc,i} = \frac{P_{dc,i}}{V_{dc,i}} \approx \frac{P_{ac,i}}{V_{dc,i}} = \frac{V_{d,i}I_{d,i} + V_{q,i}I_{q,i}}{V_{dc,i}} \tag{2.5}
\]

The combination of (2.3) and (2.5) yields to

\[
I_{dc,i} = \frac{V_{d,i}m_dI_{d,i} + V_{q,i}m_qI_{q,i}}{2V_{dc,i}} = \frac{m_dI_{d,i} + m_qI_{q,i}}{2} \tag{2.6}
\]

The equivalent circuit of the converter can therefore be represented in \(dq\) reference frame as shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.1.2 Modeling of the dc network

Similar to many other studies designing new controllers for VSCs interfacing to dc grids [27, 28, 30, 31, 33], this thesis uses \(\pi\) section model of dc lines. It is worth mentioning that the dynamics associated with higher frequency transients (e.g., lightning transients) can be captured by using more-advanced line models, which is out of the scope of this thesis. The respective equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.4, where \(L_{ij}\) and \(R_{ij}\) are the inductance
and resistance of the line between $i_{th}$ and $j_{th}$ nodes, $C_{ij}$ is the respective capacitance of the line, distributed at two ends of the line.

At each converter station, the capacitances of the VSCs and lines are in parallel. The equivalent capacitance seen at each converter is therefore given by

$$C_{eq,i} = C_{dc,i} + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} \frac{C_{ij}}{2}$$

(2.7)

where $C_{eq,i}$ is the aggregated capacitance at $i_{th}$ station, $C_{dc,i}$ is the capacitance of the VSC capacitor bank and $C_{ij}$ is the capacitance of the dc line between $i_{th}$ and $j_{th}$ converter stations, $n$ is the number of converter stations. The same approach can be used in case if intermediate junctions are present in the dc system, while in the systems under thesis the latter is absent.

The imbalance between input and output powers of dc capacitor causes dc voltage variations. The dynamic behavior of dc voltage at the $i_{th}$ converter station is determined by the equation (2.8),

$$V_{dc,i} = \frac{1}{sC_{eq,i}}(I_{dc,i} + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} I_{ji}) = \frac{1}{sC_{eq,i}}(I_{dc,i} + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} \frac{V_{dc,j} - V_{dc,i}}{2(R_{ij} + L_{ij}s)})$$

(2.8)

where $I_{ji}$ is the current flowing from $j_{th}$ to $i_{th}$ node, $V_{dc,j}$ is the voltage of the neighboring $j_{th}$ converter, $I_{dc,i}$ is the injected current from the ac system, which is determined as per equation (2.5). Finally, the block diagram model of the ac and dc sides of the VSC can be presented together as shown in Fig. 2.5.
Hierarchical control strategy with a fast inner current controller (ICC) and the slower outer loops is commonly used for the VSCs of the MT-HVDC system. This strategy is developed based on the converter + filter model presented in Subsection 2.1.1. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the decoupled current control is realized in the \( d \) and \( q \) axes for the inner loop of the cascaded control structure, where the \( dq \) reference frame is aligned with PCC voltage. Such alignment is achieved with the help of FLL that will be introduced in Subsection 2.1.4. The decoupling effect between \( d \) and \( q \) axes currents is realized by providing voltage compensation for the speed voltage term and feedforward compensation of the ac grid voltage. The current controller loop generates the modulation indexes \( m_d \) and \( m_q \), which are used to shape the fundamental component of the inverter output voltage. The tuning of the ICC’s parameters is discussed in the Appendix.

The outer control loops generate the current references based on the pre-specified tasks. The \( d \)-axis reference current is usually determined based on the active power/dc bus voltage control loops to respectively regulate either the converter output active power magnitude or the dc voltage at the converter terminals. This thesis aims an identification of suitable control strategies for the calculation of active current reference and the subsequent management of the active power flow through the VSCs considering several objectives related to the operation of dc grids. The \( q \)-axis reference current, on the other hand, is used to either regulate the PCC voltage on the ac side of the VSC or the latter’s reactive power.
2.1.4 Three-phase frequency detection technique for MT-HVDC application

An accurate estimation of the grid frequency and phase angle are challenging tasks and prerequisite for the proper operation of the grid connected VSC based systems [34, 35]. The detection of those parameters allows performing the Park transformation and acquiring $d, q$ voltage and current components used in the previously presented models. It is usual practice to align the $d, q$ reference frame with the $d$ axis of the PCC voltage. To achieve this alignment, Synchronous Reference Frame Phased Locked Loops (SRF-PLL) are widely used in the literature [32, 36].

In this thesis, instead of SRF-PLL, the recently proposed FLL [37] is used to align the $dq$ synchronous reference frame with the PCC voltage of the respective VSC. Although conventional SRF-PLL has a simple structure and fast dynamics during ideal grid voltage conditions, they suffer from poor disturbance rejection when grid voltage is unbalanced and distorted. To overcome this issue, several advanced SRF-PLLs, with filtering stage for the rejection of dominant disturbances, have been recently presented in the literature.
However, as it is shown in [38], advanced SRF-PLLs can achieve enhanced disturbance rejection only at the expense of settling time not less than two cycles [39, 40]. Having the aim to achieve similar characteristics as conventional type 2 SRF-PLL (zero steady state error in the detected phase during the step change in frequency), FLL has been recently proposed in [37]. The advantage of the FLL is that unlike SRF-PLL, the phase angle with FLL is detected outside of the closed-loop feedback control system. That is, for the type 2 SRF-PLL two integrators are used in the closed loop system for the phase angle detection: one in the Loop Filter (PI controller) and the other in the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (integrator). While for the FLL only one integrator is used in the phase detection loop. Therefore, the FLL achieves faster detection of the phase angle than SRF-PLL. The operational principle of FLL can be better visualized when the grid voltage is purely sinusoidal with unity magnitude. The Clarke transformation of this ideal three-phase voltage is as follows

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & -1/\sqrt{3} & 1/2 \\
2/\sqrt{3} & -1 & 1/2 \\
1/2 & 1/2 & 1/2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\omega t + \theta) \\
\sin(\omega t + \theta - 2\pi/3) \\
\sin(\omega t + \theta + 2\pi/3)
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\omega t + \theta) \\
-\cos(\omega t + \theta) \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.9)

The derivatives of the \(\alpha, \beta\) components computed in 2.9 will be as follows

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_\alpha(t)' \\
V_\beta(t)'
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
(\sin(\omega t + \theta))' \\
(-\cos(\omega t + \theta))'
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\omega \cos(\omega t + \theta) \\
\omega \sin(\omega t + \theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.10)

Taking into account that \(\sin(\alpha)^2 + \cos(\alpha)^2 = 1\), the grid frequency can be determined as per

\[
\sqrt{V_\alpha(t)^2 + V_\beta(t)^2} = \sqrt{\omega^2(\cos^2(\omega t + \theta) + \sin^2(\omega t + \theta))} = \omega
\]

(2.11)

The voltage phase angle can be extracted by integrating the grid frequency acquired in (2.11). In the case of non-ideal grid voltage, the FLL implementation is shown in Fig. 2.7. The prefilters are used to eliminate the dominant harmonics present in the \(d, q\) components of the grid voltage, after which each of those components is divided by the instantaneous
magnitude of the grid voltage to get the unity magnitude voltage to be transformed to \( \alpha, \beta \) frame. The orthogonal unit vectors \( \cos \theta \) and \( \sin \theta \) shown in Fig. 2.7 are directly utilized in the controller of the respective converter for the \( d, q \) transformation of the voltages and currents.

### 2.1.5 Modeling of Modular Multilevel Converter

The controllers developed for MT-HVDC systems, which will be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, are also validated considering Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) based systems. To this end, an aggregated model of the half-bridge MMC was developed according to Fig. 2.8 [41-43]. In this model, the control signal is the number of inserted and blocked modules, \( N_{\text{inserted}} \) and \( N_{\text{blocked}} \), respectively. The capacitor voltage \( V_{\text{cap}} \) is the main output of the block, which presents the average value of MMC capacitor modules. Although the model is developed based on the assumption that the voltages of capacitor modules are well-balanced, it is still suitable for investigating the control system dynamics [44].

### 2.1.6 Modelling of the systems interfacing to MT-HVDC grids

This subsection presents the modeling of the systems connected to the ac sides of ac/dc converters in MT-HVDC grids. As the ac and dc sides of the VSC are connected through an active power balance, the components responsible for the active power management in those ac systems are elaborated upon. Concentration on the specific components is motivated by their relevance and impact on the performance of converters’ controllers developed later.
Figure 2.8. The implemented average model of the Half Bridge Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) and the calculation of the inserted and module capacitor voltages.
in this thesis. Particularly, Chapter 5 demonstrates how the active power can be re-routed between the converter stations of MT-HVDC systems for ensuring enhanced frequency characteristics of each ac grids connected to individual converter. Thus, the ac components that have a major impact on frequency response are elaborated.

2.1.6.1 Modelling of the ac systems interfacing to MT-HVDC grids

An aggregated representation of ac generators together with frequency-dependent loads is used for the modeling the frequency dynamics of ac systems [45], therefore the frequency dynamics of the \( i \)th ac grid can be expressed as follows

\[
    f_i - f_{\text{nom},i} = \frac{P_{m,i} - P_{l,i} - P_{VSC,i}}{2H_i s + D_i}
\]

(2.12)

where \( f_i \) and \( f_{\text{nom},i} \) are the measured and nominal frequencies of the system, \( P_{m,i} \) and \( P_{l,i} \) are the mechanical power provided to the generator and the load demand at the system, \( H_i \) and \( D_i \) are the equivalent inertia constant of the ac system and its load damping constant, respectively. The selection of the frequency dependent load models is done to present the possible impacts of the loads on the proposed frequency regulation technique.

The mechanical power \( P_{m,i} \) is provided by the corresponding turbine-governor model. Three different energy sources, namely thermal, gas and hydro, are considered in this thesis. Thus, the corresponding turbine-governor models are implemented below. Please note that the selection of the ac systems’ models does not affect the development of the proposed strategies. The selection of the below-described turbine-governor models aims to present large variety in frequency responses of ac systems, thus serve as a more challenging scenario for the verification of the proposed algorithms presented later in this thesis. IEEEG1 turbine-governor model, which is depicted in Fig. 2.9, is used to represent steam power plants as recommended by [46]. The parameters of the model are taken from [47]. The gas-fired plants are represented with the GAST turbine-governor model of Fig. 2.10 with the parameters acquired from [48]. Hydraulic turbines used in hydro power stations are modeled according to [49, 50], and the respective block-diagram based model is shown in Fig. 2.11. The parameters of the above-presented models can be found in the Appendix.

2.1.6.2 Modelling of the WPPs interfacing to MT-HVDC grids

MT-HVDC systems are becoming a popular for integration wind energy, especially when offshore wind generation is considered. Therefore, in the considered MT-HVDC systems
Figure 2.9. IEEEG1 model used to represent steam turbine-governors in this thesis.

Figure 2.10. GAST model diagram used to represent gas turbine-governors in this thesis.
wind turbines are interfaced to at least one of the converter stations of MT-HVDC systems. Type-4 variable speed wind turbines with Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generators (PMSG-WT) are considered in this thesis with the dynamics of the $i_{th}$ turbine given by

$$w_{r,i} - w_{r,nom,i} = \frac{1}{sJ_{WT}} \left( \frac{N_p}{2} (T_{m,i} - T_{e,i}) - Dw_{r,i} \right)$$

$$T_{(m/e),i} = \frac{P_{(m/e),i}}{w_{r,i}}$$

$$P_{m,i} = \frac{1}{2}\pi \rho r^2 v_{wind}^3 C_p(\beta_i, \lambda_i)$$

where $T_{m,i}$ and $T_{e,i}$ are the mechanical and electrical torque of the wind turbine, respectively, $P_{m,i}$ and $P_{e,i}$ are the mechanical and electrical power of the wind turbine, respectively, $N_p$ is the number of pole pairs, $D$ is the damping, $w_{r,i}$ is the turbine speed, $\rho$ is the air density, $r$ is the turbine blade radius, $v_{wind}$ is the wind speed, $J_{WT}$ is the combined moment of inertia of the generator and turbine blades. The power coefficient $C_p$ is a function of the tip speed ratio $\lambda_i$ and pitch angle $\beta_i$ as per equation (2.14) [51].

$$C_p = (0.44 - 0.0167 \beta_i) \sin(\pi \cdot (\lambda_i - 3)/15 - 0.3 \beta_i - 0.00184 \cdot (\lambda_i - 3) \beta_i$$

$$\lambda = \frac{w_{r,i}R}{v_{wind}}$$

(2.14)
The electrical power $P_{e,i}$ extracted from the turbine is given by

$$
\begin{align*}
P_{e,i} &= P_{MPPT,i} - \Delta P_{del.,WT,i} \\
P_{MPPT,i} &= w_{i,WT}^3 k_{MPPT} \\
\Delta P_{del.,WT,i} &= P_{del.,WT,max,i} - P_{del.,WT,i}
\end{align*}
$$

(2.15)

where $P_{MPPT,i}$ is the power acquired from Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm as per (2.15). Please notice that the turbines might operate at off-MPPT point by $\Delta P_{del.,WT,i}$ reduced power as the deloaded operation enables WTs to provide sustainable frequency support capability [52,53]. 10% maximum deloading level for WTs ($P_{del.,WT,max} = 0.9P_{MPPT}$) is considered in this thesis [54]. $P_{del.,WT,i}$ is the actual deloading power, which is a function of frequency deviations and is generated by the centralized controller as will be explained in Chapter 5. From the WPP owners’ perspective the above-described sub-optimal operation of wind turbines might not be desired. However, several TSOs have already put or are planning to place requirements on wind farms to participate in system frequency responses, even if the service would be achieved at the expense of reduced power output during normal operation [55,56]. For example, the European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E) has already put a requirement on WPPs to participate in frequency support with the details provided in the updated grid code titled Requirements for Generators (RfG) [56, 57]. Specifically, the RfG requires large wind farms to participate in both over-frequency and under-frequency events, demanding those farms to operate below available capacity to achieve the mentioned goal [56]. The participation of wind farms in frequency regulation might also be viewed as an ancillary service with additional financial benefits provided for that service [56], and this participation can also improve the system flexibility [58].

2.2 Modelling and base control of dc/dc converter based MT-DC$\mu$Grids

2.2.1 Modelling of dc/dc converters

In MT-DC$\mu$Grid applications, dc/dc converters are usually used to interface energy sources and loads to dc grid. The dc/dc converter considered in this thesis is of boost type, and
its topology is shown in Fig. 2.12a. The converter consists of two semiconductor devices; a transistor and a diode, and of two energy storage devices; inductor $L_f$ and capacitor $C_{dc}$.

Fig. 2.12b depicts the equivalent average-value based circuit of the boost converter. The converter is modelled as a variable current source behind the capacitor on the higher voltage side, which is also the dc grid side. On the low voltage side the converter is represented as a variable voltage source connected to the energy source through $L_f - R_f$ impedance. The power balance is used to connect the two sides (voltage source side and current source side) of the converter in the developed model. The Kirchhoff’s voltage law across $L_f$, $R_f$ of the $i_{th}$ converter is given by

$$V_{dc,source} = R_f i_{inner,i} + L_f s I_{inner,i} + V_{dc,low,i}$$

(2.16)

where $V_{dc,source}$ and $V_{dc,low,i}$ are the voltages across the energy source and variable voltage source, respectively, and $I_{inner,i}$ is the current flowing through an inductor $L_f$. As the focus of this thesis is the modification of the outer loop controller, the source is modeled as an ideal voltage source [59]. The inductor current is therefore given by

$$I_{inner,i} = \frac{V_{dc,source} - V_{dc,low,i}}{R_f + L_f s}$$

(2.17)

The magnitude of current $I_i$ injected by the current source is then determined based on the power balance equation as per

$$I_i = \frac{I_{inner,i} V_{dc,low,i}}{V_{dc,i}}$$

(2.18)

The voltage $V_{dc,low,i}$ is determined as per (2.19) as a function of the duty ratio $D_i$ supplied by the control system.

$$\begin{cases} V_{dc,low,i} = m_i \frac{V_{dc,i}}{2} + \frac{V_{dc,i}}{2} \\ m_i = ((1 - D_i) - 0.5) \ast 2 \end{cases}$$

(2.19)

In (2.19), $m_i$ is the modulation index scaled from [-1 to 1]. Finally, the voltage across the output capacitor is determined as a function of the input current $I_i$ and output current $I_{out,i}$.
Figure 2.12. a) The topology of a dc/dc boost converter and b) its equivalent circuit.

Figure 2.13. The mathematical model of the dc/dc boost converter.
Boost DC/DC converter with conventional voltage control

Figure 2.14. Conventional voltage control of dc/dc converter.

\[
\begin{cases}
V_{dc,i} = (I_i - \sum_{j=1}^{n} I_{ij}) \frac{1}{sC_{eq,i}} \\
I_{out,i} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} I_{ij} \\
C_{eq,i} = C_{dc,i} + \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{n} \frac{C_{ij}}{2}
\end{cases}
\]

(2.20)

where \( I_{out,i} \) is determined as a sum of all currents \( I_{ij} \) flowing from the \( i_{th} \) converter towards any other \( j_{th} \) converter connected to the former converter. The equivalent capacitance \( C_{eq,i} \) is determined as a sum of converter capacitance \( C_{dc,i} \) and capacitances \( C_{ij} \) of the \( \pi \) modeled lines connected to the \( i_{th} \) converter. The mathematical model of the converter based on equation (2.16)-(2.20) is shown in Fig. 2.13.

The dc/dc converters are connected in parallel to form the MT-DC\( \mu \)Grid. Cascaded controller is implemented for these dc/dc converters as shown in Fig. 2.14. The inner loop determines the duty ratio of the converter by controlling the inductor current \( I_{inner} \), and the reference for the latter parameter is determined in the outer voltage control loop. This cascaded control structure ensures the reference current and voltage tracking, providing current limiting capability and increasing the system bandwidth.
2.2.2 Single-phase frequency detection technique for MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid application

In this thesis, a new control solution is developed for MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids and presented in Chapter 6. An important component of the proposed algorithm is the proper detection of the frequency of a single-phase ac signals, which is going to be superimposed on dc grid voltage. Therefore, in this subsection the model of the frequency detection technique is presented. Recently reported single phase frequency detection algorithm, namely Type-1 single-phase Frequency Locked Loop (FLL), is used in the current work [60].

Like in three-phase frequency detection algorithms, the synchronous reference frame (SRF) technique can be also applied for single-phase frequency detection applications. However, in single-phase applications the Park transformation can not be directly applied as there is only one input signal: that is, there is only \(\alpha\) component input to the frequency detection algorithm in single-phase use instead of \(\alpha - \beta\) components naturally available in three-phase application. An orthogonal signal generation (OSG) method is therefore used to generate fictitious \(\beta\) component, which is orthogonal to the initial single-phase input \(\alpha\) component. The implemented OGS for single-phase systems is depicted in Fig. 2.15, where the as pre-filters are low pass filters [61].

After generating the orthogonal signals \(\alpha^* - \beta^*\) in OSG, these components are then supplied to SRF based frequency detection algorithm. The latter algorithm is identical to the portion of FLL presented in the previous section for three-phase system application. Fig.2.16 depicts the diagram of the complete structure of single-phase FLL. In Fig.2.16, after OSG operation, the selective elimination of the dominant harmonics and the amplitude
normalization allow generation of the unity voltages with negligible harmonic content. Those voltages are the inputs required to be provided to the frequency detection loop, where the Clark Transformation is used to generate the $\alpha, \beta$ orthogonal and filtered unit vectors, and the grid voltage is simply estimated as

$$\sqrt{V_\alpha(t)^2 + V_\beta(t)^2} = \sqrt{\omega^2 (\cos^2(\omega t + \theta) + \sin^2(\omega t + \theta))} = \omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

The implemented algorithm achieves enhanced performance with zero steady-state error even when the input single-phase voltage is not purely sinusoidal or when the input experiences changes in magnitude, frequency or phase angle. Therefore, the implemented frequency detection algorithm allows proper operation of the controller proposed in Chapter 6.

### 2.3 Modal Analysis

The MT-HVDC and MT-DCμGrid systems considered in this studies are formed by combining the respective models of different components described above. Before conducting the time-domain simulations of the considered test systems and the developed control approaches, the respective models are used for conducting modal analysis and evaluating the system’s stability. To these end, the linearization of the respective models around an operating point is performed using the Simulink linearization toolbox [62]. Please note that with this technique a linear state-space model is computed by linearizing each block in a model individually. The combined block-diagram model of the VSC based MT-HVDC
system used for the linearization is shown in Fig. 2.17. The variables of the converter’s model and the ac network’s model are interfaced by applying coordinate transformation on the variables of the respective models (e.g. converter currents, grid voltages). The details about the coordinate transformation are provided in the Appendix. Similarly, the combined block-diagram model of the VSC based MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid is shown in Fig. 2.18. After linearizing the respective models, the acquired state-space models have the form of (2.22)

$$\Delta \dot{x} = A \Delta x + B \Delta u$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

where \(\Delta x\) and \(\Delta u\) represent the state and input vectors, \(A\) and \(B\) represent the state and input matrix, respectively. Afterwards, the system eigenvalues are acquired from the state matrix \(A\) under varying parameters as discussed later. The acquired modes are used to investigate the effect of the parameter variation on the movement of the eigenvalues.
Please note that when considering the effect of the variation of a certain parameter on the eigenvalue movement, the operating point is not change throughout variation of the considered parameter. Furthermore, the participation factor analysis was conducted to illustrate the relative significance of a specific state to the mode of interest. Therefore, for any eigenvalue $\lambda_i$, the right eigenvector $\phi_i$ (column vector) and left eigenvector $\psi_i$ (row vector) are calculated so that they satisfy the equations (2.23) and (2.24), respectively [45].

\[
A \ast \phi_i = \lambda_i \ast \phi_i
\]  

(2.23)

\[
\psi_i \ast A = \lambda_i \ast \psi_i
\]  

(2.24)

where $\lambda_i$ is the $i_{th}$ eigenvalue. The participation factor matrix is then constructed based on the definition of [63, 64] as per

\[
P_{k,i} = \frac{|\phi_{i,k}| |\psi_{k,i}|}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} |\phi_{i,k}| |\psi_{k,i}|}
\]  

(2.25)

The participation factor $P_{k,i}$ indicates the relative participation of the $k_{th}$ state variable on the $i_{th}$ eigenvalue, which can be helpful, especially for understanding the root cause of
the dominant poles. The above definition of participation factor resolves the issue of imaginary parts of the participation factor that would result from direct element-wise multiplication of right and left eigenvectors when complex eigenvalues are present in the system.

2.4 Discussion

This chapter elaborated on some of the components of the dc and hybrid ac/dc systems. The respective circuit-based and mathematical models were then developed for those components. Main attention was given to the components that have relatively more influence on the converters’ control interfacing to those dc systems. After presenting the implemented models for MT-HVDC and MT-DCµGrid systems, the base-case controllers for each system was detailed. The control strategies examined in the Literature Review chapter (Chapter 3) and the control approaches proposed later in this thesis (Chapter 4-Chapter 6) use the controllers of this chapter in their lower-level structure. Finally, the approach for evaluating the stability of the proposed controllers is discussed.
Chapter 3

Literature Review

The parallel operation of the converters in dc grids is a widely accepted practice due to advantages such as reliability and ease of expansion. Therefore, regulation of the dc system voltage is important for stable and continuous operation of the dc grid as the voltage is a direct indicator of the power balance in the network. As such, the dc voltage behaves similar to an ac frequency in the ac system [65]: the active-power mismatch in an ac system leads to the frequency deviation, whereas that in a VSC based dc grid leads to the dc voltage deviation. What is more, the surplus of active power in a dc system increases dc system voltage, similar to what happens in ac grids, where excess active power causes frequency increase. The identical trend exists for the lack of active power, with reduced dc voltage and ac frequency in dc and ac systems, respectively.

However, unlike ac frequency, dc voltage is not a global parameter across the entire dc system and might vary significantly at different terminals in the dc network, increasing the complexity of controlling dc voltage and power flow. Moreover, little standardization is present for dc networks. Nevertheless, dc voltage is considered to be the best indicator of the stable and continuous operation of dc grids, in both MT-HVDC and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid applications. Therefore, the control of dc voltage is of vital importance for dc systems. What is more, proper rerouting of the active power in dc grids is critical for achieving various control objectives, for example, ratio-based power sharing between converters. These goals can be realized by developing proper control algorithms for VSCs interfacing with dc grids.

This chapter reviews the relevant literature on existing control approaches for the outer loops of ac/dc VSCs employed in MT-HVDC systems and dc/dc converters employed in MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids. An introduction to the basic alternatives to the outer loop control for both applications is provided. The voltage-power/current droop controller is emphasized as this approach is widely used for both MT-HVDC and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids applications.
3.1 Droop control in MT-HVDC systems

MT-HVDC systems have been the subject of many recent scientific works, including studies on the development of modelling approaches [36, 66] for such systems, combined ac-dc power flow algorithms [67–70], dc and ac fault ride-through strategies [71–74], enhancement of the transient stability of MT-HVDC based systems [31, 75, 76], the development of oscillation damping strategies [77, 78], dc voltage control [79–83] and mutual frequency support [79, 84–90] algorithms. From the dc grid perspective, dc link voltage control, and sharing of the power mismatch in dc grids between VSCs are of prime importance, whereas from the ac perspective, it is important to achieve proper mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected ac systems.

3.1.1 Main control approaches

The dc grid voltage control approaches are divided into three main categories: (1) master-slave control, (2) voltage-margin control and (3) voltage-droop control [71]. The first approach relies on a single converter to control the dc grid voltage, while other converters operate under constant power/current control modes. This approach achieves precise dc voltage control at the master converter and accurate power regulation at the converters other than the master converter, assuming that the master converter is able to accommodate any power imbalance in the dc grid [91]. However, this approach requires significant power headroom in the master converter to accommodate power imbalances and might result in high stresses on the grid/unit connected at the master converter. What is more, the system voltage control can be lost if the master converter is disconnected or when this converter reaches its power limits. To increase system reliability, decentralized control approaches such as voltage-margin and voltage-droop ones have been developed. Similar to the master-slave approach, at any operating point, the voltage-margin relies on a single converter to regulate the dc voltage while the other converters adopt constant power control. However, unlike the former controller, the voltage-margin controller continues reliable operation after the failure of the master converter as another converter picks up on the task of regulating the dc voltage. The updated master converter regulates the grid voltage at a different voltage level to allow autonomous transition between the voltage regulating converters. The transition between these two reference voltages might cause high stress on the converters and other system components [71]. Furthermore, the difference between the two voltage references in voltage-margin control should be large enough to avoid transition during normal system operation, as such transition might cause poor dc voltage regulation.
Figure 3.1. The power-voltage droop control structure for three-phase ac/dc converter in MT-HVDC applications.

Originated from the power-frequency droop control of ac systems, dc power-voltage droop approach is commonly used for the control of VSC based MT-HVDC systems [31, 36, 66–90, 92–97]. Conventional power-voltage droop control is shown in Fig. 3.1, where the dc voltage reference is linearly altered with any change in the converter power mismatch (the difference between reference and measured active power injections). This control strategy aims to achieve power/current sharing and dc voltage regulation simultaneously using several converters based on their respective droop coefficient. Droop control has an advantage over master-slave control in terms of distributed voltage regulation and reduced stress on individual ac grids, whereas the advantage of droop control over voltage-margin control is reduced system oscillations.

However, the difference between the conventional dc power-voltage droop control and the ac power-frequency droop control is the lack of a common signal in the dc grid and much faster dynamics associated with dc voltage control [98]. The combined result is poor reference tracking for the converters, which brings additional challenges to controller implementation. In addition, the load sharing is not exclusively dependent on the droop
parameters but is also determined based on the line parameters and system topology of a dc grid, making it difficult to plan the exact power sharing.

Fig. 3.1 also shows one of the possible implementations of the loop responsible for generating the reactive current reference $I_{q,i,ref}$. In this figure, the voltage magnitude at the PCC is compared with its reference value and the error is minimized by feeding it to the respective controller. The control of the magnitude of the immediate output voltage of the converter results in reactive power injection/absorption to/from the grid. Thus, the $I_{q,i,ref}$ can be generated for accurately controlling the reactive power output of the converter or for regulation of the ac side voltage to its nominal value. If the latter is the control objective, then in Fig. 3.1 the voltage magnitude error should be replaced with the reactive power injection error (difference between the desired reactive power reference and the measured reactive power). It is, however, worth noting that the reactive power is bound to ac grids only: it does not propagate to multi-terminal dc systems and is generated locally at each converter. Therefore, detailed evaluation of reactive power control is not provided in this study.

### 3.1.2 Existing droop-based voltage regulation approaches

As can be seen from Fig. 3.1, in the droop control concept the initial voltage reference of the $i_{th}$ converter $V_{dc,ref,i,0}$ is necessarily penalized by the $\Delta V_{dc,droop,i}$ if the measured power is not equal to the reference power. The latter situation leads to the dc voltage profile deviation once there is a change in the dc system power [36, 99, 100]. Considering the stochastic nature of renewable energy sources, which are typically connected to MT-HVDC systems, the power injection to the dc grid is expected to fluctuate most of the times. This power variation would subsequently result in frequent voltage deviations from their reference values, which might cause insulation damage or even lead to the malfunction of the dc protection in case the voltages exceed the allowed limits [33].

Several studies tried to address the voltage regulation in the droop-controlled MT-HVDC systems. In [99,100], the scaling of all droop gains in the system is proposed to reduce the dc link voltage deviations, concluding that the limited scaling headroom is available to achieve proper power distribution. Further, in [101] it is shown that for the droop control approach one of the main considerations for the droop gain selection is the tradeoff between the settling time and the steady state dc link voltage deviation from its nominal value. In [102], a limiter scheme is implemented in the power-voltage loop to locally restrict the dc voltage reference so that it does not exceed the allowed value. However, this tactic may cause an addition of different voltage deviation terms to the dc
references at each converter, which may result in the change of the desired power flow between converter stations.

Alternative method reported to achieve an enhanced voltage profile is to select a suitable operating point or droop gain based on the power flow calculation. [65] presented Model Predictive Controller to enhance the dc voltage regulation and avoid the transition between the control modes when converters operate at the capacity limits. The paper claims the regulation of dc voltages to their steady state values after the disturbance. However, the approaches which are based on the calculation of the power flow require the complete system model, have the drawback of longer computation time and inability to react to fast changes in the system. The Generalized Droop Control approach initially proposed in [94] is used in [71] for overcoming the dc voltage regulation issue specifically during the ac side faults. This approach, however, requires disabling the VSCs during the ac faults, which might cause harsh transients on the system. [103] proposed an adaptive modification of the droop gains considering the current operational point of the droop-controlled converters. By monitoring both voltage and power deviations continuously, the authors claim to maintain the voltage within its limits during large disturbances, simultaneously ensuring enhanced power sharing capability. However, the steady-state performance with the originally prespecified droop gains is not matching the performance acquired with the adaptive gains. Therefore, as can be observed from the results presented in [103], the converters with higher rating might transfer less power than the converters with lower rating, contradicting to the commonly accepted droop control philosophy. Moreover, some of the mentioned studies make a questionable assumption of lossless MT-HVDC system and consider flat dc voltage profile across the system.

### 3.1.3 Existing power mismatch sharing approaches

The conventional droop controller of Fig. 3.1, which rely on the local voltage feedback $V_{dc,i}$, does not provide accurate power sharing due to the fact that the dc voltages may be different at each converter station (as a result of different voltage drops at different lines [100,101,104,105]). Therefore, the power mismatch sharing after a system disturbance is not only determined by the droop constants $D_{p,i}$ but is also affected by the dc system configuration and line resistances [26,106]. Furthermore, it is shown in [104] that in the case of the conventional controller implemented based on the local dc voltage measurements, the power flow solution might be non-unique. The results in [104] illustrate that dc side disturbance may cause unacceptable drift in the converter active power injections with local dc voltage control. References [65,107] proposed an Optimal Power Flow based droop control strategy to achieve an accurate power sharing. However, similar to the issue
of power-flow based voltage regulation strategies, the power sharing precision is affected by the fast nature of the changes in the injected wind power and relatively longer time periods for the update of the setpoints.

An adaptive modifications of droop gains based on the operating condition of the grid is proposed in [108, 109]. However, the implementation of the latter controllers requires exact knowledge of the network configuration, parameters and the input power to the dc system. For basic MT-HVDC system structure, several studies proposed an addition of compensating terms (equal to the product of the converter output current and the line resistance) to the voltage references to mitigate the issue of inaccurate power sharing [110, 111]. The application of this approach to more general grid structures (e.g. meshed grid) is challenging as it may be difficult to find suitable compensation constants to coordinate the voltage controls. Additionally, there is a tradeoff between large and small virtual impedance values as the former will limit the power output capacity of converters and the latter will degrade the precision of current sharing [112].

To achieve an accurate power mismatch sharing between droop-controlled VSC in MT-HVDC grids, a Pilot Voltage Droop (PVD) control approach was patented by a team from ABB [113]. This strategy was then used in several other studies including [26, 79, 101, 104, 114]. For example, PVD based adaptive droop controller proposed in [104] dynamically changes the droop gains to ensure power mismatch sharing according to the currently available headroom of each converter station. The operating principle of the PVD control approach is as follows: a single dc link voltage $V_{dc,pilot}$ is measured at any point of the dc grid and communicated to all converter stations through fiber optic communication links is used as a feedback signal as depicted in Fig 3.2. The error to the PI controller of the $d$ axis current loop is zero in steady state, therefore the following can be written

$$(P_{i,ref} - P_i) D_{P,i} = V_{dc,pilot} - V_{dc,pilot,ref}$$ (3.1)

where $P_{i,ref}$ and $P_i$ are the reference and measured active power values of the $i$th converter, respectively, and $D_{P,i}$ is the droop constant of the respective converter, $V_{dc,pilot,ref}$ is the reference dc voltage. Therefore, for each PVD controlled converter the power deviation will be precisely determined based on the droop gain $D_{P,i}$ as the right-hand side of the (4.4) is identical for all of the converters. This eliminates the sensitivity of the power sharing on the dc system resistances, therefore PVD control approach is selected as a backbone for the proposed voltage-regulation controller in Chapter 4.

However, it should be noted that the dc link capacitors are usually designed to be charged in about one cycle given the transfer of the converter rated power through them.
Therefore, the dynamics associated with the dc link voltages are very fast, exposing a requirement of high bandwidth communication if those voltages are to be transferred to other converters as in PVD. Thus, large latencies in the communication might affect the normal operation of the PVD control structure. However, most of the PVD based papers did not consider the possibility of the presence of excessive latencies in the communication for the transfer of the pilot voltage information. Only [102] considers communication time delay on the performance of the MT-HVDC operation when PVD controller is employed. However, the requirement for the detection of the exact communication delay and the availability of the clock with the same global time reference for all converter stations are drawbacks of the approach presented in [102]. Furthermore, although modal analysis of the PVD based controller is performed in [26, 104], no specific consideration is given to the effect of the communication delay. Finally, in many communication-based MT-HVDC controllers optimistic time delays in the order of 1-10 ms are considered [115], whereas several studies reported a possibility of larger communication delays for the MT-HVDC systems [116, 117]. Finally, as can be seen from equation (4.4), PVD controller uses identical dc voltage references for all converters, which might not be desired from the system operators’ perspective.

The detailed demonstration of the drawbacks of PVD controlled converters during large latencies in the communication network is provided in Chapter 4. What is more, a new controller relying on the communication between neighbouring converters is developed in the same chapter. As it will be shown later in Chapter 4, the proposed controller overcomes the mentioned drawbacks of the existing controllers by achieving an accurate
power-sharing between converters of a general structure MT-HVDC system even when there are large disturbances in the communication network.

### 3.1.4 Frequency support with MT-HVDC systems

Sudden disturbances in ac systems (e.g., connection/disconnection of large loads/generators, large change of wind warm injected power) or in dc grid (e.g., converter/line loss) causes deviation of frequency in the ac system connected to the MT-HVDC grid. The control of the active power through the converters of MT-HVDC system can have a significant impact on ac system frequency response. The investigation of the interaction of MT-HVDC systems with their neighboring ac systems is therefore important for understanding the issues created by such interaction and to seize the opportunities provided by such an interaction for achieving enhanced system operation.

The general characteristic of the ac frequency response is elaborated first and can be visualized in Fig. 3.3 [118, 119]. In the latter figure, five distinct frequency regulation stages can be highlighted in terms of their time scales: arrest period (inertial response), rebound and stabilizing periods (the first three periods majorly constitute primary frequency response), recovery period (majorly constitutes the secondary frequency response) and tertiary frequency response stages. The severity of the variation of the system frequency depends on the system characteristics (ac generator droop settings, system inertia, governor characteristics, etc.) and the extent of the change in the ac system active power. The total inertia of the system highly determines the initial fall of the frequency in the inertial response period. Therefore, predicting the initial ROCOF of system based on the inertia is relatively straightforward and is given by

$$\frac{df}{dt} = \frac{\Delta P}{2H}$$  \hspace{2cm} (3.2)

where $f$ is the frequency of the system, $H$ is the total inertia of the system, and $\Delta P$ is the change of the active power in the system. Afterward, the controller commands the turbine-governor for increased power output, therefore the fall of the frequency is being arrested after several seconds of the event initiation. After the nadir point—the point where the frequency experiences the largest deviation—the frequency is brought back to the quasi-steady-state condition in the primary frequency response period. The secondary control takes over after around the first 20-30 seconds of disturbance to restore the system
frequency to the nominal value by Automatic Generator Control (AGC) [120]. Afterward, operators dispatch the generators in the tertiary control timeline.

With the recent increase in the renewable generation penetration in ac systems, the transfer of bulk active power to those ac grids might reduce the ac system inertia if it replaces the conventional synchronous generation capacity. Thus, the system frequency response would get deteriorated, and larger ROCOFs and frequency nadirs can be observed in the ac system inertia if it replaces the conventional synchronous generation capacity. Thus, the system frequency response would get deteriorated, and larger ROCOFs and frequency nadirs can be observed in the tertiary frequency response timescale, as the converters have an ability of fast control of the active power, thus they can quickly redirect active power to the affected ac systems and enhance their frequency characteristics. To this end, several control strategies for VSCs in MT-HVDC systems have been introduced in the recent literature.

The virtual inertia of the VSCs could be simulated by utilizing the energy stored in the capacitors of the converters [29]. However, as the power required to provide the necessary frequency support might be significant, large capacitor would have been required, significantly increasing the overall cost of the system. Thus, inertia emulation and frequency support from wind farms, and autonomous power redistribution of the active power between the converter terminals, thus between ac systems connected to those converters, are considered to be more effective alternatives to provide frequency support [88].

There are two main approaches for provision of fast frequency response from wind farms.
In the first method, the kinetic energy of the wind turbines’ rotating masses is transferred to the ac grids [29, 115]. This approach results in deceleration of the wind turbines and might initiate significant second frequency drop during turbine speed recovery stage [121]. The second approach suggests operation of the turbines in a de-loaded mode unlike the conventionally accepted MPPT mode. This allows to have an available power headroom for the turbines to be used for frequency support purposes [54, 122]. Significant deloading of WPPs might not be desired by the latters’ owners as it might reduce their revenues.

With the previously discussed power-voltage droop controllers, the dc grid disunites ac networks, effectively buffering disturbance propagation from one ac system to the others. This decoupling also results in no mutual frequency support between asynchronous ac systems; therefore, each ac system overcomes its disturbance by the local power reserves only. However, if a proper control structure is adapted, then by means of active power rerouting in dc system and the possible utilization of the energy stored in the MT-HVDC systems, the stress on individual ac network can be reduced. Therefore, the frequency support to the neighboring ac grids through MT-HVDC systems has been another popular topic in the recent literature [26, 28, 29, 54, 65, 88, 97, 115, 121–125].

Frequency droop (FD) technique for MT-HVDC systems, originally introduced in [96], has been used in several studies, including [26, 27, 90, 115, 124, 126], to achieve power reserve sharing and frequency provision between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac systems. The FD approach applied to the converters of MT-HVDC systems is similar to the droop control applied to the conventional generators. Like the generators in a single area share the burden of a disturbance with the conventional droop control, asynchronous ac systems would try to share the burden of a disturbance with FD equipped converters in MT-HVDC system. As a typical example of FD controller, the approach proposed in [26] for VSC based MT-HVDC system is demonstrated in Fig.3.4. The power reference of the respective converter is modified based on the local frequency error. The PVD controller is also implemented in the outer control loop of the hierarchical control structure to generate the reference active current $I_{d,i,ref}$. To enhance the FD performance, an adaptive $V – I – f$ droop control is proposed in [97], in which the frequency droop gain is adjusted for power sharing and frequency support purposes. PVD based $P – V – f$ controller is proposed in [26, 124] to enable MT-HVDC participation in the frequency support of its surrounding ac areas and to achieve an exact power sharing simultaneously. A similar approach is also adopted by exploiting a $V – f$ droop in [127].

Similar to the power-droop concept, where the power is shared between the converters according to the droop gains, the FD loop has an objective to share the burden of the frequency support between the droop-controlled systems connected through MT-HVDC grid. However, unlike power droop control, where the exact power sharing can be established
Figure 3.4. Frequency droop control implemented on the PVD controlled VSC in MT-HVDC applications.
by the droop gain selection, the frequency deviation sharing through FD is not exact. It is important to note that the time the nadir point occurs (Fig. 3.3) and the deviation of frequency at the nadir point, are complex function of the power system parameters. Among those parameters system inertia and turbine-governor characteristics play major role. Unlike the ROCOF, which could be readily expressed by (3.2) for any given disturbance, the calculation of frequency deviation at nadir point is not as direct. Studies like [128] attempted to come up with relatively simple equations for calculating the nadir frequency. However, as shown in [128], such calculation requires significant simplifications of the actual model of the system, demands certain assumptions and might not provide very accurate estimation of the frequency at nadir point. This fact restricts analytical calculation of the frequency deviation according to the active power injected to ac system, complicating selection of the droop gains for achieving the desired mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected ac systems. This limitation is also confirmed by the frequency evaluation in the results of the former presented FD based papers and the fact that no paper discussed the accuracy of the frequency deviation sharing.

Enhancement of the original FD control was attempted in [126] within the unit commitment framework. This study concluded that the extent of support between asynchronous ac systems is highly dependent on droop-coefficient selection. [129] attempted to give an analytical formulation of the ac system frequency behavior in response to various system disturbances when the control structure of [26] is employed. However, while expressing the system frequency deviation as a function of a given disturbance, [129] only considers the network quasi-steady state frequency deviation. However, the maximum frequency deviation (frequency nadir) and ROCOF, important parameters for the primary frequency response, are not considered in [129]. [27, 124] suggested the addition of a distress signal to transmit information about the ac side disturbance in MT-HVDC systems, activate the FD loop, and to achieve ratio-based reserve sharing. Based on the simplified mathematical models of the whole system, [27, 124] attempted the design and parameter setting of FD controllers, e.g., droop-coefficient selection. However, those design procedures require prior knowledge of system topology and parameters and do not consider the complete system dynamics (e.g., important dynamics associated with the turbine-governor action of ac generators are usually neglected). Therefore, accurate ratio-based frequency deviations might not be achieved during the entire period of a frequency event, especially during the maximum frequency deviation (nadir) point, as the latter is a complex function of system parameters [128]. Moreover, many of these parameters having a major impact on the frequency dynamics (e.g. system inertia) might experience significant variation in a relatively short period [130], hindering achievement of the desired mutual frequency support during the primary frequency response.
References [97] and [131] proposed an adaptive modification of the droop gains based on the local frequency error to provide a more reasonable allocation of the unbalanced power between ac systems. [97] uses the conventional cascaded control structure of VSCs, whereas [131] is based on the virtual synchronous generator concept. However, similar to the previous strategies, and verified by the results presented in [97, 131], the latter approaches do not have a mechanism to achieve precise frequency deviation ratios between ac grids. The main deficiency of the frequency-droop control strategies, including adaptive droop approaches, is their inability to accurately achieve desired ratio of frequency deviations of ac systems. This deficiency results from the lack of a mechanism (e.g., integral action) in frequency droop approaches for nullifying the error in ratio-based difference of the frequency deviations. By adaptively modifying the droop gains, this error could be minimized (but not nullified) at the expense of larger variation of the dc voltages, the latter being caused by a more 'aggressive' response of the proportional droop controller. Relatively large variation of droop gains might even cause a violation of the dc voltage limits.

The reference [114] proposed an integral-action based coordinated control structure for MT-HVDC systems, and this approach was later extended in [79] in the developed controller for enhancing frequency support characteristics of master-slave controlled MT-HVDC system. However, as it was previously discussed, the master-slave concept may fail to regulate the dc link voltage and might cause larger stresses on the grid connected to the master station compared to the other grids. A unified control structure proposed in [84] applied an integral action on the local frequency error of the droop-controlled converters of MT-HVDC systems. As this action tries to nullify the frequency error in each grid at the expense of other ac systems, it might eventually result in controller fighting due to the limited spare active power reserves available in the interconnected system. To overcome the presented issues with the frequency support, an enhanced control approach is developed in this thesis and presented in Chapter 5. The proposed control architecture allows equalizing the effect of the disturbance between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac systems considering the allowed frequency variation of those grids. Furthermore, the developed control strategy is augmented to allow fair mutual frequency support based on the operational condition of each participating ac grid.

3.2 Droop control in MT-DCμGrids

Similar to MT-HVDC systems, the parallel operation of the converters in MT-DCμGrids is a widely accepted practice due to advantages such as reliability and ease of expansion. The
main approaches used for the voltage control in MT-DC µGrids are master-slave control [132,133] and voltage droop control [134-145]. Similar to the converter control in MT-HVDC systems, the droop control method is preferred choice in MT-DC µGrid applications. The droop control aims regulation of the dc system voltage simultaneously by several converters, as well as achievement of the current sharing between several converters based on the desired portions. The latter feature being of more importance in dc microgrids considering limited capacities of the power sources in those grids.

Fig. 3.5 demonstrates the current-voltage (I-V) droop control integrated in the outer control loop of the dc/dc converter connected to the dc grid on one side and to the constant voltage source on the other side. The current $I_{i,j}$ flows from the $j_{th}$ converter to the terminal of the $i_{th}$ converter. In such droop control approach, the voltage reference is linearly reduced with an increase of the converter output current. Considering the action of the droop control loop, the current reference provided by the voltage control loop is given by (3.3)

$$I_{inner,i,ref} = (V_{dc,ref} - V_{dc,i} - I_{out,i} \times k_{droop,i}) \times G_{PI}(s) = error \times G_{PI}(s)$$

where $V_{i,ref}$ is the reference dc voltage of the $i_{th}$ converter, $k_{droop,i}$ is its droop gain and $G_{PI}(s)$ is used to represent the PI controller. The quantity $(V_{dc,ref} - V_i - I_{out,i} \times k_{droop}) = error$ represents the error term. Due to the controller action, the steady state error input to the PI controller is zero. Therefore, the following can be written

$$I_{out,i} = \frac{V_{dc,ref} - V_{dc,i}}{k_{droop,i}} \quad (3.4)$$

By assuming that the difference $(V_{dc,ref} - V_{dc,i})$ is close for different droop-controlled converters, the relative magnitude of $k_{droop,i}$ with respect to the droop gains of other converters determines the participation of $i_{th}$ converter in delivering the load demand. However, due to the difference in the local dc voltages at the terminal of each converter, the currents of the droop-controlled converters might not be solely determined by the droop constants.

### 3.2.1 Existing droop control approaches in MT-DC µGrids

Several centralized, decentralized and distributed control strategies proposed in the literature aim to achieve enhanced and prolonged operation of the dc microgrids. In this
aspect, an inaccurate current sharing due to the mismatched line impedances in the droop controlled converters is one of the most discussed issues in the literature [134–152].

Some papers consider the usage of the communication network to ensure accurate current sharing between droop controlled converters in MT-DCµGrids. Those communicated values are used to adjust reference signals provided to the primary controller [134–145]. In [138], average current and droop coefficient controllers have been employed to enhance the current sharing accuracy. An algorithm with noise cancellation capability is proposed in [143], where the information of the neighboring converters is used to enhance load sharing accuracy. Adaptive modification of the droop gains proposed in [142,144,145] relies on the update of the droop gains based on the information communicated by the neighboring converters. However, unlike MT-HVDC grids, where the cables have embedded fiber-optic communication links [153], the high-bandwidth communication infrastructure might not be available MT-DCµGrids. Also, the cost of the power components in MT-HVDC systems is significantly higher than the costs associated with the communication infrastructure, which is not the case with MT-DCµGrids. Therefore, several recent studies tried to design decentralized control strategies for MT-DCµGrids, that is, controller that do not employ
communication.

Communication-free control approaches designed for MT-DCµGrids based on the availability of information of the grid topology and impedances are reported in [147–149]. The inaccuracies in the existing information and the changing system configuration (e.g. location of the DGs and loads) are the downsides of those approaches. Alternatively, an estimation of the line resistances of the parallel connected converters and the consequent improvement in the current sharing accuracy is proposed in [148, 149]. The reference [148] uses an additional hardware to estimate this resistance. In [149], on the other hand, pulse injection is used to estimate the line resistances of the parallel-connected converters in a single bus dc microgrid. The estimated values are used to form the compensating terms (virtual resistances) to overcome the inaccurate current-sharing caused by the differences in the resistances of the lines connecting the converters to the single dc bus. However, no methodology is provided for finding suitable compensation constants for general structure dc microgrids, that is, MT-DCµGrids. Therefore, like other studies which use the virtual resistance concept, the strategy of [149] has limited application for meshed dc systems [108]. If the voltage of the common bus of the dc grid is available, it can be used to simplify the estimation of the line impedances as reported in [146, 150]. The concept of the virtual capacitor is used in [150], where the rate of change of the dc voltage is used to overcome the adverse effect of the mismatched line resistances on current sharing. However, the improvement in the current sharing is achieved at the cost of system dynamic response. The dynamics of the droop control converters are enhanced in [154] by modifying the PI controller structure.

3.2.2 Signal injection-based droop control approaches in MT-DCµGrids

The technique of superimposing a small ac voltage on the dc grid voltage by all droop controlled converters is the backbone of another group of papers [144, 151, 152]. All strategies in this group achieve enhanced control of general structure MT-DCµGrids in a decentralized manner. Unlike many other strategies, the controllers in this group of papers do not rely on the prior information of system topology and parameters, therefore they are attractive from the perspective of ensuring plug-and-play feature of converters in MT-DCµGrids. Considering the mentioned advantages, a new controller is developed in Chapter 6 of this thesis using similar philosophy. However, the proposed strategy has several advantages over the existing strategies, to understand which first the operation of the existing strategies is explained in details below.

The small active flow between converters, which is resulted from the difference of the phase angles of the superimposed ac signals, is used to adjust output voltages in [151].
Whereas references [144, 152] proposed so called synchroconverter based droop control (SBDC) approach. The latter strategies rely on the reactive power flow between dc/dc converters caused by mismatched phase angles of the superimposed ac signals. The structure of SBDC controller is shown in Fig. 3.6 and its description is provided below.

In SBDC approach, at every $i_{th}$ droop-controlled converter a small ac voltage $V_{\sin,i}$ is added on the original dc voltage reference $V_{\sin,i}$. The controllers track the added sin reference and a small dc signal is being superimposed on dc grid voltage. The magnitude of the signal is determined by the gain $A$, selected as 2% of the nominal dc voltage. The determination of the frequency of the injected signal, $f_{\text{inj},i}$, is of prime importance for the operation of SBDC approach. This frequency is determined as a function of the converter output current $I_{\text{out},i}$ as per

$$f_{\text{inj},i} = f_{\text{nom}} - I_{\text{out},i}k_{\text{droop},i}$$ (3.5)

where $f_{\text{nom}}$ is the nominal frequency of the injected signal and $k_{\text{droop},i}$ is the droop gain of the $i_{th}$ converter. Like any other droop control approach, the SBDC strives to equalize the product $I_{\text{out},i}k_{\text{droop},i}$ for all droop-controlled converters so their output current is proportional to their droop gains. To achieve the latter goal, the frequencies of the injected small ac voltages at all converters should be synchronized. The process of the synchronization of the SBDC of [144,152] is detailed below.
Assume that at a certain operation instant the product $I_{out} k_{droop}$ of the $i_{th}$ converter is higher than the identical product of any other $j_{th}$ droop-controlled converter that uses SBDC approach. In this situation, the frequency of the injected signal at the $i_{th}$ converter, $f_{inj,i}$, will be lower than the frequency of the injected signal at the $j_{th}$ converter, $f_{inj,j}$. The difference in the frequencies results in the difference of phase angles of the injected small ac signals. Assuming mostly resistive network in dc microgrids (very low X/R ratio), the larger phase angle of the superimposed signal at the $j_{th}$ converter results in a small reactive power flow from $j_{th}$ to $i_{th}$ converter. The resultant reactive power is locally calculated at the $i_{th}$ converter as shown in Fig. 3.6. The positive reactive power flowing to the $i_{th}$ converter, or the negative reactive power flow $Q_i$ form the converter, is used for generating the $\Delta V_{dc,Q,i}$ term as per

$$\Delta V_{dc,Q,i} = Q_id_p G_{LPF}(s) \tag{3.6}$$

where $d_p$ is a controller parameter and $G_{LPF}(s)$ is the transfer function of the low pass filter, the latter being used for minimizing components of $Q_i$ other than its dc value. The voltage $\Delta V_{dc,Q,i}$ is then subtracted from the local dc voltage reference. With the negative reactive power flow from the $i_{th}$ converter as in the previously described scenario, the local dc voltage reference $V_{dc,ref,i}$, and thus the measured dc voltage $V_{dc,i}$, increases. This increase in the terminal voltage results in a reduction of the converter output current $I_{out}$, which in turn reduces $I_{out,i} k_{droop,i}$. This alteration of $I_{out,i} k_{droop}$ product continues until the frequencies of the injection signals at two converters are synchronized, in turn equalizing the products $I_{out,k_{droop}}$ of the two considered converters using SBDC approach, thus achieving a proper droop operation.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.6, the SBDC approach largely modifies the conventional I-V droop control of Fig. 2.14. The latter strategy directly adds $I_{out} k_{droop}$ term to the local voltage reference, and has a drawback of inaccurate current sharing between droop-controlled converter. The SBDC approach tries achieving the accurate current sharing indirectly by adding a sin term $V_{sin,i}$ and voltage changing terms $\Delta V_{dc,Q,i}$ to the voltage control loop. As it have explained, the SBDC approach relies on the assumption that the frequencies of the superimposed signals are eventually getting synchronized. It is worth noting that in case if those frequencies fail to synchronize, the controller would not only result in a inaccuracy in the current sharing, but might only jeopardize the stable system operation. In fact, the system might fail to synchronize in case if the inductive impedance of the considered lines is not negligible compared to the resistance of those lines. In the latter case, the assumption that the difference in the frequencies results only reactive power exchange is inaccurate, affecting the explained logic of the controller operation. What is
more, connection of a single converter simultaneously to several converters might result in a simultaneous change of the small reactive power with those converters, which again might negatively impact the describes synchronization process. The strategy proposed in this thesis, on the other, achieves accurate current-sharing without large modifications of the the conventional droop-control structure and does not rely on synchronization procedure like the one described above. Therefore, as will be shown in Chapter 6, the proposed strategy achieves enhanced control of droop-controlled converters in MT-DCμGrids.

3.3 Discussion

This chapter provided a literature review on the controllers for the converters forming dc systems. Several recently reported control approaches for the control of VSCs in MT-HVDC systems and MT-DCμGrids were presented and their operations were elaborated. The drawbacks of some of the advanced control strategies were discussed, as those gaps in the literature will be used to form a basis for the development of the proposed controllers in Chapter 4-Chapter 6.
Chapter 4

DC Voltage Regulation and Power-Sharing in MT-HVDC Systems

This chapter of the thesis presents the first part of the developed controllers for the VSCs used in MT-HVDC applications. Specifically, the control of MT-HVDC’s dc side variables is discussed in this chapter.

The voltage regulation issue of the droop-controlled converters is addressed in the first section of this chapter. The developed technique ensures that the average dc voltage of the system is regulated to the nominal value without changing the current flow between the VSCs, which allows to achieve fast and precise power regulation without the risk of large steady state deviations in dc system voltages. Without losing the generality, the developed solution is applied to enhance the operation of PVD controlled VSCs, as the latter solution achieves accurate power-sharing for general structure MT-HVDC systems. To further enhance the speed of the power regulation, the FLL is applied for the grid synchronization, which is shown to enable enhanced power regulation of the MT-HVDC system during ac grid disturbances.

Furthermore, the second section of the chapter addresses the power-sharing issue between VSCs in MT-HVDC systems. Firstly, it is demonstrated that the PVD-based control approaches might get affected in case there are large latencies in the communication network. Therefore, an alternative control structure is designed instead of the existing approach for ensuring accurate power sharing between the droop controlled converter stations. By communicating the Power Sharing Index (PSI) between neighboring converters, the proposed solution achieves exact droop control operation independent of the dc system topology and line parameters.

Finally, the third section demonstrates the combined performance of the control structures developed in the first two sections of this chapter.

Nonlinear time-domain simulations are conducted in the Matlab/Simulink environment considering different MT-HVDC test systems to better demonstrate the capability of the proposed controllers in achieving the control objectives in various operational conditions. Modal analysis is carried out to reveal the sensitivity of the system’s eigenvalues to the
changes in control parameters and the latencies in the communication. It is demonstrated
that the proposed strategies remains in the stable operation even when excessive latencies
are encountered in the communication. The first part of this chapter’s work has been pub-
lished in the IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery [155], and the second part is published
in IEEE Transactions on Power Systems [156].

4.1 The voltage regulation strategy for droop-controlled
VSCs in MT-HVDC systems

This section presents the voltage regulation controller developed for MT-HVDC systems,
explains its operation principle and verifies it’s performance by detailed time-domain sim-
ulation study.

4.1.1 The development of the voltage regulation strategy

As it was discussed in the the Literature Review chapter, when there is a sudden change
in the active power flow in the dc system, the droop-control action makes the participating
converters to experience different deviations from their reference dc voltages. This differ-
ence in the voltage deviation aims at evacuating the excess power in the dc system based
on the converters’ pre-set droop coefficients. Therefore, the droop-controlled converters
necessarily experience voltage deviation from the nominal value during the operation of
the droop loop. The drawbacks of the existing voltage-regulation approaches have also
been detailed in Chapter 3.

Also, as it has been previously described, the power-sharing between the droop-controlled
converters with conventional droop approach might be affected by the dc system topology
and parameters. Therefore, in this section the voltage regulation issue is demonstrated
using the PVD control approach, as the latter solution is able to achieve an accurate
power-sharing independent of the system structure and parameters. Detailed explanation
of the dc voltage regulation problem as well as PVD operation was provided in Chapter 3.

As with the other droop-controlled approaches, the extent of voltage deviation in PVD
controlled dc systems depends on the amount of active power change in those systems as
well as on pre-specified droop gains. As per [101], the dc voltage deviation for the PVD
controlled converter is defined according to (4.1)
\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta V_{\text{pilot}} &= D_{P,i} T_i \Delta P_{\text{system}} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i &= 1
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.1)

where $\Delta V_{\text{pilot}}$ is the voltage deviation at pilot voltage bus (generally 5-10 % max), $D_{P,i}$ is the power droop gain of the $i_{th}$ droop controlled converter, $\Delta P_{\text{system}}$ is the total power mismatch in the dc system, $n$ is the total number of the droop-controlled converters. $T_i$ is the power sharing coefficient of that converter, determining the portion of the total mismatch power that the $i_{th}$ converter should accommodate. As it can be seen from equation (4.1), and as it will be verified in the simulation studies, higher droop gains tend to increase converter dc link voltage deviations from their nominal value. The same trend holds for the conventional power-voltage droop controllers as well, with the identical relationship depending on the system parameters as well. However, increasing the power droop gains improves the transient response of the system and provides better system stability [101].

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a typical effect of the change of power droop gains on the system pole movement, which is acquired from the conducted modal analysis on the test system depicted in Fig. 4.2. The detailed description of the latter test system is provided in the simulation study section, whereas its parameters can be found in Table 1 in the Appendix. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 4.1 that with very small droop gains the system might even be in the unstable region (right side of the imaginary axis). With an increase in droop gains the dominant poles move to the left side of the imaginary axis. Therefore, from the stability point of view, it is desired to select higher droop gains. What is more, the higher droop gains result in faster regulation of converter active power injection as it results in a faster change of the converters terminal voltage for a given disturbance. The latter point will be also demonstrated by the conducted time-domain simulations.

To overcome dc voltage deviation issue in droop-controlled MT-HVDC system and simultaneously achieve increased system stability and enhanced transient response, an average voltage regulation algorithm is developed for those systems. An equal voltage shifting terms $\Delta V_{\text{avg}}$ are added to the reference voltages of all droop controlled converters, which have the aim to regulate the average dc voltage to the nominal value specified by the system operator. Important to notice that the current flow between the converter stations does not alter with the addition of equal voltage shifting terms as this flow is dependent on the difference between the converter terminal voltages and not on the absolute values of those voltages. The calculation of the $\Delta V_{\text{avg}}$ and the realization of the proposed scheme.
K-droop is increased from 0.02 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05

Figure 4.1. Movement of the system eigenvalues with PVD control when droop gain is increased from 0.02 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05.
is depicted in Fig. 4.3, where the measured dc link voltages at all converter stations are communicated to the centralized controller. Please note that both droop-controlled and other converters (e.g., constant power controlled converters connected to WPPs) send their terminal voltage information to the central controller as the proper regulation of the dc voltage at all converters is of importance. The average dc link voltage of the system is then calculated as per

\[ V_{dc,avg} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_{dc,i} \]  

(4.2)

where \( V_{dc,i} \) is the measured voltage at the \( i \)th converter, with total of \( n \) such converters in the system, including those that are not droop-controlled. It should be noted that the \( V_{dc,i} \) is a per-unit value which allows the controller to function even if various voltage levels present in the dc system (e.g. due to the presence of dc/dc converters). Afterwards, the difference between the nominal voltage and the average voltage is fed to the centralized PI controller which generates the voltage shifting term \( \Delta V_{avg} \). The latter term is communicated back to all droop-controlled converters and is added to their reference dc voltages.
Figure 4.3. The proposed outer control loop for active current reference $i_{d,i}$ calculation and the FLL for the grid synchronization.
Considering the power droop control loop together with AVS loop, the reference dc link voltage at the $i_{th}$ converter which is operating under PVD control, will be determined as per

\[
\Delta V_{\text{avg}} = (V_{\text{ref}} - V_{\text{dc,avg}})(k_{p,\text{AVS}} + \frac{k_{i,\text{AVS}}}{s})
\]

\[
V_{\text{dc,i,ref}} = V_{\text{dc,common,ref}} + \Delta V_{\text{avg}} + (P_{i,\text{ref}} - P_i)D_{P,i}
\]

where $V_{\text{dc,i,ref}}$ is the final reference voltage for the $i_{th}$ converter, $V_{\text{ref}}$ is the nominal dc voltage, which is set equal to the common reference voltage $V_{\text{dc,common,ref}}$, $k_{p,\text{AVS}}$ and $k_{i,\text{AVS}}$ are the proportional and integral gains of the implemented controller. As it was previously mentioned, the PVD loop is responsible for achieving accurate power-sharing and is not connected for the implementation of the proposed controller. Thus, the proposed controller can be seamlessly integrated to other droop control structures as well (e.g. conventional local voltage based droop controller).

Assuming that the converter operates within the allowed current rating, the PI controller, which generates the current reference $i_{d,i,\text{ref}}$ (Fig. 4.3), ensures that the error input to it is zero. Therefore, for steady state operation, the following can be written

\[
(P_i - P_{i,\text{ref}})D_{P,i} = V_{\text{dc,common,ref}} + \Delta V_{\text{avg}} - V_{\text{dc,common}}
\]

Because on the right side of the (4.4) all the three terms are the same for each PVD controlled converter, the power sharing between the converters will be precisely determined based on the droop gains. This eliminates the dependency of the power sharing on the MT-HVDC system configuration and the line lengths. If the above-described voltage regulation strategy is applied to any other controller (e.g. conventional power-voltage droop control), then the similar power-sharing will be achieved with and without the voltage regulation loop, whereas the presence of that loop would still ensure accurate control of the dc system’s average voltage. The developed voltage-regulation algorithm is named average voltage sharing (AVS) control. Please note that the AVS controller uses communication for transferring the voltage information to the central controller and receiving back the correction voltage. However, the initial fast dynamic operation of the controller in Fig. 4.3 is ensured by the usage of the locally measured variables. Therefore, as it will be shown in the latter sections, even in the presence of relatively large delays in the communication, the usage of AVS controller results in stable system operation and proper voltage regulation.
What is more, (4.4) could employ half of the squared values of initial voltage reference $V_{dc,common,ref}$ and the respective feedback $V_{dc,common}$ signals. Such controllers have been used in several papers including [30,104,124] as it is claimed to enhance the system dynamic response. In the case of using the latter-mentioned approach, the correction term $\Delta V_{avg}$ would not be required to get squared. In fact, squaring the correction term would mean squaring the output of the PI controller in Fig. 4.3. This situation would result in only positive voltage correction term $\Delta V_{avg}$, which would continuously increase the system average voltage and result in tripping of the system. Therefore, to regulate the average dc system voltage, the voltage correction term should always be added to the initial reference dc voltage independent of the structure of original power-voltage droop loop.

### 4.1.2 Verification of the voltage regulation strategy

To demonstrate the problems with the existing approaches more clearly, and to better understand the operation of the proposed voltage regulation approach and verify its effectiveness, the time-domain simulation study is conducted in the MATLAB/Simulink environment considering different operational scenarios.

#### 4.1.2.1 System under study

The single line representation of the system under study is shown in Fig. 4.2, where three ac areas and two WPP are connected through MT-HVDC network. Both converters #3 and #4 operate in the inverter mode, whereas the converters #1, #2 and #5 operate in the rectifier mode under normal operation. The WPPs, which are connected to VSC #1 and #5, are operating in the constant power control mode.

In the initial steady state, each of the wind turbines delivers 150 MW. The VSC2 acts as a rectifier with reference power of -300 MW, whereas reference for both inverters VSC3 and VSC4 is 300 MW. The system base power, which is used in the controller implementation and in the representation of the results, is 900 MW. The pilot bus is chosen at VSC5. Although the recent industrial applications of VSC-HVDC systems mostly consider MMC based VSCs, it is worthy to point out that MMC and the two-level converters have similar controller design in the outer control layers [157,158]. Therefore, two level VSC is used as a base-case for the investigation of the proposed controller [29,108,159], while the results are also verified for the MMC based MT-HVDC systems in the end of the study. The dc grid voltage is 300 kV and the cable parameters are taken from [160], [161]. All the droop controlled converter stations are equally rated (450 MVA) and have the same droop gains.
Figure 4.4. System response when the reference power at VSC 4 is decreased. dc voltage at the VSC1 with AVS vs conventional droop with different power droop gains (left) and dc voltages at all five stations without AVS and 0.5pu power droop gain (right).

to make the analysis of power sharing more clear. Further, the rating of each WPP is 200 MVA. The system parameters are detailed in Table A7.

4.1.2.2 Power reference decrease in the VSC4

In this scenario, the power reference in the inverter VSC4 is decreased from 0.33 pu to 0 pu at time t=2s. The delays for the communication of both AVS shifting term and the common dc link voltage are considered to be 2.5 ms [72], whereas the effects of larger delays will be investigated in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. In the left side of Fig. 4.4, the profile of the dc voltage at VSC1 is shown for the cases with smaller power droop gain (D=0.1) and without AVS, and with larger droop gain (D=0.5) with and without AVS. While on the right side, the dc link voltages for all converter stations are shown for the case with D=0.5 and without AVS to clearly illustrate how the dc link voltage profile increases with power increase in the dc grid. As it can be seen from Fig. 4.4, without AVS the dc link voltage deviation with D=0.1 is much smaller than in the case of D=0.5. This is in line with equation (4.1), where the dc link voltage deviation is proportional to the droop gain. However, the smaller power droop results in slower reference tracking and may not provide enough sensitivity for the exact power sharing (the latter problem is avoided by utilizing
PVD control). This point can be validated from Fig. 4.5, where the power traces of all VSCs are shown for the above mentioned three different scenarios. It can be observed from Fig. 4.5 that with the power droop gain \( D=0.5 \), both with and without AVS the settling time of the converter’s power is around 200 ms (with the slightly less overshoot when AVS is not included). Whereas with the droop gain of \( D=0.1 \) the power settling time increases to 600 ms, which may violate grid codes related to active power injection dynamics. Therefore, the droop gain of \( D=0.5 \) is chosen for all other considered scenarios. It can be concluded from Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 that the inclusion of the AVS control loop enables steady-state dc voltage regulation around the nominal value without having noticeable impact on the system dynamic performance.

4.1.2.3 The sudden power reduction from WPPs

Considered as one of the worst case scenarios, in this case both WPPs deliver rated 200 MW power each when at time \( t=2s \) the WPP’s power is reduced to 0 (shown in Fig. 4.6 \( P1 \) and \( P5 \)). The decrease of the dc system active power causes a decrease in the system dc link voltage profile. As it can be observed from Fig. 4.6, the dc link voltage is less
Figure 4.6. System response during an outage of WPPs. AVS vs the conventional droop.

than 0.92 pu when the conventional PVD is used. This may cause undervoltage protection activation and trip of the converters, especially if further reduction of the dc power causes additional decrease in the voltage. Whereas with the implementation of the AVS scheme the dc link voltage profile is regulated around its nominal value. While the system response in terms of active power transient is similar with both control structures with the proposed one having slightly more overshoot and faster settling time as can be observed from the traces of $P_2$, $P_3$ and $P_4$ in Fig. 4.6.

Another important observation from Fig. 4.6 is that all the converters share the system power change equally ($\Delta P = 0.146\text{pu}$ for the PVD controlled converters). For the case of comparison, the same scenario is investigated when instead of PVD the conventional control structure (based on local dc voltage measurements) equipped with AVS loop control is used. It can be clearly visualized from Fig. 4.7 that the local droop suffers from poor reference tracking and unequal power sharing between converters. E.g., both inverters VSC3 and VSC4 have identical active power references and droop gains. Therefore, their active power magnitudes should be ideally equal. As it can be seen from Fig. 4.6, with the PVD+AVS control the traces of the P3 and P4 do follow each other before as well as after the disturbance.
Figure 4.7. Power traces at the droop controlled converters during an outage of WPPs when instead of PVD the local voltage based controller is used.

To also demonstrate the issue of inaccurate power sharing with the conventional controller, the developed AVS loop is integrated to the local voltage based conventional controller instead of PVD controller and identical disturbance is initiated in the system. In Fig. 4.7, the active power traces even before the disturbance are determined by the dc grid topology and line resistances, making unequal initial operating conditions for comparison between the two cases. Following the disturbance, the converters continue to experience undesired difference in their ratio-based power injections.

4.1.2.4 System performance enhancement with FLL during ac side faults

In this scenario, the voltage sag in Grid 3 makes the modulus of the $V_{PCC,3}$ voltage to reach 0.73 pu and experience $60^\circ$ phase angle jump. To illustrate the system transient response enhancement with FLL, the comparison with conventional PLL is carried out for this case. As it can be observed from the upper plot in Fig. 4.8, before the sag is initiated at time $t=2s$, the A phase of $V_{PCC,3}$ voltage is perfectly aligned with the $sin\theta$ component of the $\theta$ synchronization angle detected with both FLL and PLL. As the phase angle jumps by $60^\circ$ at time $t=2s$, it takes about one cycle for FLL to ensure synchronization with grid voltage. This can be observed from the zero crossing points. While for the PLL it takes more than two cycles to synchronize with grid voltage. As a result, less overshoots and faster settling time can be noticed for the active and reactive power traces at VSC3 with FLL in comparison with PLL (lower part of Fig. 4.8).
Figure 4.8. Line synchronization during system voltage sag associated with phase angle jump. The phase A grid voltage, $\sin(\theta)$ of the positive sequence phase angle $\theta$ detected with FLL and conventional PLL.
Figure 4.9. dc link voltage at VSC1 and the system power traces when dc fault occurs near the pilot bus (VB5).

4.1.2.5 System performance during dc side faults

As a worst case scenario, the dc fault is applied on the cable connecting the pilot voltage bus at VSC5 to the system. Once the fault is detected, the pilot bus is switched from VSC5 to VSC1. The fault occurs at time \( t=2\) s. The detection of the fault and isolation of the faulty cable takes 5 ms. As the faulted line is quickly cleared, the power transactions between the faulted lines continue. As can be seen on the left side of Fig. 4.9, the dc link voltage profile at VSC1 experiences a dip for 5 ms before the fault is detected and cleared. It can be seen that the voltage is smoothly restored to its nominal value soon after the fault is cleared. Whereas in the right side of Fig. 4.9 the power traces at all five VSCs are depicted to illustrate the transient power response as well as the steady state power sharing between converters. As the wind power from VSC5 stopped to be delivered to dc grid, both P3, P4 decreases equally while the P2 increases in the same amount.

4.1.2.6 Effect of the AVS scheme on the system current profile

In the droop controlled MT-HVDC system, the set of dc link voltage and active power references are usually calculated by the tertiary loops. The proposed AVS scheme adds
equal voltage shifting term to the dc voltage references of all droop controlled converter stations, so as to regulate the average dc voltage to the required value (e.g., 1 pu). As the added term is equal for each station, the relative difference between the dc voltage references of droop controlled converters remains the same with AVS as it was without AVS. Therefore, the AVS scheme does not result in a change of current flows between converters. To illustrate the latter point, Fig.4.10 shows the case when the AVS scheme is initially disabled and is activated at time \( t=2 \)s. It can be observed from Fig.4.10 that the activation of the AVS causes the average dc link voltage to be regulated to the nominal value. There is also no noticeable difference in the converter steady-state power injections before and after activation of the AVS scheme, which is a result of unaltered converters’ current injections. Therefore, the AVS scheme can be enabled without affecting the operation of the power-regulating loops.

Figure 4.10. The activation of the AVS scheme results in regulation of the average dc link voltage and does not noticeably change the steady state active power flows.
Figure 4.11. Shown for the Converter 3, dynamics with MMC based MT-HVDC system during wind power decrease. From top to bottom—the dc voltages with AVS and without, the number of the inserted modules in the upper and lower arms of phase A, the capacitor voltage at an individual module, the inserted voltages in the upper and the lower arms of phase A and the ac side voltage.
4.1.2.7 Performance evaluation with the Modular Multilevel Converter based MT-HVDC system

In this section, it is validated that if the MT-HVDC converter stations are based on Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC), then the internal dynamics of the MMC does not affect the proper functioning of the proposed control strategy. Special attention is paid to the relatively fast dynamics such as dc link voltage regulation [162]. The simulation scenario with the fast reduction of the wind power is repeated below. It can be observed from the top subfigure of the Fig. 4.11 that without implementing the proposed AVS control loop, the dc link voltage (shown for the Converter 3) experiences a large deviation from nominal value. In contrary, the same subfigure depicts that the inclusion of the AVS loop regulates the average dc link voltage to the nominal value. The second from the top subfigure of the Fig. 4.11 depicts the number of the inserted modules in the upper and lower arms of the phase A of the Station 3. It is worthy to notice that the summation of the inserted modules in the upper and lower arms of the same phase is always equal to the total number of modules per arm side (36 in this case). The third from the top subfigure of the Fig. 4.11 shows the calculated capacitor voltage per MMC submodule. Please note some of the subfigures are presented in the shorter time scale (1.9-2.2s) to provide better visibility of the dynamics in spite of the fact that at time 2.2s the steady state is not yet reached (see the top subfigure). The multiplication of the module capacitor voltage with the number of inserted modules results in the inserted voltage in the upper and lower arms of phase A (Fig. 4.11). The last subfigure of Fig. 4.11 shows that the ac side MMC voltages are balanced and well regulated.

4.2 Power sharing controller considering large delays in the communication network

This section elaborates on the negative effect that the communication delay might have on the operation of MT-HVDC systems. A new control structure is then developed to ensure proper operation of MT-HVDC system and accurate power sharing between converter stations even when realistically large communication delays are considered. Modal and time-domain analysis are considered to demonstrate the severity of the existing problem and to validate the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
4.2.1 Latencies in the communication

The MT-HVDC system control structure is underpinned by a communication system based on either a fiber optic, radio, power line communication, or a combination of those approaches. The amount of the communication delay depends on the technology used, on the distance between the converter stations, etc. The reference [115] claimed that delays up to 10ms are usual with the fiber optic communication, while 38ms delay for the same technology for one-way communication is reported in the Bonneville Power Administration system [116]. The latencies associated with modems via microwave are reported to be 80ms [116, 163]. Larger delays in the order of 150ms are reported for communication of the grid frequency to the offshore wind farms [117]. It can be thus observed that large range of communication delays is encountered in the literature. As shown in the next sections, the effect of the communication delays on the operation of MT-HVDC systems is investigated by conducting modal analysis and time domain simulations for the encountered range of delays. Transport delays are introduced in the respective models to represent the communication delays present in the actual systems.

The consideration of the latencies is especially important with PVD control approach, where the communicated voltage signal is used as a feedback in the control architecture. The dc link capacitors are usually designed to be charged in about one cycle given the transfer of the converter rated power through them. Therefore, the dynamics associated with the dc link voltages are relatively fast, exposing a requirement of high bandwidth communication if those voltages are to be communicated to other converters as in PVD. To illustrate the effect of the communication latencies on the PVD control performance, Fig. 4.12 shows the pole movement when the communication delay is increased from 15 ms to 52 ms. It can be observed that the system poles move towards the unstable region and around 40 ms they appear in the right side of the imaginary axis. Therefore, the conventional PVD approach is limited for the applications where large delays are encountered.

4.2.2 Proposed Control Strategy

Having an aim to achieve exact power sharing between VSCs, a new control structure is developed for a general structure MT-HVDC system. Fig. 4.13 shows the outer loop of the cascaded controller of VSC, where the proposed modifications are implemented. Unlike an alternative PVD controller, the implemented controller relies on local dc voltage feedback. Unlike other controllers using local voltage feedback, the proposed control strategy relies on the communication of the Power Sharing Index (PSI) between pair of converters to ensure accurate power sharing between converters. Selection of the converter pairs can be done
Figure 4.12. The movement of the system eigenvalues with PVD control when the communication delay is increased from 15 ms to 52 ms in steps of 2ms.
by system operators based on the network topology and specific operation considerations.
The PSI is determined as per (4.5) and is shown in Fig. 4.13. Here the dc link reference voltage at $i_{th}$ converter station is modified as per

\[
\begin{aligned}
PSI_i &= (P_{ref,i} - P_i)D_i \\
V_{dc,ref,i} &= V_{dc,ref,i,0} + (PSI_i - \Psi_{j_{th}} - T_d)(K_{P,PSI,i} + K_{I,PSI,i}s) + PSI_i
\end{aligned}
\tag{4.5}
\]

where the $i_{th}$ converter variables $V_{dc,ref,i,0}$ and $V_{dc,ref,i}$ are the initial and the modified dc link voltage references, respectively, $P_i$ and $P_{ref,i}$ are the measured and reference power, respectively, $D_i$ is the power droop constant. The term $e^{-T_d s}$ is used to represent the communication delay associated with the transfer of the PSI of the $j_{th}$ converter to the $i_{th}$ converter, where $T_d$ is the amount of the delay in seconds. The error between PSIs is sent to the PI controller to generate the correction term $\Delta V_{dc,PSI}$ for the dc link voltage reference. The proportional $K_{P,PSI,i}$ and integral $K_{I,PSI,i}$ gains are tuned based on the modal analysis elaborated in the next section. Finally, the dc voltage reference of the $i_{th}$ station is computed according to (4.5), and the local dc voltage at the $i_{th}$ controller is used as a feedback signal (Fig. 4.13).

The PSI of the $i_{th}$ station, in its turn, is sent to its pair $k_{th}$ station different for the $j_{th}$ station, ensuring accurate power sharing between all droop controlled converters. The advantage of the proposed control strategy over PVD is that the tuning of the PI controller allows adjusting the dynamics associated with the correction term, enabling stable system operation when even large latencies are encountered in the communication. Additionally, the proposed controller utilizes the PSI measurement of the nearby VSC station, unlike its alternative that communicates the measured voltage information throughout the whole dc system. Therefore, the communication delays for transferring PSIs are likely to be smaller than those associated with PVD controller. Finally, the proposed strategy does not need a global dc voltage reference, therefore, unlike with the PVD controller, the operator-specified reference values can be tracked during normal operation.

As with any other power-voltage droop control, the strategy of Fig. 4.13 would inevitably experience deviation of the dc voltages from the nominal values, determined by the $\Delta V_{dc,drop,i}$ and $\Delta V_{dc,PSI,i}$. This issue is solved by combining the proposed power-sharing controller with the voltage regulation controller discussed in the previous section.
This section, however, elaborates on the operation of the controller of Fig. 4.13, whereas the operation of the combined controller will be discussed in Section 4.3.

The proposed approach is also general enough be integrated with different adaptive droop approaches. An example is an adaptive droop control proposed in [104], where the droop gains are dynamically changed to ensure power mismatch sharing according to the available headroom of each converter station. The work in [104] uses PVD as a tool to ensure accurate power sharing based on the updated droop gains. Similarly, the proposed approach can be integrated with the controller proposed in [104], where the change of the droop gain would change the PSI of the respective converter and accurate power sharing can be established based on the updated PSIs. It is worth noting that for the case of bipolar dc system, there would be two separate PSIs for positive and negative pole controls. Those indexes are sent their paired converters and the accurate power-sharing is achieved in both pole networks.

Furthermore, to avoid transients associated with the saturation of the PI-based controller in Fig. 4.13, the latter is equipped with an anti-windup loop. The current study uses Integrator Clamping technique to avoid windup effect, which is shown in Fig. 4.14. The error input to the respective PI controller is set to zero for the following conditions

- the error is positive, and the PI output is greater than the upper saturation limit
- the error is negative, and the PI output is lower than the lower saturation limit.
Figure 4.14. The handling of the PI controller during transients considering anti-windup loop.

Otherwise, the error is fed directly to the PI controller.

It is important to evaluate the performance of the proposed controller during ac and dc faults as well. Faults in the ac grids may restrict the amount of the active power which can be transferred from the converter to the faulty grid. This is the result of the reduction of the grid voltage and the limited current carrying capability of the converter station, which can be mathematically expressed as

\[ P_{\text{max, fault},i} = V_{d,\text{fault},i}I_{d,\text{limit},i} \]  

where \( P_{\text{max, fault},i} \) is the maximum active power possible to inject (or absorb) to the \( i_{th} \) system during fault, \( V_{d,\text{fault},i} \) is the magnitude of the PCC voltage during fault and the \( I_{d,\text{limit},i} \) is the maximum converter current restricted by the current limiter. Therefore, the accurate power sharing may not be possible to achieve in this case. It is therefore advised to deactivate the proposed controller during ac faults as shown in Fig. 4.14. It should be noticed that ac fault can be detected locally at any converter station by monitoring the dc voltage. Similarly, because during dc faults the power control ability of the converters may be lost, it is also recommended to deactivate the proposed controller during dc fault duration. The latter type of fault can be detected locally at any station within 1-2 ms [72].
Figure 4.15. The four-terminal MT-HVDC system under study.
4.2.3 Modal analysis of the proposed controller

In this subsection, the effect of the controller parameter variation, and more importantly the effect of the communication delay on the stability of the system adopting the proposed PSI-based controller is evaluated through modal analysis. The test system used for modal analysis and for part of time-domain simulations used in this section is shown in Fig. 4.15, where three ac areas and Wind Power Plant (WPP) are connected through four terminal symmetrical monopole 300 kV MT-HVDC network. During the normal operation, the converters #1 and #4 operate in the rectifier mode, whereas the converters #2, #3 operate in the inverter mode. The linearization is done around nominal operating condition considering 0.3pu power droop constant (similar to the case with PVD). It is worthy to notice that the time delays are represented by rational transfer function for the linearization of the system. The second-order Pade approximation is used for this representation as per

\[
e^{-T_d s} \approx \frac{\frac{T_d^2}{12} s^2 - \frac{T_d^2}{2} s + 1}{\frac{T_d^2}{12} s^2 + \frac{T_d^2}{2} s + 1}
\] (4.7)

As shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, the proposed controller ensures stable system operation even considering large variation of controller parameters. While keeping the integral gain of the proposed controller \(K_{I,PSI}\) equal to 10pu, the proportional gain is varied from 0.5pu to 10pu by steps of 0.5pu. As shown in Fig. 4.16, some of the dominant poles initially move to the left. When the gain is around 2pu, those poles start fast movement to the right. Therefore the proportional gain of 2pu is chosen for the proposed controller. Afterwords, the integral gain is changed from 5pu to 105pu. It can be seen from Fig. 4.17 that different dominant pole clusters show opposite movement with an increase of the integral gain. Thus, an integral gain of 30pu is selected considering this trade off.

One of the main advantages of the proposed controller is the stable operation when large latencies are present in the communication. To validate this point, Fig. 4.18 illustrates the system root locus when the time delay is increased from 10ms to 150ms by step of 10ms. It can be observed that with an increase in the delay the poles move towards the right side of the s-plane, deteriorating the system stability. However, even with the considered large delays the system poles stay in the left half plane, determining the stable system operation.

The participation factor analysis of the proposed controller is also illustrated in the Fig. 4.18. The analysis reveals that the fastest poles located on the far left of the s-plane are mainly associated with the \(d,q\) axis currents in the phase reactor (Fig. 4.18
Figure 4.16. The movement of the system eigenvalues when the proportional gain of the proposed controller is increased from 0.5pu to 10pu in steps of 0.5pu (communication delay of 25 ms is considered).
Figure 4.17. The movement of system eigenvalues when the integral gain of the proposed controller is increased from 5pu to 150pu in steps of 5pu (communication delay of 25 ms is considered).
Figure 4.18. The movement of system eigenvalues with the proposed control strategy when the time delay is increased from 10 ms to 150 ms in steps of 10 ms. Also shown the participation of different states on the eigenvalues.
The movement of the eigenvalues associated with the inner current controller, dc grid capacitances and the currents in the pi sections can be clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.18 (b), where the movement of the system poles associated with dc voltage controller are also shown. It can be observed in Fig. 4.18 (a) that the eigenvalues associated with the Padé approximated time delays move fast to the right when the delay is increased. However, the poles associated with the proposed controller demonstrate a slow movement to the left and do not deteriorate system stability.

### 4.2.4 Time-domain simulations

A comprehensive simulation study is carried out in the MATLAB/Simulink environment to evaluate the performance of the proposed and existing control strategies during various operational scenarios. Several disturbances are simulated considering the four-terminal system shown in Fig. 4.15. In all cases the wind farms’ converters are operating in a constant power controlled mode.

Initially equal active power references of -0.5 pu are set for the stations at the droop controlled inverters VSC2 and VSC3, and the reference for the droop controlled rectifier station VSC4 was set to 0.5 pu. The WPP plant injects 0.5 pu active power to the dc system. In all scenarios the droop gain is equal to 0.3 pu.

#### 4.2.4.1 Performance of the proposed controller during step increase in wind power with 25ms communication delay

In the first scenario, 25ms communication delay is considered for the communication of the PSIs between the converter stations. The output wind power change from 0.5 pu to 0.7 pu is initiated at time $t=2$s. Fig.4.19 (a) illustrates the dc link voltages at all four converter stations, where it can be observed that the voltage profile increases with an increase of the power in the dc system. The PSIs for all stations are presented in the Fig. 4.19 (b). Here it can be clearly seen that before the disturbance and soon after the disturbance at time $t=2$s the PSIs are equal for all the converter stations as a result of the proposed controller action. The accurate power sharing can be also validated from the active power deviations shown in subfigure (c) and (d) of Fig. 4.19, where equal (0.065pu) active power sharing is achieved with the proposed control strategy.
Figure 4.19. The system performance with proposed strategy during increase in wind power when communication delay is 25ms. dc link voltages (a) and PSIs (b) at all four converter stations, active power traces at rectifiers VSC1 and VSC4 in (c) and inverters VSC2 and VSC3 in (d).
4.2.4.2 Performance of the local voltage based droop controller during step increase in wind power

The same scenario of wind power increase from 0.5 pu to 0.7 pu is repeated with conventional local voltage based droop control strategy for a better illustration of the problem of inaccurate power sharing (Fig. 4.20). When the wind power is increased at time $t=2s$, similar with the proposed control strategy, the dc voltage profile increases with conventional control strategy (subfigure (a) of Fig. 4.20). The power mismatch sharing between droop controlled converters VSC 2, VSC 3 and VSC 4 are 0.07 pu, 0.065 pu and 0.06 pu, respectively (subfigures (c) and (d) of Fig. 4.20). It can be observed that the power sharing between converters differs slightly as opposed to the proposed controller. The resultant power sharing is dependent on the dc system parameters and topology. As a result, significant mismatch can be observed in the PSIs of the droop controlled converters shown in subfigure (b) of Fig. 4.20.

4.2.4.3 Performance of the PVD controller during step increase in wind power with 25ms communication delay

The PVD controller performance under the same scenario of 25 ms and wind power change by 0.2 pu is depicted in Fig. 4.21. The accurate power sharing confirmed by the equal PSI can be validated from Fig. 4.21 (b), although at the expense of some transient oscillations. The same point can be validated by the equally shared power values seen in Fig. 4.21 (c) and (d).

4.2.4.4 Performance of the proposed and PVD controller during wind power change subject to higher communication delays

The identical step change in the wind power is initiated for the cases with larger time delays in the communication. As shown in the Fig. 4.22, the stability assessment is done by evaluating the dc grid voltage profiles. It can be seen from (a), (b) and (c) subplots of Fig. 4.22 that even with very large communication latencies like 150 ms, the proposed control approach results in stable system operation. In contrary, the PVD controlled system is unstable when latencies in the order of 50 ms are encountered for the communication of the pilot voltage. These scenario clearly demonstrates the advantage of the proposed controller of using local voltage feedback (unlike PVD strategy) during the dynamic operation to capture fast transients associates with the dc voltages. Thus, the
Figure 4.20. System performance with local voltage based droop control during increase in wind power. dc link voltages (a), PSIes (b) at all four converter stations, active power traces at rectifiers VSC1 and VSC4 in (c) and inverters VSC2 and VSC3 in (d).
Figure 4.21. System performance with PVD during increase in wind power when communication delay is 25ms. dc link voltages (a), PSIs (b), active power trajectories at rectifiers VSC1 and VSC4 in (c) and inverters VSC2 and VSC3 shown in (d).
The proposed strategy ensures a proper operation of the system when large delays are present in the communication of the signals.

4.2.4.5 Performance during large disturbance

To evaluate the system performance during large disturbances, in this scenario, three phase fault is applied in the system adjacent to VSC3. The three phase to ground fault causes reduction in the respective Point of Common Coupling voltage ($V_{PCC,3}$), which reaches to 0.2pu. As it was previously discussed, the power transfer from VSC3 reduces and reaches 0.2 pu (Fig. 4.23 part (a)), which is determined by the 1pu maximum current limit specified for the station. As a result of the action of the power droop, the power at the other rectifier station VSC2 increases, reaching almost 0.7 pu, while the power at the inverter station VSC1 decreases (shown in (a) and (b) subplots of the Fig. 4.23, respectively). This changes allow to avoid dc link overvoltage above the allowed limit (usually 10 %), which reaches 1.06 pu as can be seen in Fig. 4.23 (c). However, as can be observed from (d) part of Fig. 4.23, the PSI is not equal between VSC2 and VSC4, which is a consequence of the deactivation of the proposed controller.

4.3 Performance verification of the combined voltage regulation and power sharing approaches using the standard CIGRE B4 MT-HVDC test system

This section demonstrates the system performance when the previously developed voltage regulation and power-sharing strategies are combined together. The two developed loops have distinct control objectives, therefore, as it will be demonstrated in this section, the operation of one loop does not affect the proper operation of the other controller.

The CIGRE B4 benchmark test system is developed using SimPowerSystem toolbox of the MATLAB/Simulink environment for the complete validation of the integrated control strategy. The developed system is shown in Fig. 4.24, which is a five terminal bipolar grid with ±400 kV dc voltage. The line lengths are specified in the Fig. 4.24, while the other parameters of the system and the associated controller parameters are given in Table A8 [83, 164]. Both positive and negative pole lines, as well as the metallic return circuit, have the same RLC parameters [26]. During the initial steady state condition, all three droop controlled converters (VSC1, VSC2, VSC3) operate in the inverter mode and have
Figure 4.22. Comparison between PVD and proposed strategy when large latencies are encountered in the communication. dc link voltages with the proposed strategy for 50 ms (a), 100 ms (b) and 150 ms (c) and with the PVD for 50 ms (d) communication delay.
Figure 4.23. System performance with proposed strategy during three phase fault in the system near VSC3. active power injections at inverters VSC2 and VSC3 in (a) and rectifiers VSC1 and VSC4 in (b), dc link voltages (c) and PSIs (d) at all four converter stations.
Figure 4.24. MT-HVDC test systems used in this study (part of CIGRE B4 benchmark system).
the power reference of 0.4 pu. For the clarity of the illustration, equal droop gains are selected for all three converters. The rectifier stations VSC4 and VSC5 deliver 0.45 pu and 0.95 pu wind power, respectively.

### 4.3.1 Time-domain verification of the combined controller

#### 4.3.1.1 Performance evaluation during wind power increase

This case presents the effect of the power increase supplied by the wind station WPP1. The communication delay associated with the transfer of PSI information is considered to be 50 ms (one way communication of PSIes), and the delay associated with the AVS term is accordingly considered to be as 100 ms (delay associated to sending the terminal voltage + delay associated with receiving the correction voltage term). The active power references at the droop controlled converters are equal to 0.4 pu, while the power references at the rectifier stations Cb-C2 and Cb-D1 are 0.45 pu and 0.95 pu, respectively.

Figure 4.25. The active power injections of a) positive pole droop controlled converters and b) negative pole droop controlled converters, and the dc link voltages of c) positive and d) negative pole networks.

The implemented controller provides an equal power sharing capability to the droop controlled converters. As the identical droop gains are considered for all three droop controlled converters, the power mismatch should be shared equally between those converters. As it can be observed from Fig. 4.25a and Fig. 4.25b, during the initial steady state the power injections at all three converters are equal as a result of the action of the implemented controller. At the time t=4 s, the active power reference at the constant power-controlled
rectifier station Cb-C2 is changed from 0.45 pu to 0.9 pu to imitate the sudden change in the wind power. The small transient in the Cb-D1 converter power injections is associated with the transients of the dc link voltages. The 0.45 pu wind power change is shared between three droop controlled inverter stations, resulting in about 0.15 pu power change in each converter (from 0.463 pu till 0.611 pu). The zoomed version of Fig. 4.25a verifies the precise power sharing between the designated converters.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.25c and Fig. 4.25d also depict the dc link voltages of the positive and negative pole network at all five converter stations, respectively. With an increase of the power injected to the dc system, the average profile of the dc voltage increases. Moreover, the profile of the dc voltage at the Cb-C2 converter increases relatively more to push more power to the dc grid. It should be pointed out that although the high communication delay results in relatively larger dc voltage transient, the 10% maximum voltage limit is not violated during whole operation. After an initial transient, the implementation of the AVS algorithm allows to bring the average dc voltage to the nominal value. The zoomed version of Fig. 4.25c verifies that while at steady state, the average dc voltage of positive pole is maintained at 1pu. This reduces the risk of the overvoltage in the dc system with the further changes in the system, specifically with an increase of the power injected to dc grid.

4.3.1.2 Performance evaluation during large communication delays

The implementation of the CIGRE B4 test-system further verified the advantage of the proposed control strategy over the existing approaches when large latencies are present in the system. To illustrate the robust nature of the integrated controller, Fig. 4.26 (a) illustrates the dc link voltage profiles when different values for the delays are considered for the proposed controller. Specifically, to make even a challenging case, the delay for the communication of the PSIs from VSC1 to VSC2 is 50 ms and the delay for the communication between VSC2 and VSC3 is 150 ms. It can be observed that soon after the disturbance (0.25 pu wind power increase) the system reaches steady state with the proposed controller. However, with the PVD controller, when the delay is around 50 ms, the system demonstrates oscillatory behavior even before the application of any disturbance (Fig. 4.26 (b)). The similar results were obtained for the four terminal MT-HVDC system (Fig. 4.15), and the standard CIGRE B4 system, which further confirms the advantage of the proposed system during large communication latencies.
Figure 4.26. Comparison between PVD and proposed strategy when large latencies are encountered in the communication in the CIGRE B4 system. Dc link voltages with the proposed strategy for 50 ms and 150 ms communication delays (subfigure a) and dc link voltage with the PVD for 50 ms communication delay (subfigure b).
4.3.2 Real-time implementation of the proposed control structures

The performance of the CIGRE test-system considering the developed control structures is further tested in real-time implementation using OP5600-OPAL-RT simulator. Such real-time simulation (RTS) can execute powerful computations with high accuracy and low cost real-time execution. The usual applications of OPAL-RT to test the controllers are as follows [165, 166].

- Rapid control prototyping (RCP) where the RTS is used for the implementation of the physical controller, which is then connected to the physical system for testing. The realization of the controller through RTS provides flexibility and ease of debugging.

- Hardware in the Loop (HIL) where the physical controller is linked to the power components modeled using the RTS. A separate processor can be devoted for the implementation of the physical controller, which will result in creating an RCP or any DSP-based controller. The information exchange between the physical controller and the modeled plant is accomplished in real-time through I/O channels.

The latter application is adopted for testing the combined control approach. Such implementation allows to consider important features of practical implementations, including the delays existing in analog/digital conversions, and the noises that are present in the acquisitions of feedback signals. The SimPowerSystem model of the system shown in Fig. 4.24 is compiled using RT-LAB to convert the model to C-language. The compiled model is divided into master and slave subsystem which are loaded in two different cores of the OPAL-RT. The results of the real-time implementation will be discussed considering two separate case-studies presented below.

4.3.2.1 Real-time performance evaluation during dc side large disturbance

In this case, a pole-to-ground fault is applied to the system to illustrate the effects of the dc side large disturbances. The fault is applied in the middle of the line connecting the buses Bb-A1 and Bb-C2 by short circuiting the positive pole to the metallic return through a resistance of 0.0001 Ω. It can be observed from Fig. 4.27 (a) and (b) that once the fault is initiated, both positive and negative dc voltages experience transient, with relatively more voltage dips observed for the positive pole voltages. The fault is isolated within 5 ms [72] by disconnecting the positive pole cable between the buses Bb-A1 and Bb-C2. The fast disconnection and the consequent rerouting of the converter active power injections allows the system to return to the steady state within about 400 ms with the equally regulated
active power injection profiles at the droop controlled converters (Fig. 4.27 (c) and (d)). It is worth noting that the dc voltages remain within 10% limit during the whole transient duration.

![Figure 4.27](image)

Figure 4.27. Dc link voltages (subfigures a to b) and active power injections (subfigures c and d) at the droop controlled converters when the pole to ground fault occurs in the middle of the line connecting buses Bb-A1 and Bb-C2 of the CIGRE B4 system.

4.3.2.2 Real-time performance evaluation during active power reference change in the droop controlled converter

In this scenario, the reference active power at the converter station VSC 2 of the CIGRE B4 test system is increased from 0.4 pu to 0.7 pu. The active power injections are shown in Fig.4.28 (a) and (b) for the positive and negative pole networks, respectively. The lower subfigures in Fig.4.28 (c) and (d) demonstrate the PSIes of the droop controlled stations. It is worthy to notice that soon after the transient is initiated, the PSIes at all droop controlled stations reach the same steady state value, indicating proper power mismatch sharing between those stations equipped with the proposed controller.
4.4 Discussion

This chapter presented the first part of the developed control approach for MT-HVDC systems. Specifically, in the first section of this chapter, a voltage regulation algorithm was developed for MT-HVDC systems. The AVS loop ensures that the average dc voltage of the system is regulated to the nominal value, which allows achieving fast and precise power regulation without the risk of large steady state deviations in dc system voltages. To further enhance the speed of the power regulation, the FLL is applied for the grid synchronization, which is shown to enable enhanced power regulation of the MT-HVDC system during ac grid disturbances. The second section of the chapter focused on the power-sharing issue in MT-HVDC systems. It was shown that the proposed droop based control strategy has an advantage over conventional droop in terms of accurate power sharing which is determined solely by converter droop gains. The comparative analysis has been carried out between the proposed approach and alternative communication-based controller, namely Pilot Voltage Droop control. The analysis revealed that the proposed approach ensures enhanced system stability when even excessive latencies are encountered in the communication. Finally, the combined control solution was tested considering the benchmark CIGRE B4 test system. The modal analysis, time-domain and real-time simulations verified the capability of the proposed control approach in providing adequate system operation during normal operation and when subjected to large disturbances.
Chapter 5

Mutual Frequency Support Between MT-HVDC Interconnected AC Grids.

As it was discussed in the Literature Review chapter, the dc grid buffers disturbance propagation between ac systems connected through MT-HVDC systems, which results in an inability of ac grids to naturally support each other if any of those grids experiences a frequency event. It was discussed that the power-voltage droop strategies should be modified to create an artificial coupling between those ac systems and allow mutual frequency support.

In the first part of this chapter, the power-voltage droop strategy developed in Chapter 4 is augmented to enable mutual support between asynchronous ac grids interfacing to MT-HVDC systems. By properly redistributing the active power flow between the VSCs and thus between the ac grids those converters are connected to, the implemented controller achieves equalized disturbance distribution between MT-HVDC interconnected ac systems. The developed strategy provides superior performance compared to its counterparts discussed in the Literature Review chapter. Specifically, the disturbed grid experiences better frequency profile during the disturbance, e.g., less frequency nadir and reduced quasi steady-state frequency deviation.

In the second part of this chapter, the developed frequency support algorithm is further extended to consider operational states of each ac grid before determining the extent of the mutual frequency support. This modification allows distinguishing between the grids actually causing the disturbance and those grids assisting to overcome that disturbance; thus, the controller realizes more fair mutual frequency support. To this end, an algorithm is developed for continuously detecting the affected and supporting grids and achieve the desired ratio-based frequency deviations based on the pre-specified ratios. Modal analysis is conducted to elaborate on the stability of the developed controller, and time-domain simulations are conducted to demonstrate the comparative advantage of the proposed strategy. The work of this chapter has been published in the IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery [155] and IEEE Transactions on Power Systems [167].
Equalized mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac systems

The Literature Review chapter have demonstrated the drawbacks of the existing frequency support strategies employed for the control of VSCs in MT-HVDC systems. The main deficiency of those strategies was the lack of mechanism that can distribute the relative affect of disturbances into the grids trying to overcome those disturbances in a predictable manner. Therefore, as it will also be demonstrated by the simulation results of this section, when the existing strategies are used, the relative frequency deviations of ac systems participating in mutual frequency support might not be according to pre-specified ratios. In fact, those deviations, and therefore the affect on each ac system, are highly dependent on the current operating point and selection of the controller parameters.

To achieve an enhanced frequency deviation sharing capability of the MT-HVDC network, an outer loop structure of the previously developed controller of VSCs is modified. Specifically an algorithm named frequency cooperativeness (FC) strategy, is integrated into the controller of Chapter 4. Unlike other frequency support algorithms, e.g. frequency droop (FD) control approach, the FC approach allows achieving prespecified frequency sharing, therefore reducing the maximum ROCOF, frequency deviations and quasi-steady state frequency after a sudden disturbance happen in the system. Also, the proposed approach allows consideration of the grid code requirements in the frequency support control approach of the MT-HVDC system. Therefore, the ac systems that has more strict grid code requirements (compared to other ac grids) will participate less in the mutual frequency support.

The structure of the developed control algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.1. After a system frequency deviation, the proposed controller dynamically changes the reference power of the $i_{th}$ converter $P_{i,ref}$ by the power deviation term $\Delta P_{i,FC}$ according to the following equation

$$\Delta P_{i,FC} = \left( \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{m} \frac{\Delta f_k}{m-1} - \Delta f_i w_i \right)(k_{p,FC} + k_{i,FC} s)$$

(5.1)

where $m$ is the total number of the droop controlled converters, $\Delta f_i$ and $\Delta f_k$ are the frequency deviations from nominal values in the systems neighboring $i_{th}$ converter and all other converters except the $i_{th}$ converter, respectively. $k_{p,FC}$ and $k_{i,FC}$ are the
Figure 5.1. The structure of the designed algorithm for ensuring equalized mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected ac systems.

Proportional and the integral gains of the PI controller applied on the respective frequency error, and $w_i$ is the weight factor of the $i_{th}$ converter and determines the relative frequency deviation sharing of the $i_{th}$ system. For example, if all converters but one have the same weight factors, and for that one converter the weight factor is two times higher, then the frequency deviation of the latter system will be two times less in comparison with other systems given no limits are reached. The weight factor can be determined by the MT-HVDC system operator according to frequency requirements (maximum frequency nadir and ROCOF) specified by individual grid code [168, 169]. It is worth noting that the operation of the PSI based power-sharing between VSCs and FC based power-sharing between ac systems happens sequentially as the two control objectives might contradict each other. Therefore, whenever the frequency deviation exceeds the pre-specified limit at the any droop-controlled converter, the $\Delta V_{dc,PSI}$ term in Fig. 5.1 is sampled and hold for the duration of the frequency event.

Unlike the FD control, the integral action of FC algorithm allows sharing of the frequency deviations between ac systems in a predefined and controlled manner. It should be noted that the control strategy is also valid in the case when grids with various frequencies are interconnected to each other, as the pu frequencies are used for the control realization. As it will be shown in the next subsection, to achieve sufficient responsiveness for the fre-
frequency regulation with FD algorithm high droop gains should be selected, which in turn causes severe deviations in the dc voltages during system transients. On the other hand, the integral action of the FC algorithm allows smooth variation of the dc voltage references, hence avoiding severe transient effects on the system voltage. It should be mentioned that the ac system frequency dynamics are much slower than that of the dc link voltages, which ensures the natural decoupling between the outer frequency regulation loop and the dc link voltage+power droop loop. The requirement to support the neighboring ac grid for the primary frequency response may cause a converter to reach its current limiting capability. Therefore, as it can be noted from Fig. 4.3, all PI controllers have limiter blocks associated with the current rating and maximum allowed change in the references of the converters. To avoid severe transients associated with the saturation and the integral action, the PI controllers should have an anti windup loop. Integrator Clamping technique is used to avoid windup effect.
5.1.1 Simulation study

To further demonstrate the drawbacks with the existing frequency support strategies, to better explain the operation of the proposed strategy and to verify the latter’s effectiveness, a comprehensive simulation study is conducted in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The simulations conducted in this section use the five-terminal study system of Fig. 5.2, which is identical to the system depicted in Fig. 4.2 and is provided here for the readers reference. Please note that all three ac areas of the considered test system are dominated by hydro generation resources, thus the hydraulic turbine-governor model of Fig. 2.11 is employed for modeling those systems.

Several operational scenarios are considered. In the initial steady state, each of the wind turbines delivers 150 MW. The VSC2 acts as a rectifier with reference power of -300 MW, whereas reference for both inverters VSC3 and VSC4 is 300 MW. The system base power, which is used in the controller implementation and in the representation of the results, is 900 MW.

5.1.1.1 The primary frequency response during ac side disturbance

In this scenario, the ac side disturbance is implemented by increasing the load in Area 3 by 150 MW. If VSCs do not include frequency regulation loops, no change of power will be triggered in VSC3 or any other converter (left side of the Fig. 5.3). The frequency decrease in the Area 2 is tackled only by the governor action of generator G2 and therefore exceeds the allowed limit of most grid codes for the generators to stay connected to the grid [170].

The incorporation of both FD (gain of 0.1 pu) and FC loops in the control of VSCs allows the areas connected to the droop controlled converters to share the primary frequency reserves. The comparative performance between FC and FD is shown on Fig. 5.4, where the traces of the system frequencies shown in the right side of Fig. 5.4 indicate that with an implementation of the FC algorithm the frequencies in all three areas follow each other. While with the FD algorithm different ROCOF and frequency nadirs can be observed for three areas. This results in the minimum frequency for Area 2 to be 48.5 Hz with FC and 48.07 Hz with FD. The 430 mHz improvement of the frequency nadir in Area 3 may result in avoiding violation of the allowed maximum frequency nadir and the consequent tripping of generator G2. The steady state frequency deviation with FC is also reduced in comparison with FD as can be seen in Fig. 5.4. However, enhanced control of the VSCs (weather FC or FD) has more significance during the initial system transient as it utilizes fast power regulation capability of the VSCs. Meanwhile, the left side of the Fig. 5.4...
Figure 5.3. System dynamics when 150 MW load is increased in Grid 3 without any frequency response from VSCs.

illustrates the power trajectories at five areas as well as the dc link voltage at VSC1 with FD and with FC.

It is worth noting that the frequency nadir is significant in all of the previously shown cases. This trend is typical to the hydraulic turbine-governors used for the considered studies as those types of turbine-governors generally provide slower primary frequency response compared to other alternatives (steam or gas turbine-governors) [45]. The latter point is verified from much faster primary frequency response achieved with steam and gas turbine-governor systems presented in the next section (Section 5.2).

5.1.1.2 The primary frequency response during dc side disturbance

To illustrate the frequency deviation sharing performance during the dc side disturbance, the reference power change at the rectifier VSC2 from -300MW to -200MW is initiated at time $t=2s$. The opposite trends of the frequency deviations can be observed on the right side of Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. In the Area 2, the frequency is increasing as a result of a less power delivered to the dc grid from that area. In contrary, the frequencies in the Area 3 and Area 4 are decreasing as the total sum of the power injected to dc grid is decreased. However, it can be observed from the frequency traces shown in Fig. 5.5 that
Figure 5.4. System dynamics when the 150 MW load is increased in Area 3 with FD and FC controllers. The power injections from the rectifier stations #1, #2 and #5 have sign reversed for better illustration.
Figure 5.5. System dynamics when the Pref2 is changed from -300 to -200 without any frequency response from VSCs.
Figure 5.6. System dynamics when the Pref2 is changed from -300 to -200 with FD and FC controllers. The power injections from the rectifier stations #1, #2 and #5 have sign reversed for better illustration.

without any frequency regulation loop (power references at VSC3 and VSC4 are constant) the frequency of Area 2 increases to 52.4 Hz, which may violate some grid codes [170].

It can be observed that with FD and FC algorithms the frequencies of all three areas are improved significantly. The implementation of the FC algorithm allows to achieve less frequency deviation in Area 2 by 82 mHz, whereas the improvement of the same index in Area 3 and Area 4 are 35 mHz and 20 mHz, respectively. Furthermore, the FC loop facilitates faster regulation of all three frequencies to the steady state value.

5.1.1.3 Comparison of the control based on the local variables and the proposed strategy when system is subject to communication delays

In this scenario, comparison between FD and the proposed strategy is carried out. By incorporating 75ms communication delay in the system, this scenario is also used to illustrate the effect of the latencies on the proposed controller operation. In Fig.5.7, at time $t=2s$ load decrease is initiated in the Area 4. The frequencies at all converter stations increase when both FD and FC are used. Fig. 5.7 (a) illustrates the comparison between the
Figure 5.7. System dynamics when 150 MW load is decreased in Area 4. Left subfigures from top to bottom ((a) and (b))-the comparison of the system frequencies and dc link voltages when FC and FD (with 0.1 droop gain) are used. Right subfigures from top to bottom ((c) and (d))-the comparison of the system frequencies and dc link voltages when dc voltage saturation is enabled and without saturation (both cases consider FD of 0.5 droop gain).
response with FC (solid frequency traces) and with FD of 0.1 droop gain (dashed line). It can be observed from Fig. 5.7 (a) that the FC can overperform FD, achieving 340 mHz less frequency deviation for the Area 4. The dc link voltage at the VSC1 remains in the allowed limit for both scenarios (Fig. 5.7 (b)). To achieve higher sensitivity for the FD algorithm to the system frequency changes, the frequency droop gain should be increased. Fig. 5.7 (c) shows that with higher droop gain and no limitation on the dc link voltage reference, the frequency deviation sharing is enhanced (compared with lower frequency droop gain). However, as it can be seen from Fig. 5.7 (d) the higher droop gain causes more aggressive controller response in the form of higher dc link voltages, which in this case exceed the allowed 10% overvoltage limit. The limitation of the dc link voltage references restricts the measured dc link voltages to the allowed limits (Fig. 5.7 (d)). Simultaneously, this saturation of dc link voltages causes deteriorated primary frequency response (Fig. 5.7 (c).) Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed approach provides enhanced system response in comparison with the FD strategy. In addition, it can be noticed that the communication delays do not deteriorate the operation of the frequency loops. In fact, considering that the frequency dynamics are relatively slow in nature (as described in Chapter 3), even considered large delays do not affect the FC operation.

5.2 Selective frequency support of MT-HVDC systems

The mutual frequency support algorithm proposed in first section (Section 5.1) of this chapter was shown to enhance the primary frequency response of the asynchronous ac grids interconnected through MT-HVDC systems. It aimed equalizing the extent at which all the grids are affected in case of a disturbance in one of those grids. The existing controllers, including our latter-discussed approach, however, did not consider which grid is under the disturbance, so those strategies do not provide any selectivity during the frequency event. Accordingly, the system operators had no mechanism to predefined the relative amount of the frequency support provided by each area based on the latter’s state (e.g. area under disturbance or area supporting the disturbed network). Also, the frequency support strategy presented in Section 5.1 of this chapter did not consider the frequency support from WPPs.

This section, therefore, extends on the work presented in Section 5.1 by proposing a new control approach to accurately achieve the desired extent of mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac grids while considering the operational states of those grids. Specifically, each of the affected grids would receive frequency support from healthy systems based on the predefined ratios of frequency deviations be-
tween supporting ac systems and the affected ac grid. Therefore, the relative effect of the disturbance on the participating grids can be pre-defined, providing more fair allocation of the available power reserves. The developed detection technique continuously identifies the affected area, and the support algorithm is modified accordingly to accomplish the above-mentioned control objective. Thus, compared to the previous approaches, the controller proposed in this section adds an extra degree of freedom for controlling the amount of mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac systems. Also, the controller discussed below takes into account scenarios when frequency response is extracted from WPPs as well. The proposed controller for the \( i_{th} \) converter station is shown in Fig. 5.8 and is elaborated below.

5.2.1 Implementation of the selective frequency support algorithm

Firstly, the implementation of the selective frequency support algorithm is presented. Specifically, the technique for continuously detecting the affected grid is explained, followed by elaboration on the required modifications of the frequency support algorithm, and finally the strategy implemented for achieving coordinated frequency support from WPPs is discussed.

5.2.1.1 Algorithm for detecting the affected grid

Proper detection of the grid where the disturbance actually happened is of prime importance for providing selectivity in mutual frequency support. It is worth noting that conventionally the frequency event is detected continuously based on the deviation of the frequency from the specified dead-band limits [126]. However, with any frequency support algorithm (FD, FC, etc.), the frequencies of all interconnected systems would likely exceed the dead-band limits as a result of the provided frequency support by each of the participating grids. This situation hinders from the identification of the area causing the disturbance. To overcome this issue, a method is developed to continuously identify the affected ac system.

If the disturbance occurring in the \( i_{th} \) area causes an active power shortage, the frequency support sharing algorithm would try to increase the active power flowing from MT-HVDC system to that area (positive \( \Delta P_{i,FS} \) in Fig. 5.8). Therefore, independent of the operation mode of the \( i_{th} \) converter (inverter vs rectifier mode), the converter would experience a positive change in the power deviation (\( \Delta P_{i} \) in Fig. 5.8). Meanwhile, the actual frequency deviation of that area \( \Delta f_{i} \), defined as a difference of the nominal and
measured frequencies as per (5.2), would also be a positive quantity due to the decreased system frequency.

\[ \Delta f_i = f_{\text{nom},i} - f_i \]  

(5.2)

In contrary, the converter of the healthy \( j_{th} \) grid trying to provide frequency support to the affected \( i_{th} \) system would decrease its power reference (negative \( \Delta P_j \)) and would experience frequency decline (positive \( \Delta f_j \)) due to the extra power it injects to the dc grid. Following the discussed logic, the trend of the power and frequency deviations during possible system disturbances is summarized in the below table. The considered disturbances are the ac power shortage or surplus (e.g., due to the ac generator/load connection or disconnection) and increase or decrease of the power injected to the dc grid by the converters except the droop-controlled ones (e.g., wind power increase or decrease).
As it can be clearly observed from the above table, if any of the ac grids causes the system disturbance, the product of its power deviation $\Delta P_{affect.}$ and frequency deviation $\Delta f_{affect.}$ would be a positive quantity. Opposite trend can be identified for the supporting healthy grids with the identical product being a negative quantity. In case if none of the ac grids are affected, and the frequency deviations are due to an external cause (e.g. change in the power injected by the WPP), all of the ac converters observe a negative product of the discussed quantities. Therefore, the sign of the $\Delta P_{i}\Delta f_{i}$ product serves as an indicator for the operational condition of the $i_{th}$ ac grid. Shown in Fig. 5.8, once the frequencies exceed the minimum deadband and the discussed product is positive, the disturbance is detected at the $i_{th}$ system. In case of the disturbed area the binary variable $\gamma_{i}$ is positive, which is later used to modify the weight factors in the frequency support algorithm. The frequency deviation deadband has an aim to disable the supplementary operational loop during undesirable minor transients and is set to $\pm 0.05$ Hz in this study.

5.2.1.2 Adaptive modification of the weight factors with the proposed approach

After an identification of the affected area, an accurate ratio-based frequency support sharing can be achieved. To this end, the original power reference of the $i_{th}$ out of $m$ droop-controlled converters $P_{ref,i,0}$ is modified as per (5.3)
\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{Ref}_i &= \text{Ref}_{i,0} + \Delta P_{i,FS} \\
\Delta P_{i,FS} &= (\sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{m} \frac{\Delta f_{k,\text{weighted}}}{m-1} - \Delta f_{i,\text{weighted}})G_{PI,FS} 
\end{aligned}
\] (5.3)

Due to the integral action of the controller \( G_{PI,FS} = k_{P,FS} + k_{I,FS}/s \), the weighted frequency deviation of the \( i^{th} \) area \( \Delta f_{i,\text{weighted}} \), which is given by (5.4), would be accurately regulated to the same quantity of the other participating grids.

\[
\begin{aligned}
\Delta f_{i,\text{weighted}} &= \Delta f_{i}w_i \\
w_i &= \frac{w_{i,0} \times AF_i}{100\%}; \gamma_i = 1 \\
w_i &= w_{i,0}; \gamma_i = 0
\end{aligned}
\] (5.4)

In (5.4), the original weight factor \( w_{i,0} \) is determined based on the relative strictness of the frequency regulation in each of the participating ac grids. For example, if the MT-HVDC interconnected ac grids have similar grid codes on frequency regulation (e.g. same allowed maximum frequency deviation), then identical original weight factors could be set for all participating grids. In the proposed strategy, based on the disturbance index \( \gamma \), the original weight factor of the affected area \( w_{i,0} \) is multiplied by the assistance factor \( AF_i \). The last parameter is pre-set by the system operator for the \( i^{th} \) ac system participating into mutual frequency support. \( AF_i \) determines the relative extent to which all other ac grids participate in providing frequency support in response to any disturbance happening in the \( i^{th} \) ac system. Specifically, by means of the power rerouting in dc grid, the proposed controller enables the supporting ac systems to experience the frequency deviation of \( AF_i \) percent of that of the \( i^{th} \) ac systems frequency deviation when the disturbance is caused by the latter system. Varying \( AF \) from 0 \% to 100 \% would allow the operators to precisely change the extent of mutual frequency support between asynchronous ac systems from 0 \% to 100\%. That being said, with \( AF_i = 0 \% \), the \( i^{th} \) ac system would get no support from other grids in case if it experiences a disturbance. With an increase of \( AF_i \), the frequency support provided to the \( i^{th} \) grid would increase accordingly. Selection of the particular value for the AFs would be under the discretion of system operators. Thus, the proposed approach provides an added degree of freedom that allows system operators to accurately determine the extent of mutual frequency support.
5.2.1.3 Coordinated Frequency Support Strategy from WPPs

To achieve frequency support from WPP during the main ac system disturbance, an ancillary frequency controller is implemented. The amount of the additional power is determined as a function of the onshore frequency deviations to reflect the severity of the ac disturbance and to extract the appropriate amount of extra power. The weighted average sum of the ac system frequencies is first calculated and then supplied to the controller to determine the total additional wind power $P_{\text{del,WPP,total}}$ injected to the dc grid as per

$$
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{WPP,total}} &= \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_i \Delta f_i \right) G_{PD} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{m} v_i &= 1
\end{align*}
$$

(5.5)

where the $v_i$ is the weight factor determining the extent each ac grid would have contribution on the frequency support provided by WPP, $m$ is the total number of ac grids connected to the droop-controlled converters, $G_{PD}$ is the transfer function of the proportional-derivative controller. Please notice that similar weighted frequency based control approach have been previously presented in [115] to reflect onshore frequency changes on the frequency of offshore wind farms. The maximum power headroom $P_{\text{del,WPP,max,i}}$ at each WPP, which is the sum of headrooms of all WTs belonging to that plant, is then used for determining the relevant portion of the power that the $i_{th}$ WPP should supply.

$$
P_{\text{del,WT,i}} = \frac{1}{k} P_{\text{WPP,total}} \frac{P_{\text{del,WPP,max,i}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{\text{del,WPP,max,i}}}
$$

(5.6)

with $n$ being a total number of the participating WPPs, $k$ is the number of WT in that plant. Following system disturbance, the WPP frequency support controller is being activated if any of the ac frequencies exceed pre-specified dead-band. As mentioned earlier, the functioning of the proposed algorithm is not dependent on the frequency support provided by the WPPs. However, as it will be seen in the results section, the implemented controller enhances the distribution of the active power provided by the WPPs for frequency response.

5.2.2 Modal analysis of the developed selective mutual frequency support strategy

The effect of the parameter variation of the proposed controller on the stability of the considered test system is investigated in this section. To this end, the CIGRE benchmark
Figure 5.9. MT-HVDC test systems used in this study (part of CIGRE B4 benchmark system).
Figure 5.10. The effect of the change of the proportional gain $k_{P,FS}$ on system eigenvalues.

MT-HVDC test system, which was considered in Chapter 4 and is depicted in Fig. 5.9 for the readers reference, is used for the verification of the proposed selective mutual frequency support strategy. The generations of Areas 1 and Area 3 are assumed to be dominated by thermal units, whereas the generation of Area 2 is assumed to be dominated by gas-fired power plants. The selection of systems with different frequency response characteristics is meant to make it more challenging for achieving precise mutual frequency support. The same test system is used for time-domain simulations of the proposed strategy in Subsection 5.2.3.

The right-most eigenvalues of the combined system experiencing relatively larger movement during the variation of the proposed controller’s parameters are shown in Fig. 5.10-Fig. 5.12. Specifically, the proportional and integral gain variation effect is depicted in Fig.5.10 and Fig.5.11, respectively, whereas Fig.5.12 demonstrates the effect of the variation of the AFs of the proposed controller. In all three figures four pair of oscillatory eigenvalues ($\lambda_1 - \lambda_4$) have been identified as the ones with relatively more movement during the variation of the considered parameters of interest. Another fast moving eigenvalue ($\lambda_5$) was located in the stable region for the considered variation and had no imaginary
Figure 5.11. The effect of the change of the integral gain $k_{I,FS}$ on system eigenvalues.
component. The black arrows indicate the direction of the eigenvalue movement as the parameter is varied in the specified range. Please notice that the numbering of eigenvalues shown in Fig.5.10-Fig.5.12 is for convenience only and is not according to the order they appear in after they are extracted from the state matrix. Fig.5.13 presents the section of the results of participation factor analysis that associates the critical oscillatory modes to the states of the system. Only the states making a major contribution to the considered modes are depicted in Fig.5.13. It can be seen that the major contributing states are those associated with the dc voltage-droop controller (Vdc-cont), the turbine governors of the three areas (G-TG, combined participation of all relevant states), generator speeds of three areas (G-w), the dc side currents (Idc, combined participation of all relevant states) and the states associated with the proposed controller (FS). Specifically, the states associated with the proposed controller have relatively greater participation on modes $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, and lesser participation on the other two modes.

Following a closer look is given to the Fig.5.10-Fig.5.12. In Fig.5.10, the proportional gain is varied in the range from 2pu to 150 pu, by the step of 0.1-1 pu depending on the section of interest to accurately capture the trajectories of interest. During low values...
of the proportional gains, the eigenvalues with lowest damping are $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. With an increase of the parameter, the $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ start moving to the left hand side of the complex plane and increase the damping of the system, verifying the results of the participation factor analysis. At an inflection point that happens at the gains of 18 pu, the eigenvalues $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ start moving downwards with a greater speed. However, the eigenvalues $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$ demonstrate an opposite trend, as the imaginary part of those eigenvalues is increased with an increase of the proportional gain. Specifically, the eigenvalue $\lambda_3$ experiences an inflection point at a gain of 23 pu and starts fast upward movement. For a large range of the parameter variation the system eigenvalues are well within the left hand plane. However, the proportional gain of 20 pu is selected in this study to ensure the maximum damping. Furthermore, Fig.5.11 demonstrates the effect of the variation of the integral gain in the range of 1pu-1400 pu, by the step of 1-16 pu depending on the section of interest. Opposite to the previous case, the $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$ are the ones with lower damping during the initial values of integral gains. The increase of the gain causes a decrease of the imaginary parts of $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$ and increase of the respective parameter for $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. At the gain of around 80 pu, an inflection point occurs, and the modes $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ start upper-right movement towards the unstable region, implying an upper limit for the selection of the integral gains. Finally, the Fig.5.12 presents the effect of the change of AF on system eigenvalue movement. The whole range of the AF variation, from 0-1 pu (0-100%) is considered by increasing the AF by the steps of 0.1 pu. The increase of the AF results in an increased system damping as suggested by the trajectories of $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. Although the other two oscillatory modes experience an increase in their imaginary components, even for the largest values of AF those modes remain better damped than $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. The modal analysis results imply the effectiveness of the proposed controller to enhance the damping and the stability of the system.

5.2.3 Time-domain simulations of the developed selective mutual frequency support strategy

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using time-domain simulation conducted in Matlab/Simulink environment. Several operational cases are considered for the comprehensive evaluation. Identical frequency regulation grid codes are considered for the ac networks for the clarity of illustration. P-V droop-controlled converters VSC1 and VSC3 work in the inverter mode and transfer power from dc grid to the respective ac systems. The third droop-controlled converter VSC2, together with the VSC4 and VSC5 interfaced to the WPPs, operate in the rectifier mode and inject power to the dc system. The positive direction of the current is from the ac side of the VSC to the dc side.
Figure 5.13. The percent participation of the color coded states to the critical oscillatory eigenvalues $\lambda_1 - \lambda_4$. 
5.2.3.1 System response during ac side disturbances.

In this scenario, the effect of the proposed controller for frequency response sharing is evaluated during the ac side disturbances. Fig.5.14 - Fig.5.16 demonstrate the system response during subsequent load increases in the area 3 and area 2. The AF for the affected grids is set to 50% in this scenario, aiming to achieve twice more effort from the disturbed grid(s) compared to the supporting grid(s). When the load in area 3 is increased by 0.4 pu at time t=5s, the power unbalance in area 3 causes the frequency decrease in that area. Due to the provided active power support, the other two ac systems also experience a decline in their frequencies (positive frequency deviation shown in Fig. 5.14a). As the frequency deviations of all ac systems exceed the specified threshold ($\eta_{min}$-$\eta_{max}$) in Fig. 5.14a, detection of the area causing the disturbance would not be possible by observing the frequency change only. Therefore, the proposed controller of Fig. 5.8 utilizes the power deviation $\Delta P$ to continuously detect the area under the disturbance. As can be seen from Fig. 5.14b, after the disturbance at t=5s, only the affected area 3 experiences positive power deviation $\Delta P_3$. As the product of the frequency deviation $\Delta f_3$ and $\Delta P_3$ is positive, the disturbance is detected in area 3 (Fig. 5.14c). Please notice that the disturbance state $\gamma$ in the other two areas remains zero. The detection of the affected grid modifies the respective frequency contribution factor of area 3 (equation (5.4)) to achieve desired ratio-based frequency regulation. Fig.5.15 depicts the frequency trajectories of the three ac systems in response to the system disturbances. When the load in area 3 is increased, both area 1 and area 2 become supporting grids by injecting extra power to the dc grid. At this situation, as the first two areas have identical operational status and grid codes, the proposed algorithm achieves uniform frequency regulation between those areas. As such, the frequency deviations at the nadir points are $\Delta f_{1,nadir} = \Delta f_{2,nadir} = 0.4Hz$, and frequency deviations at the quasi-steady-state conditions are $\Delta f_{1,qss} = \Delta f_{2,qss} = 0.21Hz$. As per the ratio pre-specified by the system operators, the affected area experiences twice the frequency deviation of the supporting areas with $\Delta f_{3,nadir} = 0.8Hz$ and $\Delta f_{3,qss} = 0.42Hz$, ensuring the selective participation of the ac grids into frequency response precisely determined by the desired ratios.

Furthermore, gas turbine dominated area 2 experiences 0.4 pu load increase at time t=35s. As can be seen from Fig. 5.14b, the $\Delta P_2$ becomes a positive quantity, and, because of having identical sign with the frequency deviation $\Delta f_2$ in Fig. 5.14a, the disturbance in area 2 is also detected (Fig. 5.14c). After detection of the state of the area 2, the respective weight factor is modified according to its predefined AF. The desired ratio-based frequency support is precisely achieved throughout the disturbance period as seen in Fig. 5.15. The dc system voltages and converter power injections for the considered two disturbances are
Figure 5.14. a) System frequency deviations, b) converter power deviations, c) the detection of the grid state.
Figure 5.15. Frequency trajectories at the MT-HVDC interconnected ac grids.
Figure 5.16. a) Dc system voltage profiles, b) converter power injections.
Figure 5.17. Comparison of a) system frequencies and b) voltage profiles between the proposed strategy (AF=0%) and P-V strategy.

depicted in Fig. 5.16a the dc system average voltage is adjusted around nominal value as a result of the action of the voltage regulation loop. The wind farm active power increase during the frequency events in main ac systems can be observed from the respective power trajectories in Fig. 5.16b.

5.2.3.2 Comparison with other methods.

The proposed strategy is compared with several recently-reported control approaches as follows: with power-voltage (P-V) droop control of [156] (which is also part of the controller developed in Chapter 4), with the conventional FD algorithm (C-FD) presented in [26], with Adaptive Droop Control (ADC) reported in [97], with Adaptive Virtual Synchronous Generator (A-VSG) method of [131], and with the FC algorithm. The results of the comparison for the five considered cases are shown in Fig. 5.17- Fig. 5.21. In all considered scenarios of this subsection 0.4 pu demand increase is initiated in area 2 at time $t=45\, s$. 
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When using P-V droop controllers, including the one proposed in [156], asynchronous ac grids interconnected through MT-HVDC systems do not provide any mutual frequency support. Assuming that in this case it is desired by the system operators to achieve no frequency support between ac systems, the AF of the affected grid with the proposed strategy is set to zero to allow a fair comparison. As can be seen from the dotted frequency trajectories of Fig. 5.17a, area 1 and area 3 do not assist area 2 in overcoming the disturbance. Meanwhile, the WPPs inject more power to dc grid during the frequency event, and the P-V droop controllers distribute this additional power between all three areas. This distribution of P-V controller results in an unnecessary allocation of power to area 1 and area 3, which causes an increase of the frequencies of those areas. The solid frequency trajectories of Fig. 5.17a demonstrate the response of the system with the proposed strategy. With the AF set to zero, the proposed controller quickly regulates the summation of the weighted frequency deviation of area 1 and area 3 to zero (Fig. 5.8). Therefore, the frequencies of both area 1 and area 3 are controlled to their nominal values, not allowing any unnecessary power being allocated to those areas. This control action results in redirection of all additional power to the affected area 2 and increase of its frequency profile compared to the case when P-V control is used. In particular, the frequency nadir is improved by 0.13 Hz and quasi steady-state (QSS) frequency is improved by 0.05 Hz. This improvement verifies the advantage of the proposed controller considering the specific operation objective when no mutual frequency support is required.

The strategies of [26, 97, 131, 155], on the other hand, would try to equalize the frequency deviations of asynchronous ac systems given an equal droop gain settings for [26, 97, 131] methods or equal weight factors for [155] approach. Therefore, the AF of the affected area is set 100% to achieve full support between asynchronous ac systems when compared to those methods. It can be observed from Fig. 5.18a that with C-FD approaches the relative frequency deviations are poorly defined with the supporting grids’ frequencies \( f_{1,C-FD} \) and \( f_{3,C-FD} \) being much higher than the identical parameter of the affected grid \( f_{2,C-FD} \). With the proposed strategies, on the other hand, equal frequency deviations is achieved for all three areas as per the system operator requirement. As a result, the proposed strategy increases the frequency nadir by 0.355 Hz and QSS frequency by 0.39 Hz.

Shown in Fig. 5.19a and Fig. 5.20a, the controllers of [97] and [131] have both demonstrated an improved performance in achieving full mutual frequency support compared to the C-FD approach. However, the proposed strategy still outperforms those approaches in achieving full mutual frequency support. Specifically, when compared to the ADC approach, the proposed approach achieves 0.125 Hz and 0.25 Hz improvement at the nadir and QSS points, respectively. The A-VSG approaches achieves further improvement compared to ADC approach by falling behind the proposed strategy by only 0.085 Hz and 0.19...
Figure 5.18. Comparison of a) system frequencies and b) voltage profiles between the proposed strategy (AF=100%) and C-FD strategy.
Figure 5.19. Comparison of a) system frequencies and b) voltage profiles between the proposed strategy (AF=100%) and ADC strategy.
Figure 5.20. Comparison of a) system frequencies and b) voltage profiles between the proposed strategy (AF=100%) and A-VSG strategy.
Figure 5.21. Comparison of the system frequencies between the proposed strategy with AF=100% and FC strategy.
Figure 5.22. a) System frequency deviations, b) converter power deviations, c) the detection of the grid state during wind speed changes.
Hz at the frequency nadir and QSS frequency, respectively. The droop approaches also cause significant deviation of the dc voltages (Fig. 5.18b, Fig. 5.19b and Fig. 5.20b). This deviation is highly dependent on the selected droop gains and extent of the disturbance. Selection of higher droop gains might result in further improvement of their frequency support objectives which would come at the cost of larger voltage deviations. Finally, Fig. 5.21 demonstrates that for this case the proposed strategy acts like FC algorithm: it ensures identical frequency deviations for all interconnected areas independent of which grid is causing the disturbance. The results presented in Fig. 5.18-Fig. 5.21 reveal operation of the proposed strategy at only one operation mode (full mutual frequency support) as the studies used for comparison are limited to those modes only. The main advantage of the proposed controller, on the other hand, is the capability to precisely achieve any extent of mutual frequency support considering the operational state of the participating area.

5.2.3.3 System response during changes in the wind speed.

The performance of the proposed strategy was also tested in the situation when the disturbance is not caused by any of the participating ac grids. As such, the wind speed is varied from 12 m/s to 11 m/s and from 11 m/s to 13 m/s at times t=5s and t=35 s, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 5.22a and Fig. 5.22b, all of the ac systems demonstrate similar trend in terms of frequency deviations $\Delta f$ and power mismatches $\Delta P$. Therefore, no disturbance is detected in those three areas (Fig. 5.22c), and the proposed controller redirects the active power to share the burden on all three ac areas equally by achieving identical frequency deviations as shown in Fig. 5.23. The dc voltages and active power injections for this scenario are depicted in Fig. 5.24a and Fig. 5.24b, respectively.
Figure 5.24. a) DC system voltage profiles b) converter power injections during wind speed changes.
5.2.3.4 System response with no frequency support from WPPs.

As mentioned previously, the proposed strategy achieves proper allocation of the power reserves between asynchronous ac systems even if there is no extra support from WPPs. The simulation scenario is therefore conducted to compare a case when WPPs provide the frequency support with a case when WPPs do not provide any extra support during the frequency event. For the latter case, the WPPs operate at MPPT mode during the normal condition (e.g., $\Delta P_{\text{del.},WT} = 0$). The previous scenario of a 0.4 pu load increase in area 3 is repeated here. The assistance factor of the affected area is pre-set to 50 %. As can be seen from Fig. 5.25, for both cases the proposed controller achieves twice the frequency deviation of the affected area compared to the identical parameter of the healthy grids (area 1 and area 2 in this case). Therefore, accurate allocation of the power reserves between asynchronous ac grids based on the operator’s pre-specified ratios is achieved throughout the frequency event. It can also be noticed that the extraction of additional power from WPP results in less frequency deviation in all three grids, which, however, is at the cost of operation WPPs at off-MPPT during normal conditions.

Apart from WPPs frequency response controller, other strategies can also be seamlessly integrated with the proposed approach to provide extra power support during frequency events and so to enhance the frequency response of the interconnected system. Such methods include but are not limited to the extraction of additional power from converter capacitors [171] or storage devices [172], and modulation of the converters’ reactive power output as in [173]. The development of a strategy combining different techniques for boosting the frequency response will be a subject matter of our future research.

5.2.3.5 Effect of the proposed controller when two ac systems are interconnected by a tie line.

In all previously discussed scenarios, the ac systems connected to the MT-HVDC systems were operating asynchronously. This scenario considers a case when some of the ac systems are connected by both direct connection (synchronous connection) as well as through MT-HVDC system. Specifically, area 1 and area 2 of Fig. 5.9 have a tie-line connection. In this scenario, the regulation of the tie-line power to the nominal value is achieved by means of Automatic Generation Control (AGC) [45] (investigation of the system performance in the secondary frequency response time-scale is out of the scope of this thesis). Before going into the time-domain simulations, the stability of the entire network with and without the implemented frequency regulation controller is investigated. To this end, the eigenvalues of the system are shown in Fig. 5.26, where it can be seen that the damping of the
critical eigenvalues significantly increases with the application of the proposed algorithm, changing from around 7% to 40%. Furthermore, Fig. 5.27 depicts the system response when the power demand in area 1 is reduced by 0.2 pu at time $t=30s$. With an AF for the affected area set as 100%, the other two grids fully participate in the disturbance mitigation, therefore they also experience increase in their frequencies as a result of excess power available in the system. It can be seen that the tieline interconnection does not affect the expected operation of the proposed controller. In fact, the tieline power sees little variation from its reference value during the disturbance. Both the frequency and tieline power are then slowly being restored to the reference values with the help of AGC controller.

### 5.3 Discussion

This chapter presented the developed converter-control strategies for ensuring enhanced reciprocal frequency support between MT-HVDC interlinked ac systems. The modifications are carried out in the outer power-voltage droop loop by adding frequency-dependent term to the original power reference. The proposed control strategy demonstrated an enhanced frequency response of the affected ac grid achieved by the provided support from
the other grids. Then the controller was augmented to enable the capability of achieving equitable mutual frequency response; that is, to achieve pre-specified ratios between the frequency deviations of participating ac grids based on their operational status. To this end, the controller of the first part of this chapter was modified to continuously detect the affected grid and to enable achieving the desired ratio-based frequency deviation sharing. The conducted modal analysis verified the capability of the proposed controller to enhance the damping of the interlinked system. Comprehensive time-domain simulation have then been used to verify the comparative advantage of the proposed control algorithm with respect to other recently-reported control approaches.
Figure 5.27. The frequency response and tieline power flow during the reduction of power demand in area 1 by 0.2 pu.
Chapter 6

Decentralized control strategy for MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids

The load sharing in the MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids is affected by the practical factors such as the cable resistances and changes in the system topology. It was shown in the Literature Review chapter that the signal injection based techniques have recently become popular for the control of MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids as they provide decentralized control of such grids without relying on the system information and parameters. The drawbacks of existing signal-injection based techniques have been also discussed, including the fact that those controllers rely on the synchronization between the injected signals and they modify the existing control structures significantly.

This chapter presents a new signal-injection based control algorithm for the application in MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids to achieve accurate load distribution between droop-controlled converters. An identical steady state voltage feedback is used for all droop-controlled converters to ensure accurate current sharing. The information about the common voltage is obtained by means of the proposed communication-less control strategy. The proposed strategy does not require prior information about the grid topology and parameters. Therefore, it is applicable to general-structure MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids. The conducted stability analysis demonstrates that the proposed approach and the conventional droop control of MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids exhibit similar dynamic performance. Compared to the other signal injection based techniques, on the other hand, the proposed strategy does not require synchronization between superimposed ac voltages, which makes the proposed strategy more appealing from the system’s stable operation perspective. Additionally, unlike other similar techniques, the proposed strategy does not modify the conventional structure of the outer control layer significantly, therefore it is easy to integrate with the conventional droop controllers. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has a potential to enhance the operation of the Interlinking Converters in the hybrid ac/MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid systems. A comprehensive nonlinear simulation study is conducted in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed communication-free control scheme to enable proper load distribution between droop-controlled converters of MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids as well as enhance the load sharing between ac and MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids. Finally, the proposed control approach is verified using an
OPAL-RT setup. The work of this chapter has been published in IEEE Transactions on Power Systems [174].

6.1 The description of the developed controller for MT-DCµGrids

6.1.1 The considered study system and the current sharing issue with the conventional droop control

Fig.6.1 represents a typical layout of a MT-DCµGrid, which is also considered in this study as a test system. The system presents a multi-bus microgrid, where the loads are connected to more than one bus. The dc/dc converters are used to interface both Distributed Generation (DG) and the loads to the respective dc buses. The system parameters are provided in Table A8 in the Appendix.
The converters interfacing three DGs are utilized to control the dc system voltage through I-V droop control, as those sources are assumed to have a dispatchable active power output. As shown in the Literature Review chapter, several recent studies aim addressing the current sharing issue between droop-controlled converters. The signal injection based technique become a promising candidate among the existing communication-free controllers developed for addressing the current-sharing issue. In the latter approach, a small ac signal is superimposed on dc grid voltage, and the usage of this ac signal allows achieving proper current-sharing between the converters. However, as discussed in the Literature Review chapter, and as will be demonstrated by the simulation studies conducted in this chapter, the existing signal-injection based techniques might not ensure proper operation of MT-DCμGrids. Particularly, those strategies modify the conventional I-V droop control significantly. Therefore in the case those strategies fail the intended synchronization-based operation, not only their accurate current sharing capability might be lost, but the entire microgrid operation might be discontinued due to inability of ensuring even basic operation of the system using conventional droop control.

To overcome the mentioned drawbacks of the controllers available in the literature, a new signal injection based technique is developed for MT-DCμGrids and is presented in the current chapter. As discussed in Chapter 3, the issue of inaccurate load distribution in MT-DCμGrids is caused by non-uniform voltage profile throughout dc microgrid. Therefore, the developed controller aims using a common voltage as a feedback signal in all droop-controlled converters [155, 156]. The voltage measured at any converter can serve as such signal. In case of using such feedback signal the current output at the \( i_{th} \) converter would be as per (6.1).

\[
I_{i,\text{out}} = \frac{V_{\text{dc,ref}} - V_{\text{dc,common}}}{k_{\text{droop},i}}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( V_{\text{common}} \) is the terminal voltage at any predetermined converter. Considering the identical reference voltage signals \( V_{\text{ref}} \) at all converters, (6.1) demonstrates that the quantity \( I_{i,\text{out}} * k_{\text{droop},i} \) is equal for all droop-controlled converters. Therefore, the usage of the common feedback signal would result in accurate load sharing independent of the system topology and parameters. Important to note that the terminal voltage of any converter can be used as a common signal.

The challenge, however, is to acquire the information of the common bus voltage \( V_{\text{dc,common}} \) at different converters. In the case of existence of the communication links (like in MT-HVDC systems), the common voltage could have been measured at the output of any pre-selected converter and communicated to all other converters to be used as a
feedback signal. Therefore, a single converter would use the locally measured voltage and the same voltage would be communicated and used in all other converters. This chapter, on the other hand, proposes a communication-free power-sharing control strategy suitable for MT-DC\textsubscript{\mu}Grids, where the communication infrastructure might not be available. To transfer the voltage information in the communication-free manner, the signal injection based technique is developed in this study.

In the developed strategy, the common voltage information is embedded in the frequency of an ac signal superimposed on the dc voltage at the pre-specified converter. The frequency of the imposed signal varies around the nominal frequency according to the variation of the measured dc voltage at that converter, therefore, it contains information about the magnitude of the common voltage. Considering that the frequency is a global variable in the system, this frequency can be detected at each converter with the help of proper frequency detection technique. The estimation of the frequency allows estimation of the magnitude of the common voltage at all converters without using any communication infrastructure. Furthermore, unlike other signal-injection techniques (e.g. [151, 152]), the proposed strategy uses only one converter at which the frequency of the superimposed signal is determined, and the rest of the system ac voltages follow this frequency, eliminating the need for the synchronization between the frequencies at different converters.

6.1.2 The implementation of the proposed algorithm

The general steps to implement the proposed control strategy can be described as follows

1. Inject ac signal at one preselected converter with the frequency containing information about the dc voltage magnitude at that converter.

2. Detect the frequency of the injected ac signal at all other converters (this frequency is a global variable in the whole system).

3. Extract the value of the common voltage $V_{dc,\text{common,est}}$ from the frequency information.

4. Use the estimated information to generate the correction term and add to the local voltage feedback.

In the first step, the information of the common voltage magnitude is embedded in the frequency of the small ac voltage, which is superimposed on the dc voltage. This is done
by adding the required sinusoidal voltage to the reference of common converter as shown in Fig.6.2. The converter superimposing the ac signal should have a voltage regulation loop so that the ac signal added to the converter reference voltage can be followed in the terminal voltage. Therefore, any of the droop-controlled converters can be selected for superimposing the ac signal. The frequency of the injected voltage $f_{inj}$ is determined by equation (6.2)

$$f_{inj} = (V_{dc,ref} - V_{dc,common}) \cdot K + f_{nom}$$

where $V_{dc,ref}$ and $V_{dc,common}$ are the reference and locally measured voltages at the common converter, respectively, $K$ is the normalization constant and $f_{nom}$ is the nominal frequency around which the frequency of the injected signal will be varied. Similar to other signal-injection based techniques, the nominal injected frequency is selected to be 50 Hz in this study. Such selection allows relatively easier detection of the frequency of the superimposed ac signal. The linear relationship between the frequency of the injected ac signal and the dc terminal voltage measured at the common converter is demonstrated in Fig.6.3, where the injected frequency is varied as a function of the common voltage magnitude $V_{dc,common}$. The nominal frequency $f_{nom}$ is upper limited by the bandwidth of the voltage control loop, which should allow sufficient tracking capability for the added ac reference signal. The magnitude of the injected voltage is determined by the parameter $A$ (Fig. 6.2) and is selected as 0.6% of the nominal dc voltage to allow proper frequency detection while remaining within the acceptable dc voltage limits [152]. After forming the sinusoidal ac term, it is added to the dc voltage reference as shown in Fig. 6.2. The volt-
The control of the converters other than the injecting converter is shown in Fig. 6.4. The main aim of the added part is to calculate the common voltage magnitude from the estimated frequency information and use it as a steady-state feedback signal instead of the local measured voltage. The locally measured voltage $V_{dc,i}$ contains a dc term and an ac component. To extract the frequency of the ac component, the dc term is minimized by the subtraction of the $V_{dc,i}$ from the dc voltage reference $V_{dc,ref}$ (Fig. 6.4a). Afterward, the Second Order Generalized Integrator (SOGI) block is added in the current work in series to the single-phase FLL to remove the dc offset signal and enable the frequency detection.
Figure 6.4. The control of the converters other than the ac injecting converter (based on local measurements only).
After the removal of the dc term, the single-phase FLL, which was presented in Chapter 2, estimates the frequency of the superimposed signal. It is worth mentioning that there is no specific requirement on the selection of the type of the frequency estimation technique, therefore any of the single-phase grid synchronization and frequency detection techniques with its respective design guidelines can be used to extract the frequency of the injected signal.

After acquiring the frequency of the sinusoidal component, the magnitude of the common voltage can be determined from equation (6.2) as per equation (6.3)

\[
V_{dc,common,est} = V_{dc,ref} + \frac{f_{nom} - f_{inj}}{k}
\]  

(6.3)

The realization of equation (6.3) is shown in Fig.6.4b. The estimated voltage could be directly used as a feedback voltage signal, which would ensure accurate current sharing in steady state. However, the direct usage of the estimated global voltage, as will be shown in the stability analysis subsection, might result in missing the fast dynamics associated with the changes of local dc voltages and result in less system damping. Therefore, in this thesis, the feedback signal at the \(i_{th}\) converter \(V_{dc,feedback,i}\) is determined according to (6.4) to capture the fast dynamics associated with the local voltage and to ensure steady state accurate current sharing with the estimated global voltage.

\[
V_{dc,feedback,i} = (V_{dc,common,est} - V_{dc,i}) * G_{s,LPF} + V_{dc,i}
\]  

(6.4)

where the \(G_{s,LPF} = \frac{\omega_c}{\omega_c + s}\) is the transfer function of the first order low pass filter (LPF) used in this study. The effect of the parameter \(\omega_c\) on the system performance will be demonstrated in the stability analysis presented in the next subsection. This filter allows slowing the effect of the dynamics associated with the common voltage estimation on the feedback loop. On the other hand, it can be noticed from (6.4) that in steady state, when the LPF has no effect on the dc quantities, the feedback signal is determined by

\[
V_{dc,feedback,SS} = (V_{dc,common,est} - V_{dc,i}) + V_{dc,i} = V_{dc,common,est}
\]  

(6.5)

where \(V_{dc,feedback,SS}\) is the steady-state feedback signal and is equal to the \(V_{dc,common,est}\). As can be noticed from Fig.6.4, the modified controller simply adds a correction term to the conventional control with local voltage feedback. This term is responsible for modifying the steady-state feedback signal to ensure the accurate current sharing in the MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid.
Also, if the input to FLL is below 3% of the nominal injected voltage, it is advised to freeze FLL for several cycles to mitigate the effect of the large dc voltage changes on the operation of FLL. The freezing of the FLL can be accomplished by sampling and holding the \( d/q \) components of the FLL voltage. By doing this, the detected frequency will maintain constant value during the voltage transient, hence the correction term will not change its value for the initial several cycles of the transient. Thus, the FLL does not experience the harsh dynamics associated with the dc link voltages. After the FLL is activated, the detected frequency will contain information about the changed voltage of the common converter, and hence the equal current sharing will be achieved subsequently.

It is worthy to note that the conventional droop control requires larger droop gains to provide sufficient responsiveness for achieving desired load distribution. This causes the dc voltage references to be penalized with larger voltage shifting term, the latter being equal to the product of the output current and the droop gain. The proposed strategy, on the other hand, does not require large droop constants for achieving exact current sharing, as the latter is ensured by using the common steady-state feedback signal in all converters.

Although the proposed strategy employs one converter to inject the ac signal to the grid, the system can continue reliable operation even after the injection of that signal is stopped (e.g. due to the failure of the common converter). The lack of the ac signal will be locally detected at the other converters and the estimated frequency and the correction term will be frozen (similar to the freezing of grid synchronization techniques in ac systems during grid fault conditions). The constant correction terms would result in improving the current sharing, but it will not guarantee the exact current sharing. By having the predefined sequence of the converters which should inject the ac signal, the next converter after the failed converter can pick-up and start the superimposition of the ac signal. Please note that there is no difference which voltage is global: as long as all droop-controlled converters use identical steady state voltage feedback, the proper current sharing will be achieved. The sequence of the selection of the injecting converters can be guaranteed by various waiting time after the detection of the lack of the superimposed ac signal. The mentioned operation logic is summarized in Fig. 6.5.

### 6.2 The stability analysis of the proposed controller

In order to understand the effect of the proposed controller on the stability of the system, an eigenvalue analysis is conducted considering the following controller alternatives: conventional droop control with the direct feedback from the terminal voltage (Fig. 6.6a), the strategy where an estimated global voltage is directly used as a feedback signal (Fig.
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Figure 6.5. The operation flowchart of the proposed algorithm
Figure 6.6. The control structures considered for the stability analysis.
6.6b), and the proposed strategy where an estimated global voltage is used to generate the correction term with the help of the LPF (Fig. 6.6c). After constructing the system model based on the algebraic-differential equations, the Matlab/ Simulink linearization toolbox is utilized to obtain the system eigenvalues.

Fig. 6.7a demonstrates the positioning of all system eigenvalues with the above-mentioned three controller alternatives, and Fig. 6.7b elaborates on the positioning of the critical eigenvalues. For the proposed strategy, the LPF cutoff frequency $\omega_c$ is varied from 1 rad/s to 1000 rad/s (with the step size of 10 rad/s before $\omega_c = 100$ rad/s and then with the step size of 100 rad/s before $\omega_c = 1000$ rad/s) and the resultant system eigenvalues are plotted in Fig. 6.7b as cross points. With the conventional droop control (pentagram points), the critical oscillatory eigenvalues are located more left than the identical eigenvalues when the estimated global voltage is directly used as a feedback signal (square points). It can be thus stated that by using the locally measured converter terminal voltage (conventional droop control) the system has better damping. To overcome this issue, the proposed strategy uses the estimation of the common voltage magnitude to generate a correction term with the LPF and not as a direct feedback for the controller. With relatively small values of the $\omega_c$ (below around 25 rad/s) the proposed controller demonstrates similar damping characteristics as the conventional droop control. With an increase of the cutoff frequency the critical oscillatory eigenvalues start moving to the right. Eventually, with large values of the cutoff frequency (above 300 rad/s), the eigenvalues are approaching those obtained with the direct usage of the estimated global voltage signal. Although with the latter strategy the critical eigenvalues appear to be the rightmost, however, the system remains in a safe operating zone and all eigenvalues are located in the left half plane. The conducted stability analysis demonstrates that with the proper selection of $\omega_c$ (20 rad/s in this study) the proposed strategy achieves an enhanced dynamic performance similar to the conventional droop control and superior steady state current sharing capability similar to the controller that uses the estimated global voltage directly as a feedback signal. It was also observed that there is only a slight variation in the location of the system eigenvalues when different converters are considered for superimposing the ac signal. Therefore, the change of the superimposing converter has negligible impact on the steady-state and dynamic performance of the system.

### 6.2.1 Proposed strategy for the Hybrid ac/ MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids

The proposed strategy is applicable for the control of the ICs in the hybrid ac/ MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids. The typical structure of such a hybrid system is shown in Fig. 6.8, which is an extended version of the MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid shown in Fig. 6.1 with two added ICs and an
Figure 6.7. The system eigenvalues considering the conventional droop control (pentagram), the strategy where an estimated global voltage is directly used as a feedback signal (square) and the proposed strategy where an estimated global voltage is used to generate the correction term with the help of LPF (cross).
aggregated ac subgrid. The ac microgrids are modeled as an aggregated droop-controlled system and their detailed investigation is a subject matter of future research. The ICs aim to distribute the loading between the ac and dc subgrids by employing the droop control, which determines the direction and the amount of the active power transferred through the ICs. The ac and dc loading is calculated at each IC using the local measurements of the ac frequency and the local dc voltage, respectively. The respective normalized values are used for those calculations as determined per (6.6),(6.7) to limit the error variation in the range of [-1,1].

\[
\omega_{pu} = \frac{\omega - (\omega_{max} + \omega_{min})/2}{(\omega_{max} - \omega_{min})/2} \quad (6.6)
\]

\[
V_{dc,pu} = \frac{V_{dc} - (V_{dc,max} + V_{dc,min})/2}{(V_{dc,max} - V_{dc,min})/2} \quad (6.7)
\]

In (6.6),(6.7), the \(\omega\) and \(V_{dc}\) are locally measured frequency and the dc voltage, respectively, while their minimum and maximum values are pre-specified quantities. The current reference of the IC is then determined as follows
The droop gain of the particular converter determined by its rating, \( e_{\omega,V} \) is the error signal defined as the difference of the normalized frequency \( \omega_{pu} \) and the normalized dc voltage \( V_{dc,pu} \). The positive error refers to the active power transfer from the dc grid to the ac grid, and vice-versa for the negative error. The usage of the frequency in (6.6) as an indicator of the ac system loading is justified by the fact that this parameter is a global variable in the whole ac microgrid. In contrary, the dc bus voltage is not a global parameter in the dc grid due to voltage drops across the lines. Therefore, the feedback dc voltage in (6.7) at each IC can be different, causing a difference in the error term calculated at each IC. Thus, at different ICs the detected dc loading would be different. Moreover, the power/current reference of the ICs might not be according to their rating, resulting in the sharing error between those ICs.

To overcome the above-mentioned issues, in the current work it is proposed to utilize the steady-state magnitude of the common dc voltage as a feedback in all ICs which are connected to the same MT-DC \( \mu \)Grid at different locations. Similar to the proposed strategy for the power-sharing between dc/dc converters, the ICs would also detect the frequency of the superimposed ac signal, estimate the magnitude of the common voltage, generate the correction term and add to the local measured feedback voltage. Therefore, the steady state current reference of the \( i_{th} \) IC would be determined as per

\[
I_{d,ref,IC,i} = \frac{1}{\gamma_i} e_{\omega,V} \gamma_i (\omega - (\omega_{max} + \omega_{min})/2 - \frac{V_{dc,common,ss} - (V_{dc,max} + V_{dc,min})/2}{\left(V_{dc,max} - V_{dc,min}\right)/2})
\]

(6.9)

where \( V_{dc,common,ss} \) is the steady state voltage feedback acquired by the proposed method. Except the parameter \( \gamma_i \), the right-hand side of the (6.9) is identical for all ICs. Therefore, accurate current sharing is achieved between ICs independent from their connection points.

It was shown that the application of the proposed control strategy to hybrid ac/MT-DC \( \mu \)Grid results in an improved performance of ICs. However, it is worth noting that the detailed investigation of ac microgrids is out of the scope of this thesis.


6.3 Simulation Results

To test the effectiveness of the proposed method, a simulation model of the system shown in Fig. 6.1 is developed in the Matlab/Simulink environment using the SimPowerSystem toolbox. Furthermore, the system is extended to hybrid ac/MT-DCµGrid of Fig. 6.8 to demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithm to hybrid ac/ MT-DCµGrids. The system parameters can be found in the Table A8 in the Appendix. In the Subsection A, the comparison between the conventional droop and the proposed approach is demonstrated by switching from the former to the latter strategy. The advantage of the proposed strategy in terms of accuracy of the load sharing is clearly demonstrated in the presence of both equaly and unequally rated converters. Moreover, the performance of the proposed controller is evaluated in Subsection B in the presence of the renewable sources having Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control algorithm. Furthermore, Subsection C presents the application of the proposed controller to enhance the performance of the ICs interfacing ac and MT-DCµGrids. Enhanced load sharing between dc and ac subgrids is achieved.

6.3.1 The performance evaluation during the activation of the proposed controller and the load step change

In this scenario the current sharing between droop-controlled converters is investigated with both conventional and the proposed strategy. Both identical as well as unequally rated dc/dc converters are considered. The converter #2 has twice higher rating than converters #1 and #3, therefore the droop gain of the converter #2 is selected to be twice lower than the equivalent gain of the other two converters. The mentioned selection of the droop gains should ideally result in twice higher current output from the converter #2 than from the other two converters during all steady state operational points. In the beginning of the simulation the system performance with the conventional droop control is demonstrated by deactivation of the proposed correction term. As it can be observed from the subfigure (a) of Fig. 6.9, the output currents from the first, second and the third converters are approximately 3.55A, 2.8A, 6A, respectively. This contradicts with the desired current sharing, might result in the converter overloading (especially for the third converter) and does not utilize the large current headroom of the second converter. Starting from time t=5 s, when the proposed correction term is activated, the current sharing changes significantly, resulting in the 3.1A, 6.2A and 3.1A, output currents from the first, second and the third converters, respectively. The zoomed version of the current injections verifies that the first and third converters share identical current, as it was desired by identically predetermined
Figure 6.9. The system response during the activation of the proposed strategy and step change in the load current. The current output (a), the actual voltages at the terminals (b) and the power injections from the droop-controlled converters (c).

droop gains. The twice larger current from the second converter (6.2 A) also validates the proper controller action. The subsequent 20% load increase is initiated at the time t=30s, which results in the accurate current sharing determined solely by the predefined droop gains. Specifically, the current injections in the numerical order are 3.75 A, 7.5 A and 3.75 A. The terminal voltages of the droop-controlled converters are depicted in the subfigure (b) of Fig.6.9, which validate the proper voltage regulation during whole operation. The zoomed version of the actual voltage profile clearly illustrates the small superimposed ac voltage. The subfigure (c) of Fig.6.9 shows the converter power injections. It can be observed that unlike for the case of the current injections, the power injections does not accurately follow the desired sharing logic. For example, the power injection of the second converter is not exactly twice as large as for the other two converter even after the activation of the correction term. The small mismatch between output power injections is the natural result caused by the unequal terminal voltages at different dc/dc converters.
6.3.2 The performance in the presence of the MPPT controlled renewable sources

This scenario considers the presence of the MPPT controlled renewable sources connected at the Bus 1 in the dc grid. Several current step changes are considered and the system response is investigated thereof. As shown in Fig.6.10a, at time $t=25s$ the current injected by the MPPT controlled renewable source is decreased by $2A$, which results in an increased generation from all three DGs to satisfy the present load. As can be seen in Fig.6.10b, decrease in the total current injected to the dc system results in slight decrease in the common voltage magnitude. According to the relationship of the common voltage and the frequency of the injected ac signal illustrated in Fig. 6.3, the latter parameter increases with the decrease of the common voltage (Fig.6.10b). This change in the frequency modifies the correction term at each converter, which results in $4.05A, 8.1A$ and $4.05A$ current outputs from the first, second and the third converters, respectively, accurately satisfying the predetermined current sharing goal. Furthermore, at time $t=40s$, the MPPT controlled source is deactivated ($I_{MPPT} = 0$), which initiate current increase in the droop-controlled converters, resulting in $4.55A, 9.1A$ and $4.55A$ current output from the first, second and the third converters, respectively. Finally, at time $t=55 s$ the MPPT controlled source is suddenly connected to inject $3A$ current to the dc grid. This scenario again validates the effectiveness of the proposed controller in achieving accurate current sharing between droop-controlled converters. The Fig.6.10c proves the acceptable dc grid voltage profile throughout the operation. The power injections from the droop-controlled converters are shown in Fig.6.10d.

6.3.3 The comparative current-sharing analysis

In this scenario, the converter current sharing capability and the performance of the system depicted in the Fig. 6.1 is evaluated below considering the conventional droop control strategy, the proposed strategy and the current-sharing method proposed in [152]. Similar to the proposed approach, the method presented in [152] neither rely on the communication network nor require the complete information of the system topology and line parameters to achieve an accurate current sharing. Furthermore, the controller presented in [152] also relies on the signal injection technique, where all the droop-controlled converters superimpose an ac signal into dc grid voltage. As elaborated in the Literature Review section, the change in the converter output current changes the frequency of the injected signal, which, assuming a strong relationship between the phase angle and the reactive power, in turn, results in a change of the reactive power associated with the injected signal. The
Figure 6.10. The system response during step changes in the current injected to the dc grid. The current output of the droop-controlled converters (a), the magnitude of the common bus voltage and the frequency of the superimposed ac signal (b), the actual voltages at the terminals of the droop-controlled converters (c), the converter power injections (d).
Figure 6.11. The results of the current sharing acquired with different controller alternatives: Controller 1—proposed method, Controller 2—conventional droop control and Controller 3—the existing SBDC method.
measured reactive power is subtracted from the dc voltage reference, therefore, change in the frequency results in the variation of the dc voltage. The latter adjustment of the dc voltages aims the regulation of the converter output currents. Once the frequencies of the injected signals at different converters are synchronized, the current sharing between the droop-controlled converters will be determined only based on the droop gains.

Fig. 6.11 depicts the current sharing for the considered three scenarios. As can be seen in Fig. 6.11, before the time $t=15$ s, the proper current sharing based on prespecified droop gains, is achieved when the proposed controller (Fig. 6.11 a) is used. The conventional droop control, in contrary, results in a current sharing being affected by the system topology and parameters (Fig. 6.11 b). Similar to the proposed controller, the strategy presented in [152] (Fig. 6.11 c) also achieves a proper load distribution between the droop-controlled converters, which is a result of the frequencies of the injected ac signals being synchronized before $t=15$ s (Fig. 6.11 d). At time $t=15$ s, approximately 500 W load increase is initiated in the system. Unlike the proposed controller, which results in a proper current sharing, the frequencies of the injected signals of [152] fail to synchronize and the system loses its stability. The failure in synchronization can be explained by the fact that the relationship between the frequency (phase angle) of the injected signal and the reactive power resulted from the same signal is not very strong when the line inductances are not sufficiently smaller than the line resistances [175].

6.3.4 The performance of the proposed approach on the operation of the Interlinking Converters

This scenario demonstrates the potential of the proposed algorithm to enhance the operation of the ICs connected to the same ac and MT-DCµGrids at various locations of those systems. As it was discussed in the previous section, the difference in the measured dc voltages at each IC results in different calculated error terms and causes non-identical current reference even for identically rated ICs. The system depicted on Fig. 6.8 is considered for this scenario. Fig. 6.12 presents the effect of the activation of the proposed correction term on the operation of the two ICs. Before the time $t=7$ s, the ICs use the local voltage measurement as a feedback signal to generate the error term. This results in significant deviation of the currents through two ICs as presented in Fig.6.12 (a). As can be observed, while one of the ICs gives power to the dc subgrid, the other IC provides power back to the ac subgrid, resulting in the circulating current between the ICs. At time $t=7$ s, the activation of the correction term results in significant reduction of the current flowing through both ICs, as well as both currents become unidirectional. Fig. 6.12 (b) clearly
Figure 6.12. The response of the hybrid ac/MT-DCμGrid during the activation/deactivation of the proposed strategy. The current transferred through the ICs (a), the error term at each IC (b), the dc/dc terminal voltages (c) and current injections (d).
Figure 6.13. The implemented Hardware-in-the-Loop setup demonstrates that the error terms in both ICs are also reduced. Apart from the individual error terms, the total error \( \text{error}_{\text{total}} \), defined as the summation of the absolute values of individual errors, is also reduced from 0.22 pu to 0.05 pu. This decrease in total error term refers to the achievement of better load sharing between ac and dc subgrids, which is the end goal of connecting the subgrids though the ICs. Fig.6.12 (c), (d), (e) illustrate the output currents of the droop-controlled dc/dc converters as well as their terminal voltages, validating the proper current sharing between the droop-controlled dc/dc converters as well.
Figure 6.14. The current-sharing obtained with the HiL implementation during the activation of the proposed strategy and step change in the load current.
Figure 6.15. The current-sharing obtained with the HiL implementation during step changes in the current injected to the dc grid.
6.4 Real-time implementation of the proposed control structure

The validation of the proposed algorithm including its ability to properly modulate and demodulate an ac signal has been also done through hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) implementation, which has been realized by an OPAL-RT real-time simulator (RTS). Utilizing an RTS to validate microgrid control methods is a well-established practice [176–178]. In the implemented setup, two RTS (RTS1 and RTS2) of OPAL-RT were utilized as shown in Fig. 6.13. RTS1 is used to emulate the controller and exchange the real-time data with the MT-DC\(\mu\)Grid modeled in RTS2. This approach, also reported in other recent studies (e.g. [179, 180]), allows us to consider important features of practical implementations, including the delays existing in analog/digital conversions, and the noises that are present in the acquisitions of feedback signals. The fixed-step sampling time of 10\(\mu s\) was selected for running the RTS models. Farther details about the OPAL-RTS and HiL can be found in [181, 182]. The case studies presented in Subsection 6.3.1 and Subsection 6.3.2 are repeated for the evaluation of the HiL performance of the proposed algorithm. The signals plotted in Fig.6.14 and Fig.6.15 are extracted through input/output (IO) ports of OPAL-RT and are sent to 4-channel TBS1064 Tektronix digital oscilloscope. It is worth noting that the results obtained with both HiL implementation (Fig.6.14 and Fig.6.15) and the simulation study (Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10, respectively) demonstrate similar transient and steady state response of the system during the considered system disturbances. The presented scenarios of the activation of the proposed strategy, the change of the system load and the variation of the current injected to the system prove the effectiveness of the proposed strategy in achieving proper current sharing between the droop-controlled converters of MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids.

6.5 Discussion

This chapter proposed a communication-free control algorithm for droop-controlled MT-DC\(\mu\)Grids to achieve precise current sharing. The steady-state voltage feedback is common for all droop-controlled converters, which allows overcoming the inaccurate current sharing resulted from the difference between converter terminal voltages. The information about the common voltage is acquired in a communication-free manner by embedding it in the frequency of the small ac signal superimposed on the dc voltage. Therefore, the algorithm does not rely on the information of the grid structure and line parameters and is applicable
for general structure multibus microgrids. Furthermore, the proposed strategy improves the operation of the Interlinking Converters interfacing the ac and MT-DC µGrids by enabling precise current sharing between the converters and reduced error between the subgrids. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified by both Matlab/Simulink simulation and OPAL-RT based Hardware-in-the-loop implementation.
Chapter 7

Conclusion, Research Outcomes and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

Dc grids are increasingly viewed as promising alternatives to the conventional ac grids in certain power-system applications. The formation of such dc networks became practical with recent advances in power electronic technology. The development of dc grids, in particular, Multi Terminal High Voltage Direct Current (MT-HVDC) systems and Multi Terminal DC MicroGrids (MT-DCµGrids), has gained significant attention in recent years as they can facilitate larger integration of renewable energy sources. The research presented in this thesis was undertaken to assist the advancement of such dc systems by proposing improved control strategies for the converters interfacing with these grids. For this purpose, the outer levels of the converters’ controllers have been modified to ensure proper functioning of the system. Specifically, Chapter 4 demonstrated an enhanced voltage regulation and power sharing strategy for MT-HVDC systems. This strategy regulates the average dc system voltage, overcoming the voltage regulation issue present in power-voltage droop controlled MT-HVDC systems. Further augmentation of the power-sharing loop ensures that the developed controller performs satisfactorily when large delays are present in communication networks. Chapter 5 has extended the functionality of the controller developed in the previous chapter to enhance mutual frequency support between MT-HVDC interconnected asynchronous ac systems. It has been shown that during a disturbance in any of the participating ac grids, the controller is capable of equalizing the effect of a disturbance on all participating ac grids. The result is less stress on the affected ac system. Furthermore, the controller has been enhanced to allow equitable resource sharing between ac systems, considering the fact that a specific system might be causing the disturbance itself or might be assisting in overcoming the disturbance caused by any other grid. Finally, a decentralized controller has been developed for the converters of MT-DCµGrids. The proposed controller, which belongs to the family of signal-injection based technique, provides plug-and-play capability for the converters in general-structure dc microgrids. The proposed strategy offers decentralized control of the converters and does not rely on prior
information about the network parameters and topology. The drawbacks of the existing signal-injection based techniques have been addressed in the proposed strategy. To verify the effectiveness of all developed controllers, several test systems and many case studies have been conducted. The verification was done based on modal analysis, time-domain simulations, as well as OPAL-RT based real-time implementations of the proposed controllers. Comparative analysis with recent similar control approaches has demonstrated the advantage of the proposed controllers for facilitating the formation of dc systems for a variety of applications.

### 7.2 Research outcome

The following papers have been published as an outcome of the research presented in this thesis.


• A. Kirakosyan, E. F. El-Saadany, M. S. E. Moursi, A. Yazdavar and M. Salama, (2020) "Sharing of the loading of asynchronous ac microgrids connected through dc microgrids" Accepted in IEEE PES General Meeting, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Submission ID 20PESGM1101.


7.3 Future work

To further promote the development of dc grids with an aim of enhancing the performance of power systems in general, several research topics are suggested below. The authors believe that these studies and research directions can help to improve the content of the current thesis and constitute new research directions.

• The cyber security of the proposed communication-based approaches for MT-HVDC applications will be investigated in the future research. Specifically, state-estimation based techniques needs to be developed to determine the communicated signals that have been altered by attackers and to modify the control structure to overcome the detrimental effect of such attacks.

• The interaction between the turbines of the wind power plant should be investigated during the period when those generating units participate into the frequency regulation of the main ac system. The dynamic interactions of the turbines with other turbines and with other components of the wind farm need to be investigated.

• New control strategy should be designed for the converters of wind turbines for extracting maximum power from those units during normal operation and avoiding second frequency deep when the turbines participate into frequency regulation.

• Economic aspect should be considered for developing controllers for sharing the frequency support reserves between ac systems. Specifically, the systems that produce less-expensive power could be set to participate more in the mutual frequency support.
• The selection and placement of dc choppers in MT-HVDC systems should be conducted. The coordinated operation of dc choppers installed in dc grids should be organized for avoiding overvoltages and ensuring continuous system operation. Detailed investigation of the Fault Ride Through capabilities of MT-HVDC systems is then to be conducted.

• The benefits of integration of storage systems into dc grids should be analyzed. Respective control strategies should be developed for providing frequency support from those storage units to the neighboring ac systems. Comparative technical and economic analysis should be conducted to compare operation of storage devices with alternative technologies, e.g., with the deloaded operation of wind turbines.

• The considered MT-HVDC systems were based on paralleled VSCs. The operation of possible MT-HVDC configuration, in which some of the paralleled converters are of LCC type, should be investigated. The latter converters are expected to operate in a unidirectional power flow mode, and thus the voltage regulation and frequency support through those LCCs should be researched.

• In the light of the proposed signal-injection based technique for MT-DC Grids, consideration should be given to the system operation in case of multi-microgrid system including both ac and dc grids. Detailed investigation of the ac system dynamics and their affect on the proposed signal-injection based strategy should be analyzed. Appropriate methods should be developed for clustering those microgrids and enhancing load-sharing in the subgrid level.
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Appendix

A1 Park (or direct-quadrature-zero) transformation

The direct-quadrature-zero \( dq0 \) transformation is mathematical transformation that projects the three-phase ac signals (voltages, currents) from stationary \( abc \) reference frame into rotating \( dq0 \) reference frame. As a result, three phase ac quantities are being represented by dc quantities without loosing information, which largely simplifies the analysis of three-phase ac circuits. What is more, in the balanced three-phase systems the 0 component of the \( abc - dq0 \) transformation is zero, which eventually presents the three-phase quantities by their \( d \) and \( q \) components, which are then used for performing simplified calculations and control of the circuit. The transformation consists originally evolved as a result of using Clarke and Park transformation matrices. Specifically, the Clark transformation projects the original three-phase ac quantities (e.g. \( V_a, V_b, V_c \)) from stationary \( abc \) reference frame into another stationary frame, namely \( \alpha\beta0 \) frame, as per (A.1)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_\alpha \\
  x_\beta \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} \\
  1 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \\
  \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x_a \\
  x_b \\
  x_c
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( x_\alpha, x_\beta \) and \( x_0 \) are the corresponding voltage quantities in \( \alpha\beta0 \) frame. Please note that the latter quantities are ac in nature, however, the quantity \( V_0 \) is zero for the balanced ac systems. Thus the Clark transformation reduces the original three ac signals into corresponding two ac signals. The Park transformation is then applied by transforming the quantities from stationary \( \alpha\beta0 \) frame into rotating \( dq0 \) frame as per

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_d \\
  x_q \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\theta) & \sin(\theta) & 0 \\
  \sin(\theta) & -\cos(\theta) & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x_\alpha \\
  x_\beta \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(A.2)
where \( \theta \) is the angle between the rotating \( dq0 \) reference frame and the stationary \( \alpha\beta0 \) frame, and is related to the speed of rotation of the \( dq0 \) as per

\[
\omega_{dq} = \frac{d\theta}{dt} \tag{A.3}
\]

Combining the steps of equation (A.1) and (A.2), the transformation of three-phase ac quantities their corresponding \( dq0 \) components can be done using the transformation matrix \( T \) as per

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_d \\
  x_q \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix}
= T
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_a \\
  x_b \\
  x_c
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{2}{3}
\begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\theta) & \cos(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
  \sin(\theta) & \sin(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \sin(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
  \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_a \\
  x_b \\
  x_c
\end{bmatrix} \tag{A.4}
\]

After using the input dc quantities resultant from the above transformations (e.g., for the controller implementation), the output dc variables are transformed back to the original \( abc \) frame using the inverse transformation matrix \( T^{-1} \) as per

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_a \\
  x_b \\
  x_c
\end{bmatrix}
= T^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_d \\
  x_q \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{2}{3}
\begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \sin(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1 \\
  \cos(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \sin(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1 \\
  \cos(\theta) & \sin(\theta) & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_d \\
  x_q \\
  x_0
\end{bmatrix} \tag{A.5}
\]

Identical transformation matrices can be used for transforming three-phase ac currents to their \( dq0 \) components and back to three-phase quantities. Please notice that the implemented transformation is magnitude invariant, so that the magnitude of the transformed variable is the same in both systems. Alternatively, the power invariant transformation could be adopted by using the scaling factor of \( \sqrt{2/3} \) instead of \( 2/3 \) in the transformation matrix \( T \). Also, the implemented transformation the \( a \) axis of three-phase signals
and the $d$ axis of the rotating $dq0$ frame are initially aligned, and the alignment during the sudden shifts of the respective vectors is done with the help of grid synchronization techniques. Alternatively, $q$ axis of $dq0$ frame could have been initially aligned with the $a$ axis of three-phase frame.
A2 Selection of the parameters for Inner Current Controllers

It is worth noting that although the average model is used to represent the converters, the design of the converter control parameters considers the limitations induced by the actual operation as well. Specifically, in the detailed converter model, the controller’s output is supplied to the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) block to generate the pulses required for turning on and off the IGBT switches. Inside the PWM block, the triangular reference is compared with the modulation voltage to generate those pulses. The speed of operation of PWM block is determined by the frequency of the triangular waveform, the latter is called switching frequency as it determines how often IGBT switches are turning on and off. Selection of the proper switching frequency is of prime importance for the operation of VSCs. Higher switching frequencies are desired from the control and filtering perspective, whereas selection of too high switching is restricted by the capabilities of the IGBT switches and by the excessive losses occurring as a result of too fast switching. The switching frequency $f_{sw}$ of IGBT devices for MT-HVDC applications is usually below 3 kHZ, whereas higher switching frequencies are employed for low voltage-low power applications such as MT-DCμGrids [183]. This upper limit on the speed of PWM restricts the speed of operation of inner current control loop. Particularly, it is recommended that the bandwidth of the current controller is at least ten times less than that of the PWM block [184]. The controller parameters for the inner current loop (proportional and integral gains of PI controller) are selected accordingly to ensure ten times difference between the bandwidths of the respective blocks. Additionally, for the VSCs in MT-HVDC applications, the structure of ICC is designed in such a way as to decouple the $d$ and $q$ axis controllers by substituting the coupling terms from each loop, as well as to minimize the effect of the grid voltage by providing a feedforward voltage compensation. As a result, the pu parameters of the ICC are calculated according to equations (A.6) to mimic the response of the first order system [185].

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{p,inner} &= BW_{ICC} L_f I_{base} / (\sqrt{(2/3)} V_{base}) \\
K_{i,inner} &= BW_{ICC} R_f I_{base} / (\sqrt{(2/3)} V_{base}) \\
BW_{ICC} &= f_{sw} * 2 * \pi / 10
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.6)

where $K_{p,inner}$ and $K_{i,inner}$ are the proportional and integral gains of the ICC, $L_f$ and $R_f$
are the inductance and resistance of the phase reactor, $I_{\text{base}}$ and $V_{\text{base}}$ are the current and voltage base values, and the $BW_{\text{ICC}}$ and $f_{\text{sw}}$ are the bandwidth of ICC and the switching frequency of the converter, respectively. Further fine-tuning is done to adjust the response of the combined system.
A3 Common Reference Frame

As it was previously discussed, the modeling of three-phase ac circuits in rotating \(dq0\) reference frame is common practice as it simplifies the analysis of the system and is especially suitable for stability studies. However, different components of ac systems might be modeled in distinct \(dq0\) reference frames. To integrate these models together, the transformation of the \(dq\) components of the respective variables between different frames can be done as per equation (A.7) [186, 187].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x'_d \\
  x'_q
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\Delta \theta) & \sin(\Delta \theta) \\
  -\sin(\Delta \theta) & \cos(\Delta \theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_d \\
  x_q
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(A.7)

In equation (A.7), \(\Delta \theta\) is the phase angle difference between the two considered frames. This dynamic behavior of this angle is dependent on the grid synchronization technique used. For the FLL employed in this study, this angle can be derived from the mathematical model of the phase angle estimation loop shown in Fig. A1 [37].

In the latter figure, \(\theta_g\) is the grid voltage angle, \(\theta_c\) is the converter reference frame angle, and \(\Delta \theta\) is the angle difference between two reference frames. Thus, the closed loop dynamics of \(\Delta \theta\) are given by

\[
\Delta \theta(1 + \frac{\omega_p(s + \omega_0)}{s^2}) = \theta_g
\]  

(A.8)

From which

\[
\Delta \theta = \frac{\omega_g}{s^2 + \omega_p(s + \omega_0)} s
\]  

(A.9)
where $\omega_p = 2\pi \cdot 40 \text{ rad/s}$ and $\omega_0 = 2\pi \cdot 15 \text{ rad/s}$ are parameters of FLL. The phase angle of equation (A.9) can be then used in (A.7) to establish the relationship between dynamics of the grid voltage reference frame and the converter reference frame.
A4  The parameters of the test systems used throughout the thesis

Table A1. The parameters of the four terminal MT-HVDC system shown in Fig. 4.15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base power</td>
<td>800 MVA</td>
<td>Ac voltage</td>
<td>150 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc voltage</td>
<td>300 kV</td>
<td>Ac frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc link capacitance</td>
<td>350 $\mu$F</td>
<td>Dc cable inductance</td>
<td>0.16 mH/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc cable resistance</td>
<td>14 m$\Omega$/km</td>
<td>Dc cable capacitance</td>
<td>0.23 $\mu$F/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance</td>
<td>0.014 H</td>
<td>Filter resistance</td>
<td>0.04 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC P gain</td>
<td>0.6 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC1 \to VSC2}$</td>
<td>20 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC I gain</td>
<td>18 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC1 \to VSC3}$</td>
<td>100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCVC P gain</td>
<td>8 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC2 \to VSC3}$</td>
<td>100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCVC I gain</td>
<td>200 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC3 \to VSC4}$</td>
<td>50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI P gain</td>
<td>2 pu</td>
<td>Short Circuit Ratio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI I gain</td>
<td>30 pu</td>
<td>X over R ratio</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2. The parameters of the five terminal MT-HVDC system shown in Fig. 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base power</td>
<td>900 MVA</td>
<td>Ac voltage</td>
<td>230 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc voltage</td>
<td>400 kV</td>
<td>Ac frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc link capacitance</td>
<td>225 $\mu$F</td>
<td>Dc cable inductance</td>
<td>0.16 mH/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc cable resistance</td>
<td>14 m$\Omega$/km</td>
<td>Dc cable capacitance</td>
<td>0.23 $\mu$F/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance</td>
<td>0.028 H</td>
<td>Filter resistance</td>
<td>0.088 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC P gain</td>
<td>0.6 pu</td>
<td>Inertia $G_2, G_4$</td>
<td>3 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC I gain</td>
<td>18 pu</td>
<td>Inertia $G_3$</td>
<td>6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCVC P gain</td>
<td>8 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC2 \to VSC3}$</td>
<td>100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCVC I gain</td>
<td>200 pu</td>
<td>Length$_{VSC3 \to VSC4}$</td>
<td>50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVS P gain</td>
<td>0.2 pu</td>
<td>MMC arm inductance</td>
<td>0.15 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVS I gain</td>
<td>50 pu</td>
<td>MMC arm resistance</td>
<td>0.0015 pu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A3. The parameters of the Cigre B4 MT-HVDC test system shown in Fig. 4.24.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base power</td>
<td>1000 MVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc voltage</td>
<td>400 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac voltage</td>
<td>220 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc link capacitance</td>
<td>250 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc cable resistance</td>
<td>9.5 mΩ/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance</td>
<td>0.023 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icc P gain</td>
<td>0.6 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icc I gain</td>
<td>18 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odcvc P gain</td>
<td>8 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odcvc I gain</td>
<td>200 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia G1</td>
<td>5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia G2</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia G3</td>
<td>7s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter resistance</td>
<td>0.07 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc cable inductance</td>
<td>2.1 mH/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc cable capacitance</td>
<td>0.19 µF/km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4. The parameters of the IEEE Type1 turbine-governor model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmax</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmin</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A5. The parameters of the GAST gas turbine-governor model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>0.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dturb</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VmaxGAST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VminGAST</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A6. The parameters of the hydraulic turbine-governor model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_a$</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>0.07 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{droop}}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID P gain</td>
<td>1.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID I gain</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID D gain</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_B$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_T$</td>
<td>1.0361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A7. The parameters of the PMSG-WT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air density $\rho$</td>
<td>$1.12 \text{ kg/m}^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius R</td>
<td>33.05 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia $J$</td>
<td>70000 kg/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_p$</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A8. The parameters of the considered MT-DC$\mu$Grid shown in Fig. 6.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{dc,Grid}}$</td>
<td>400 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 1 and 6 Resistances</td>
<td>2 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{dc,Grid}}$</td>
<td>400 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2 and 5 Resistances</td>
<td>1 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Inductance</td>
<td>0.2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 3 and 4 Resistances</td>
<td>1.5 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter capacitance</td>
<td>500 $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 1 and 6 Inductances</td>
<td>15 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Resistance</td>
<td>0.05 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 3 and 4 Inductances</td>
<td>11.25 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom. Inj. Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2 and 5 Inductances</td>
<td>7.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{p,dc}$</td>
<td>0.1 A/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{i,dc}$ (voltage reg.)</td>
<td>20 A/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{p,inner}$</td>
<td>0.02 pu/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{i,inner}$ (current reg.)</td>
<td>1 pu/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{droop},1,3}$</td>
<td>0.5 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{droop},2}$</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC capacitance</td>
<td>1250 $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2 and 5 Inductances</td>
<td>ac voltage 220 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{droop},1}$ (IC #1)</td>
<td>1 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{droop},2}$ (IC #2)</td>
<td>1 pu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>